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ABSTRACT 
Teachers of poetry to high schoolers must navigate special challenges and balance competing 
tensions, including analysis “versus” appreciation, their status as both novice and expert 
readers of poetry, and differing conceptions of poetry “mastery” that are historically at odds. 
What does it mean to be an exemplary teacher of poetry in an era of high-stakes assessment, 
when poetry itself and poetry teaching have been marginalized? Though existing research 
highlights poetry’s capacity to cultivate students’ higher-order habits of mind, this mixed-
method, phenomenological study fills a research gap by creating a rich portrait of exemplary 
teaching of poetry at the high school level. For this study, I recruited, surveyed, observed, 
and interviewed five exemplary teachers of poetry--all identified as experienced, motivated, 
supported, committed, and reflective--currently teaching in five diverse high schools 
surrounding Boston, to answer the research question: What are the practices and attributes of five 
exemplary teachers of poetry in the secondary English-Language Arts classroom? Teachers were 
observed for three classes teaching three “anchor” poems (one researcher-selected poem, 
one collaboratively-selected poem, and one participant-selected poem), and interviewed 
post-observations. The study drew on Elliot Eisner’s conception of students as connoisseurs 
and critics and Rosenblatt’s conception of poetry reading as a transactional event. It found 
that these teachers of poetry are specialists who value student agency and share power, make 
  vii 
their pedagogical aims transparent and their strategies for reading poetry explicit to students, 
use multiple modes of representation and manipulate poetic texts to demystify and enrich 
poetry study, and balance a host of competing tensions. These exemplary teachers, two of 
whom are published poets, were humble, confident, relational, responsive to both student 
and text, caring, passionate, and authentic. The most resonant finding was the centrality of 
the student-teacher relationship to the poetry teaching endeavor. The study found that being 
an exemplary teacher of poetry is as much about how one is in and out of the classroom as it 
is about what one does in the classroom. Recommendations are made at the teacher, school, 
and community levels regarding practices and structures that support exemplary teaching of 
poetry in the high school ELA classroom.    
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Chapter One: Introduction 
“Poetry is the art of using words charged with the utmost meaning. A society whose intellectual leaders lose 
the skill to shape, appreciate, and understand the power of language will become the slaves of those who retain 
it--be they politicians, preachers, copywriters, or newscasters. (Dana Gioia, 1992) 
 
Poetry, as a thing to study and teach, offers us much in the realms of our cognitive,  
intellectual, affective, and aesthetic development. Despite what it can offer us, though, 
maximizing that potential in the classroom is easier said than done. It is difficult to teach 
poetry. Rather, it is difficult to teach it well, and in a way that will foster not only our 
students’ lifelong engagement with the form, but our culture’s-- and our profession’s--as 
well.  
Nonetheless, research shows that it is well worth the trouble. Studies have shown the 
capacity of poetry to enrich students’ intellectual, academic, and emotional lives. The skills 
developed from reading poetry on a regular basis are in recent years documented, and the 
power and richness of learning poetry have been relatively well-researched (though more in 
other English-speaking countries than in the United States.)  
Elliot Eisner (1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) uses the word “connoisseurship” to refer to 
the kind of consistently developed expertise that comes from experience with and deep 
study of any art form; he describes connoisseurship as the ability to discern between 
subtleties, and to develop, cultivate, and understand one’s own taste.  However, there is a 
dearth of research that shows us exemplary poetry teaching in action--research from which 
we could build a knowledge base that empowers teachers to reckon with this difficult form, 
and the pedagogical task of doing it justice, especially at the secondary-high school level.   
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There are many built-in incongruities regarding the teaching of poetry. Is it an art to 
be appreciated or an academic subject to be mastered? What is the relationship between 
appreciation and analysis? Do we teach a poem’s surface features and formal elements, and 
hope that students’ interest and deeper knowledge--their sense of wonder and appreciation-- 
will be sparked? Or do we aim for a student’s heart first, and her head second, initially 
subordinating a student’s analysis of a given poem to her experience, investment, and 
intrigue? How do we teach poetry in a way that does not give students a superficial, 
diminutized, or truncated version of what poetry is and can do?  
 
 
Research Problem 
 
Further complicating the task of researching poetry pedagogy is the fraught, uneasy history 
of teaching literature in the United States--a field that has been characterized over the past 
century by infighting, false dichotomies, competing philosophies, and tensions, not only 
regarding how best to teach poetry and literature, but regarding the fundamental purpose of 
an English-Language Arts classroom, including why we teach and learn (and read) literature, 
and what position student readers should take relative to any given text, especially poetry.  
While there are signs that we are slowly learning the limitations of using standardized 
testing and other summative assessment means to “backwards-design” our literature 
curricula, we have few models for excellence that are reinforced by rich portraits of 
exemplary poetry teachers in action. Poetry pedagogy is not a well-researched subject, but 
can we glean any patterns of best practices and attributes of poetry pedagogy by investigating 
research associated with good teaching in general, good teaching of literature, and the 
strengths and benefits of reading poetry? Further, in an ideal context--within which teachers 
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are experienced, motivated, supported, committed, and reflective--what can we learn about 
the qualities that mark excellence in the teaching of poetry, and how can we begin to think 
about how to teach poetry in a consistent, meaningful, rigorous, robust and confident way?  
 
Research Question  
 
This study aims to fill the gap in research regarding what exemplary poetry teaching looks 
like by creating a richer portrait than currently exists of exemplary teaching of poetry at the 
high school level. It asks the following central question as it surveys, interviews, and 
observes five experienced, motivated, supported, committed, and reflective teachers of 
poetry in five high schools in and around Boston: What are the practices and attributes of five 
exemplary/highly effective teachers of poetry in the secondary ELA classroom?  
 
Context and Significance 
 
Committed educators of poetry and other arts are concerned about the curricular sidelining 
of higher-order thinking skills and the cultivation of students’ affective and aesthetic 
intelligence associated with poetry and the arts (Hennessey, Hinchion, & McNamara, 2010; 
Madaus, 1988).  The English teacher who envisions the English-Language Arts (ELA) 
classroom as a place to cultivate students’ habits of mind--a goal to which poetry is well 
suited--is often at odds with policy makers and administrators who are beholden to 
“outcomes” and skills that are discretely measurable. Even teachers who are committed to 
the hard and rewarding work of cultivating their students’ poetry fluency must often, in the 
words of the poet Sharon Olds (1995) “weigh and then reweigh” curricular choices, and be 
ready to defend how these curricular choices align with pedagogical mandates, such as those 
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present in common core state standards. How are teachers of high school ELA teaching 
poetry effectively, even within particular contextual constraints--including time limitations, 
student and teacher resistance and lack of confidence, and the cultural sidelining of poetry, 
and amidst what theorist Elliot Eisner (2005) calls our increasingly “technicized cognitive 
culture” (p. 207)?  
We do not have a rich, thick picture of what poetry teaching in this country looks 
like. To what extent are teachers inclined to view poetry as more of an art (which may 
parallel an affective or aesthetic approach to teaching it) than an academic subject (which 
may call for a more efferent or analytical approach)? What can an exemplary teacher show us 
about best practices and teacher attributes in the teaching of poetry, and how can we use this 
knowledge to contribute to current thinking on best practices in the teaching of poetry and 
of literature? Again, current research shows us little about the effective teaching of poetry. 
This study aims to help address this gap. 
 
Theoretical Frameworks and Conceptual Frameworks 
 
There are three theoretical and conceptual frameworks that inform and anchor this study:  
1. Elliot Eisner’s (1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) conceptions of cultivating connoisseurship 
in students and capitalizing on their artistically-rooted intelligence 
2. Louise Rosenblatt’s (1938, 1964; 1978; 1980; 1986) theoretical model of reading- 
including the reading of poetry as a transactional event between poem, teacher, and 
student that exists on a spectrum of interpretive and instructional approaches, with 
“efferent” on one end, and “aesthetic” on the other  
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3.  A second, related spectrum of approaches to the reading and studying of poetry 
that encapsulates and represents various constituencies and movements within the 
ELA historical tradition--with “appreciation” on one side of the spectrum of 
interpretive and instructional approaches, and “analytical” on the other 
More broadly and perhaps more implicitly, the study draws on the constructivist educational 
theory of John Dewey (1934) and Bahktin’s (1981) dialogical theory, which both recognize 
the importance of student agency within the classroom, expressed in part through discourse, 
toward the building of knowledge and the construction of meaning via interactions with 
texts, peers, prior experience, and the teacher.  
Elliot Eisner, poetry instruction, and artistically rooted intelligence  
 In a speech to the Dewey Society entitled “What Can Education Learn from the Arts About 
the Practice of Education?” Eisner (2002) argued that the aims and practices of education 
should embrace not just scientifically-rooted forms of intelligence, but “artistically rooted” 
ones, as well. In this speech and elsewhere, Eisner laments the long-standing estrangement 
of art and science-- especially as that estrangement has continued to play out in the 
American classroom. He traces this marginalization of artistic modes of thinking within the 
field of education to the influence of the burgeoning field of psychology in the late 19th 
century, which sought to emulate the hard sciences and earn status as a bona fide “scientific 
enterprise.”    
The nascent and impressionable field of education followed suit, with educational 
values and practices driven by the perceived need for order, efficiency, and outcomes that we 
can predict and control. Eisner (2002) argues that, rather than trying to make education look 
like a hard science, what we need to cultivate in our field and in students are artistically 
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rooted forms of intelligence and ways of thinking. These habits of mind include: qualitative 
judgment-making; the embracing of ambiguity and surprise; the understanding of the 
inextricable nature of form and content; the recognition that language itself is limited, fluid 
and provisional; the development of fluencies in different modes and media; and the 
recognition of aesthetic satisfaction as a motive for engagement. 
Eisner’s (1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) conception of artistically rooted intelligence is 
germane to the research question posed in this study. His notions of connoisseurship and 
criticism and these six “artistically rooted” habits of mind are concepts that help to frame 
and illuminate some of the cognitive and pedagogical dissonance that seems to characterize 
poetry teaching in the current educational climate. As Eisner reminds us, the arts and poetry 
teach us that there is more than one way to approach problems, and that rules about form 
and method are not always hard and fast. Poetry can help students learn to say “what cannot 
be said” (Eisner, 2002, p. 56) and understand that there is always more to know. 
A spectrum of ways of reading and teaching a poem. Literacy theorist and 
teacher Louise Rosenblatt (1938; 1964; 1978; 1983) emphasized the distinctions between 
reading events that are efferent (reading to glean information, including scientific reading) and 
those that are aesthetic (reading that is concerned with the reader’s response and meaning-
making within the reading event itself, with regard to literature--especially poetry). In 
pedagogical terms, the teaching of poetry can be framed as being situated on a spectrum, 
with pure analysis or information-extraction on one end (formalist, instrumentalist, efferent), 
and on the other an affective or aesthetic approach to poetry (constructivist, aesthetic) which 
positions “meaning-making” as socially and personally-constructed (Faust & Dressman, 
2009; Hennessey, et al., 2010, Rosenblatt, 1978; 1986). This study uses as reference points 
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Rosenblatt’s notion of efferent “versus” aesthetic reading events, as well as the spectrum of 
approaches that characterize analysis “versus” appreciation. 
There is a dearth of research on poetry instruction in the United States. However, if 
we extrapolate from studies about the curriculum and instruction of poetry in other 
countries (New Zealand, Australia, and the United Kingdom among them) and from related 
studies and readings on aesthetic teaching, literacy, assessment, and literature instruction, we 
can reasonably conceptualize these spectra of approaches to roughly parallel prevailing 
movements in the teaching of literature since the turn of the last century.  
The inherent paradox of teaching poetry: aesthetic teaching and poetry 
instruction. One assumption that informs and contextualizes this study is that there are 
many built-in incongruities and paradoxes regarding the teaching of poetry. It is poetry’s dual 
nature as both art and academic subject that accounts for much of the difficulty in teaching 
it, teaching others to teach it, and placing it appropriately in a literature curriculum, including 
how to assess “mastery.”   
Do we teach with Eisner’s notion of artistically-rooted intelligence in mind, and trust 
that students who cultivate connoisseurship will perform well on standardized tests that ask 
them to display, relatively speaking, a minimum level of knowledge? In most cases, the way a 
teacher answers this question will depend upon a teacher’s school and broader contexts—
everything from a school’s accreditation status to the culture of a given department of 
English vis-à-vis the perceived importance of teaching poetry. 
The paradoxes, tensions, and dichotomies that characterize the teaching of poetry 
represent a broader uncertainty about the place of the arts and aesthetic learning in the 
secondary school ELA classroom. Aesthetic learning is broadly defined as the cultivation of 
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habits of mind pertaining to observation, articulation, and appreciation of various modes of 
representation (Eisner, 1998; 2002; Pike, 2004). Many researchers and theorists speak of the 
vital tension between experiencing and understanding when we read, teach, and learn poetry--and 
many underscore the importance of appreciating and balancing this tension (Benton, 1999; 
Dymoke, 2012; Eisner, 1978, 2010; Rosenblatt, 1938, 1983). Further, “Affective/Aesthetic” 
approaches to teaching poetry and “Analytical/Efferent” approaches have been alternatively 
in and out of favor since ELA became an academic discipline around the turn of the 20th 
century. Similarly, a teacher’s perception of the processes, goals, and aims of the study of 
literature plays a significant role in how that teacher approaches poetry instruction (Benton, 
1999; Dymoke, 2012; Hennessy, et al., 2010; Myhill & Wilson, 2013; Peskin, 1998). 
Vacillating trends in the history of the teaching of literature over the last century have 
offered diverse viewpoints; in fact, a cursory glance at historical trends in the teaching of 
literature reveals a familiar “pendulum swing” or reactionary pattern that seems to go hand 
in hand with educational reform movements. In the last four or five decades, there have 
been successive--and often conflicting--pedagogical approaches to the teaching of literature, 
including poetry.  
In addition to these theoretical and conceptual frameworks, this study uses a working 
collection of operational features of exemplary poetry teaching (The Operational Features of 
Exemplary Teachers of Poetry List) that I gleaned from the following: research on effective 
teaching; research on effective teaching of literature; and research on the benefits of studying 
poetry. It is helpful to have an organizing principle when going into a classroom to observe, 
while also keeping in mind that “productive idiosyncrasy in the art of teaching is as 
important as in the art of painting” (Eisner, 1998, p. 79). The use of these operational 
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features as loose organizing principles is intended to function as a means of what Eisner 
(1998) labels “structural corroboration,” which,  
like the process of triangulation, is a means through which multiple types of data are 
related to each other to support or contradict the interpretation and evaluation of a 
state of affairs.…In seeking structural corroboration we look for recurrent behaviors 
or actions, those theme-like features of a situation that inspire confidence that the 
events interpreted and appraised are not aberrant or exceptional, but rather 
characteristic of the situation. (1998, p. 100) 
The Operational Features List is intended to function as a means of using what we know to 
inform what we examine in the classroom, in this case the practices and attributes of five 
exemplary teachers of poetry. 
 
Study Design 
 
The phenomenological study “The Practices of Exemplary Teachers of Poetry in the 
Secondary ELA Classroom” surveys, observes, and interviews five exemplary teachers of 
poetry in and around the Boston area. Four of these participants are teacher-alumni of the 
Favorite Poem Project Summer Institute for Educators, an immersive summer institute at 
Boston University that ran for 16 consecutive summers (the last being held during the 
summer of 2017). The fifth teacher in this study teaches in the same school and program as I 
do. Each of the five teachers first completes a survey, then each is observed for three 
different classes. Each of these three classes features a different “anchor poem”--the poem 
that serves as the touchpoint or foundation of the lesson. One of the three observed classes 
features a poem of the teacher’s choosing (a tried and true “chestnut”), one features a 
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collaboratively chosen (by researcher and teacher) poem, and the third uses “You Begin” by 
Margaret Atwood. The Atwood poem was chosen because of my own experience with it as a 
poem that has never failed me in my own teaching practice over many years of teaching it, a 
poem that the high school students I have taught and teach tend to like, and a poem that is 
both challenging and accessible.   
After each of the three classroom observations (a total of 15), the teacher and I have 
a post-observation interview (within 48 hours of each classroom observation). I then analyze 
all the transcribed observations and interviews, noting patterns, incongruities, convergences, 
and notable features.  
 
Participants 
 
Participants in this study are experienced, motivated, supported, committed, and reflective. 
They teach in a variety of high school settings within the greater Boston area. They have a 
range of experiences in past teaching settings, and are experienced poetry teachers (all have 
ten or more years’ experience teaching literature in the high school classroom and teach 
poetry regularly). All report enjoying a high degree of institutional support and report feeling 
valued, and those who attended the Favorite Poem Project Summer Institute were supported 
by their districts in doing so. All were observed in professional settings by me prior to 
surveys, observations, and interviews, and all have expressed a high degree of motivation and 
commitment to poetry instruction. Two are published poets. 
 
Limitations 
 
There are a variety of limitations posed by this study. The first, and most significant, is 
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researcher bias. As a researcher, I am biased in two fundamental ways, both of which 
necessitate self-checking, mentoring by my advisor and committee members, and 
methodological triangulation over the course of the study. The first bias is my belief that the 
teaching of poetry in the high school classroom is both important and threatened--in part by 
an accountability movement that could reduce and demote poetry and the arts to a set of 
“measurables,” (i.e. poetic terminology, etc.) that leaves little room or time for the kind of 
grappling required for deep cognitive and aesthetic understanding. I am biased in my belief 
that we have never needed poetry’s unique capacity to articulate our collective and individual 
human predicament and yearning more than we do now.  
I have taught high school in suburban and urban Massachusetts for over 20 years. In 
that time, I have seen many trends, initiatives, and policies come and go; thus, I am wary of 
the easy answers that tend to be the stock and trade of education reform. I have also 
witnessed first-hand the need for us to attend to students’ affective and aesthetic needs along 
with their intellectual needs, and also witnessed the ability of poetry to attend to these needs 
in an effective and ongoing way.  
The other area of researcher bias concerns my role as a teacher-leader on staff at the 
Favorite Poem Project Summer Institute for Educators. I have worked directly with four of 
the five study participants in my role as facilitator (in essence, their teacher) during their 
week at the Institute, and I have worked alongside the fifth participant as a colleague. This 
prior relationship could affect the way in which participants engage in and respond to the 
inquiry throughout the study. Because of these implicit biases, it is vital to remain reflexive 
and to engage in frequent check-ins with the chairman of this dissertation committee, Dr. 
Stephan Ellenwood, the other members of the dissertation committee, independent 
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investigators, and in certain instances, with the participants of the study.  
In addition to researcher bias, there are limits in scope due to the fact that all of the 
teachers teach in schools within the same general geographic area, and by the fact that I am 
observing three lessons for each teacher rather than having a continuous presence over the 
course of a full school year. Nonetheless, the fact that the observations are extended and 
triangulated by interviews and surveys widens the scope of the investigation, allowing for 
both teacher and researcher reflection, clarification, and recursive insight. I also report on as 
many school-based contexts and factors as possible in order for readers of this study to be 
able to make informed impressions as they factor in these contextually-bound variables. 
 
Conclusion and Relevance 
 
Schools are struggling to makes sense of what it means to meet the needs of teenagers in this 
age of anxiety, the internet, and school and social violence. For example, the graduating class 
of 2013 entered school as Kindergartners a week before 9/11 and graduated a few weeks 
after the Boston Marathon bombings. Accompanying this foment is a standards-driven 
educational agenda that has continued to burgeon in recent years--an agenda that seeks to 
quantify student learning through the use of core curricula and standardized tests. Some 
studies link this focus on metrics to a more reductive approach to teaching poetry, and to 
the marginalization of poetry within the ELA curriculum. 
The time is ripe for studying what it means to be an exemplary teacher of poetry. 
This study aims to offer a portrait of teachers who are invested, equipped, and supported 
(or, in the language of the study: “experienced, motivated, supported, committed, and 
reflective”) in their poetry teaching, at work in their classrooms and reflecting on their 
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practice. Perhaps by observing experienced, motivated, supported, committed, and reflective 
poetry teaching in action, and by applying robust and relevant conceptual and theoretical 
frameworks to the teaching of poetry, while drawing on existing research on poetry study 
and teaching, this study can contribute to a collective embracing of the complexity of 
teaching poetry in the secondary ELA classroom. In short, the study aims to contribute to 
our collective understanding of a sound and strong poetry pedagogy. If we can identify and 
describe the practices and attributes of exemplary teachers of poetry, perhaps we can help 
teachers--new and experienced--to navigate their own contexts in skillful ways.   
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Chapter Two: Review of the Literature 
 
“I wonder what teachers want students to learn when they teach poetry. I wonder how a poetry lesson 
resembles (or doesn’t) other lessons. I wonder about how teachers begin and end poetry lessons, and I wonder 
what leads a teacher to tell himself or herself, when the fifty-three minutes are history, ‘That worked. That 
was good, worth doing again.’” (Brewbaker, 2005) 
 
Introduction: The Benefits of Teaching Poetry 
 
Research relevant to this study includes: research on teaching and the teaching of poetry; 
research on conceptual and theoretical frameworks that pertain to the teaching of poetry; 
and research on the state of poetry teaching and on poetry’s status in the ELA classroom, 
both historically and currently.  
There are many benefits to reading and studying poetry. When students study poetry, 
they build reading, observational, and interpretive skills that extend beyond poetry into other 
genres of literature and art (Eisner, 1972; 1979; 1998; 2002; Harker, 1994; Peskin, 1998). 
Studying poetry cultivates emotional intelligence and empathy (Eva-Wood, 2004; Hennessey, 
et al., 2010; Roberts, 2010; Stout, 1999), teaches higher-order thinking (Hennessey, et al., 
2010; Eva-Wood, 2004), models close reading (Rosenblatt, 1938; 1964; 1978; 1980; 1986), 
provides an epistemological framework for studying literature of increasing complexity 
(Hennessey et al., 2010; Peskin, 1998), cultivates tolerance for ambiguity and intellectual risk-
taking (Pike, 2004), and serves as an equalizer between readers and non-readers at the high 
school level (Benton, 1999). Poetry has the potential for “sharpening oral communication, 
building vocabulary, facilitating closer readings of texts, and improving writing skills” (Eva-
Wood, 2008, p. 564). A good poem also has the power to engage readers on a more personal 
level, and to give “readers opportunities to stretch their awareness, adapt their perspectives, 
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and construct new knowledge in a way that many expository texts cannot” (Eva-Wood, 
2008, p. 564).  
Despite these benefits, studies suggest that there is a mystique and a level of 
complexity surrounding the teaching of poetry, both of which can pose challenges to 
teachers and students. It is especially difficult, for example, for new teachers to employ 
subject knowledge of poetry in a balanced and skilled way (Daly, 2004). We also know that 
when teachers embrace only the parts or the whole of a poem, failing to explore with 
students the complex relationship of form and content, it is less effective, as it leaves 
students with either a facile sense of mastery or a sense that poetry is a “lockbox of secrets” 
(Wilson, 2010, p. 53).  
 
The Effective Teaching of Poetry 
 
Research helps us to understanding the value inherent in reading, teaching, and studying 
poetry. In addition, there are several conceptual and theoretical frameworks and related 
studies that may enrich our understanding of the complexity of teaching poetry, and 
contribute to our understanding of concepts and practices that support its effective teaching. 
Studies and theorists note the difficulty and necessity of balancing competing tensions-- 
especially appreciation with analysis--when teaching poetry. They also examine the 
interaction and positionality of teachers, students, and poems with regard to the following: 
cultivating student agency; scaffolding and the explicit teaching of strategies; approaching 
poetry from expert and novice perspectives; and cultivating students’ aesthetic and analytical 
habits of mind.  
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A question of balance. Central to much of the research on effective teaching in the 
last thirty years is the notion of balance, and the importance of drawing from both sides of 
any given spectrum or dichotomy or set of seemingly competing interests or activities. Some 
research touches on the strengths of a “both-and” stance and the fallacy and dangers of 
pedagogical approaches that embody an “either/or” one. Rather than staking out a position 
on one side of any given pedagogical debate regarding what it means to teach well, research 
and anecdotal evidence support integration and balance. How do we navigate these 
dichotomies in our teaching practice as teachers of literature? In his article “On Not 
Betraying Poetry,” writer and teacher Jerry Farber (2015) expounds on the interplay of 
analysis and appreciation, student ownership and agency, and the importance of bringing 
balance to our work with students: 
The role of interpretive analysis in poetry teaching is, I would suggest, governed by 
two counter-truths. On the one hand, it is essential for students to come out of a 
poetry class (or poetry unit) understanding that poems are not fortune cookies with a 
message hidden inside; that poems are not problems for which there’s an answer in 
the back of the book; that there is no “teacher’s edition,” as it were, that explains 
what each poem really means.... I think it’s important for students to realize that no 
one, including the poet, has exclusive interpretive ownership of a poem…that the 
poem is, and should remain, a bird in flight; and that its elusiveness and irreducibility 
may be an important part of what we appreciate most about it. I think it would be 
good for students to discover that one can even, on occasion, become deeply 
attached to a poem that doesn’t make all that much sense. (p. 227) 
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Balancing analysis and appreciation. The question of how to strike a balance in 
the poetry classroom between fostering students’ analytical orientation, aims, and strategies 
with aesthetic or affective reader response is central to Brett’s (2016) study on using small 
group discussions to cultivate “authorial empathy.” In this study, Brett used previously 
unanalyzed small group discussions that were part of Smith and Connolly’s 2005 study of 
classroom discussions on poetry (cited later in this chapter) to investigate the extent to which 
small group discussions foster what Brett terms “authorial empathy.” In the study, Brett 
notes that “students’ use of different discussion strategies fosters a balance between 
attending to the technical elements of authored texts and responding empathetically to 
them…reading with authorial empathy” (p. 295). Rather than a “one and done” approach 
that trains students to anticipate and answer surface questions on a multiple-choice 
assessment of literature, Brett’s focus was on cultivating habits of mind that are similar in 
nature to Eisner’s (1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) notion of the “connoisseur.” Brett used a scale 
called the “Authorial Empathy Semantic Differential Scale” to codify students’ discussion in 
small groups, with what he calls “Overly Narrative, Full Immersion, Reader-Response 
without Full Awareness of Text as Authored, Associative, Disconnected” on one end, and 
“Strictly Authorial; Noticing Author’s Craft, Reading Text as Symbol, Semiotic, Technical 
Reading” on the other. (It is interesting to note the overlap here with Rosenblatt’s notions of 
Aesthetic and Efferent reading events, and to the conceptual frameworks used in the present 
study of analytical and affective readings of poetry.) Brett then created categories of 
discussion responses that translate to strategies that he recommends be offered to students. 
Brett (2016) frames the balance between analytical and empathetic domains in part as an 
outgrowth of this dual role on the part of the reader, noting that 
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Maintaining a balanced membership in both audiences allows us to avoid an 
overemphasis on reacting as the narrative audience or attending solely to author’s 
craft…[and] to avoid the reductive type of thinking and discussion that might stem 
from the Common Core. (p. 295) 
Again, Brett’s study draws on his own experience as a teacher of literature as well as the 
small group discussions in Smith and Connolly’s 2005 study. In his own study, Brett 
observed and codified strategies that students use in small group discussion that make them 
savvy readers of literature who can then take their strategies to increasingly sophisticated 
texts.  
Brett’s notion of authorial empathy is germane, and his assertion of the need for 
balance and reflection are well-reasoned, and well-supported by research. His study affirms 
the importance of offering students explicit strategies for reading and discussing literature, 
cultivating a meta-awareness of their own discourse, and letting them in on the professional 
talk of literature teachers (Appleman, 2009; Benton, 1999; Eisner, 1998; 2005; Smith & 
Connolly, 2005).  
Cultural factors shape teachers’ approaches to the teaching of poetry as they relate to 
the appreciation-analytical spectrum. For example, regarding the balance of appreciation to 
analysis, one study (Hennessy, et al., 2010) in Ireland of 200 teachers in a post-primary 
Leaving Certificate program noted the lingering hangover of the English cultural heritage 
model on the English curriculum and the reemergence of instrumentalist approaches that 
favored stock analyses. The study’s authors attributed this pattern to the challenging 
economy, whereby students learn “the greatest” poems as a way of gaining a foothold 
culturally and economically. Recognizing the dangers of absolutism and false dichotomies, 
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teachers in this study tried to find a middle ground between affective or aesthetic and 
efferent or analytical instruction (these my constructs as used here; the authors use “affective 
and epistemic”). 
Pedagogical content knowledge. Another way of framing this notion of balance, 
and of the need for good practitioners to draw from both elements of an apparent 
dichotomy, is Shulman’s (1986) notion of “pedagogical content knowledge”. Pedagogical 
content knowledge (PCK) speaks to the need for content knowledge paired with the 
knowledge of how to teach that content, including a fundamental understanding of how 
one’s particular demographic of students learns, and where they tend to have cognitive 
fallacies: 
Pedagogical content knowledge includes an understanding of what makes the 
learning of specific topics easy or difficult; the conceptions and preconceptions that 
students of different ages and backgrounds bring with them to the learning…If 
those preconceptions are misconceptions, which they so often are, teachers need 
knowledge of the strategies most likely to be fruitful in reorganizing the 
understanding of learners. (Shulman, 1986, p. 9) 
Shulman notes, too, that students do not often know when they are misunderstanding or 
misconstruing. They do not know what they do not know; thus, the teacher must know and 
be well-versed in typical mistakes of the age, subject, and concept they are teaching--as well 
as how to read their own particular students. Shulman (1986) speaks of propositional 
knowledge, case knowledge, and strategic knowledge, and the need to employ each one 
appropriately. 
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 Reflexivity. Implicit and explicit in much of the research on good teaching is the 
notion of reflecting on one’s own practice. Donald Schön (1987) defines what it means to be 
able to both immerse ourselves in our practice and step away from it and actively reflect on 
it: 
When the practitioner reflects-in-action in a case he [she] perceives as unique, paying 
attention to phenomena and surfacing his intuitive understanding of them, his [her] 
experimenting is at once exploratory, move testing, and hypothesis testing. The three 
functions are fulfilled by the very same actions. (p. 72) 
He explains that “much of teachers’ judgement and skill is tacit in character” and does “not 
depend on our being able to describe what we know how to do or even to entertain in 
conscious thought the knowledge our actions reveal…because what’s involved is knowledge 
in action” (1987, p. 72). This has implications for this study regarding the frequency and 
quality of teachers’ opportunities to reflect on their own practice, the language they use to 
describe poetry teaching phenomena, and their ability to share experiences and knowledge 
explicitly in their capacities as participants in this research study, as colleagues in their 
departments, and, most importantly, with students.  
 Teaching and modeling explicit metacognitive processes; scaffolding.  It is 
well-documented that modeling is crucial in the teaching of discrete reading and analytical 
skills, and that even very difficult literature can be made more accessible by hearing a teacher 
do a think-aloud protocol (Eva-Wood, 2003). As teachers frame their own discourse about 
literature, they shape the questions students ask of the literature; thus, “it seems important to 
ask if and how discussions of literature help shape reader-text transactions by fostering 
specific ways of talking and thinking about texts” (Marshall, 1995, p. 17). Similarly, Cazden 
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(2001) notes that students need support--or scaffolding--as they begin to think of themselves 
as writers and academics in the literature classroom, and that they need both experience and 
support with complex texts like poetry: 
The metaphorical term scaffold has become a common caption for this kind of 
assistance, and it is a good name if we remember that…[it] needs to change 
continuously as the child’s competence grows, just as a physical scaffold is raised 
higher and higher up on a building as construction proceeds. (p. 63) 
Of the importance of repeated exposure to texts with which students then gain greater 
independence and agency, Cazden (2001) notes “In literacy, automaticity in word analysis 
and word recognition is necessary to free mental space for thoughtful, even critical, 
understanding of larger units of text” (p. 56). Though Cazden refers here, presumably, to 
early or second language learning, her notion of literacy and automaticity borne of regular 
and repeated exposure to texts and discourse about texts extends into and is applicable to 
the careful and scaffolded teaching of poetry. Her assertion about automaticity suggests that 
regular and recursive instruction of poetry combined with teacher support via explicit 
strategies for reading is a sound practice.  Likewise, Johnston (2004) refers to the practice of 
using explicit language to describe one’s interactions with and responses to a text as 
“noticing and naming” (p. 11). Similarly, teacher Michael Johnson (1985), who teaches 
college students, highlights the value of rereading poems, asserting that a student’s first 
reading of a poem gleans meaning, while the second gleans significance. He advises the 
explicit teaching of re-reading strategies as “a way of helping students to acquire ‘a full 
appreciation of poetry’ [and as] a way of helping them to be critically and creatively 
conscious of language” (p. 48).  
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  Explicit teaching of form and content. A related theme that emerges from much 
of the research on the teaching of poetry (and, more generally, on the teaching of literature) 
is the question of how to use explicit means to help students be able to appreciate the 
interplay of form and content in a poem, and to have a concrete way to “enter” a poem’s 
mystery, its “Gestalt,” and its symbolic language. Another line of inquiry concerns the means 
by which a teacher can help liberate students from interpretive relativism and from their 
perceived need to have the particulars of a poem match students’ own autobiographical 
particulars and retrofit the poem’s world to their own (e.g. “this Mark Doty poem about 
mackerel reminds me of the time my dad and I went fishing.”)   
How do we encourage students to transcend the impulse to match something in the 
poem in a literal way with some particular from their own life, in order to reveal something 
about the world that is even more relevant and illuminating? One way is to supply them, as 
Smith and Connolly (2005) did, with concrete tools to work with symbolic language. 
Another is to let students in on our own professional habits of mind as teachers and 
connoisseurs of poetry and language, and to make explicit how and why we ourselves read 
and talk about poetry. In her book Critical Encounters in High School English: Teaching Literary 
Theory to Adolescents, Deborah Appleman (2009) argues that literary theory provides readers 
with the tools to uncover the often-invisible workings of the text…” (p. 4). Acknowledging 
that literary theory is often “dismissed as a sort of intellectual parlor game played by MLA 
types” (p. 4), Appleman insists that teaching adolescents the modes of criticism that are 
available to the “professional” is the best way to make students engage in close reading of 
the texts, and to avoid interpretive relativism. Teaching literary theory to students, in other 
words, is a way to give them the keys to the kingdom:  
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Literary theories provide lenses that can sharpen one’s vision and provide alternative 
ways of seeing. They augment our sometimes-failing sight and bring into relief things 
we fail to notice. Literary theories…make the strange seem oddly familiar...and 
provide students with a way of reading their world…When taught explicitly, literary 
theory can provide a repertoire of critical lenses through which to view literary texts 
as well as the multiple contexts at play when reading texts—context of culture, 
curriculum, classroom, personal experience, prior knowledge, and politics. 
(Appleman, 2009, p. 4) 
Another study (Peskin, Allen & Wells-Jopling, 2010) combined the expertise of a cognitive 
scientist and two teachers to try to demystify poetry by making what teachers (and students) 
often assume is implicit, tacit knowledge about poems more explicit, especially regarding the 
decoding and interpretation of symbolic language. Research on expertise has shown “the 
importance of deep structures of knowledge that allow the learner to see meaningful 
patterns” (Peskin, 1998, in Peskin et al., 2010). Citing The Educated Imagination by Northrop 
Frye (1964), Peskin et. al (2010) note that once the symbolic language of cycles, patterns, and 
comparisons (i.e. nature to the birth cycle) becomes codified in a well-read piece of literature, 
it becomes part of a handed-down body of knowledge that then becomes implicit 
knowledge. “In other words, writers express the workings of their imagination in 
recognizable forms” (Peskin et al., 2010, p. 499). Readers who have experience with literary 
conventions then build on this knowledge with each subsequent text, bringing their own 
imaginations to it. It follows from this that students (and teachers) who lack this implicit 
knowledge may feel with poetry that they are jumping in midway through an important 
conversation.  
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The authors cite Frye’s (1978) work looking at symbols in poetry as archetypes- what 
the authors call the “organizing patterns, one cyclical and one dialectical” (2010, p. 499). 
They observe that “for Frye, a new poem is like a new baby--born into an already existing 
order and, while a typical member of it, is also a unit of individuality” (Peskin et al., 2010, p. 
499). For their study, the authors selected two equivalent classes of 14-15-year-old high 
school students in Canada. While the control group was  
taught in the way that the teacher-collaborator usually teaches poetry…small-group 
and large-group discussions of various poems, examining general aesthetic aspects of 
poetic appreciation: allusions, repetitions, arrangement of ideas, word choice, sound 
textures in words, rhyme, and rhythm and so on, (p. 499)   
the experimental group was given concrete symbolic frameworks to scaffold their 
understanding of symbolic language in poems. These frameworks included a cycle wheel 
(Frey, 1978), a Venn diagram, and a writing activity involving Ezra Pound couplets that the 
students scrambled and reorganized. In the latter activity/framework, students manipulated 
text in order to physically dissect and examine the poem.  
In the experimental group’s work with poetry, the researchers noted that students 
consistently displayed both more recognition of and facility with the symbolic language in 
even very difficult poems like “Poem” by William Carlos Williams. They also reported more 
enjoyment of the poems than the control group. Though this is just one study, the 
implications for teaching poetry seem significant and make sense intuitively: using the 
grammar of poems and symbolic language as entry points for students and teachers, a 
teacher can demystify poems by allowing students to manipulate or scramble them. These 
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are concrete ways to give students entry points into poems, and access to the symbolic 
conventions of poetry. 
Engagement before analysis.  
“Analysis, especially if it is applied too early, makes the poem into a problem instead of an 
experience. And if the beginner is unlucky, it may become a problem before it has ever been an experience.” 
(Edwin Muir, poet, 1980) 
The poet Robert Pinsky, in his initial address to the participants in every Favorite 
Poem Project Summer Institute for Educators, told a story that illustrated his strongly held 
view that engagement with a poem must precede analysis. As he recounted to the 
participant-teachers attending the institute, one day he walked into his living room to see his 
daughter, who was then studying to be a veterinarian, viewing a video of a dissection of a 
dog’s head. She was fully immersed in the video, taking notes, rewinding, and taking more 
notes--fully engaged in what to a layman would appear to be a gruesome video of the head 
of a dog being prodded and poked. Pinsky reasoned that had his daughter begun her 
engagement with dogs with this video, it would not have been an effective gateway to dog-
loving. Rather, she had spent her whole life loving dogs and animals, which led her to want 
to be a veterinarian--and to all the analysis and study that it demanded. In other words, “If 
you love something enough,” Pinsky told many groups of rapt teachers, “sooner or later, 
you’re going to want to know how it’s put together. Same goes for poetry. Love it first, 
analyze it second.” 
This concept was reinforced in a 2004 study by Eva-Wood. In this study, two groups 
(college freshmen, randomly sampled) used two different think-aloud protocols. The group 
that was allowed/told to include “feel” (as in think-feel-aloud) as part of their think-aloud 
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responses to poems showed an increased ability or inclination to name more poetic devices, 
had more elaborative description, and expressed higher interest in the poems than the 
control group that was given a traditional “think-aloud” protocol (Eva-Wood, 2004). The 
implications for this are that if, as Rosenblatt (1938, 1964; 1978, 1980, 1995) suggests, we 
allow students to have direct interaction with poems in a way that is not just efferent but 
aesthetic, the experience is not only more enjoyable, but deeper and more intellectually 
enriching.  
Teacher-led instruction, student agency, and sharing power. In preparation for 
an NCTE conference presentation on teaching poetry, Brewbaker (2005) gave 55 teachers 
the same five poems and asked them to imagine a “dream scenario” and design their lesson 
from there. These lessons ranged from teacher-centered to student-centered (reader 
response); Brewbaker coined the phrases “theme convergent” and “theme divergent” to 
describe and distinguish between a more didactic versus reader response strategy for 
teaching poetry to students. Theme convergent refers to teaching that seeks to elicit 
responses along a theme (for example, “Nature as a humbling force”) that comes primarily 
from the teacher and positions the teacher as the most experienced reader and knower in the 
room. Theme divergent, on the other hand, is focused on “drawing out students’ 
interpretations rather than sharing their own insights” (Brewbaker, 2005, p. 20).  
Another study measured the impact of teacher talk, authority, and dialogic 
interaction on classroom discussions of poetry and student engagement. In this 2005 study, 
Smith and Connolly noted the importance of dialogic interplay during discussion, but found 
that “dialogic discussions are quite rare and that monologic discourse in which the teacher’s 
goals and words dominate are the norm” (pp. 271-272). This study sought to investigate the 
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nature of classroom discussion of poetry in cases where the teacher’s authority over the text 
under discussion changes.  One of the study authors (Smith) had been trying to power-share 
and vest authority in students’ voices prior to the study, but was dissatisfied with his efforts, 
particularly with regard to discussions on poetry. He noted that his practice of trying to ask 
authentic, open-ended questions to which he clearly did not have the answer had not 
resulted “in the kind of dialogic discussions for which he was hoping” (Smith & Connolly, 
2005, pp. 272-273). 
The authority a teacher already has--both positional and experiential-- is a difficult 
status to reverse. The teaching of a poem with which the teacher feels they have a sense of 
intimacy and mastery can be at odds with that teacher’s intention and attempt to share 
knowledge and power. As the poet Billy Collins (in personal communication, May 28, 2003), 
cited by Smith and Connolly (2005) said: 
The teaching of literature takes place on an extremely slanted playing field. Most of 
the classroom discussion, if you want to call it that, rests on the difference between 
the teacher’s superior reading of a text and the students’ naïve reading. Humiliation 
and alienation are the results. The chalk is the new sword. (p. 273) 
The authors refer to the work of Cazden (2001), who argues that “school discourse on all 
levels is dominated by the initiation-response-evaluation (IRE) or initiation-response-
feedback (IRF) sequence, so much so that this pattern is the default option of schools” 
(Cazden, 2001, p. 51). The authors acknowledge that initiating a change in such entrenched 
discourse patterns is difficult. A teacher looking to shake up the existing paradigm of textual 
authority and a discourse pattern that puts teacher front and center holding all the answers 
will need to overcome the sheer “salience of the IRE/IRF pattern” (Smith & Connolly, 
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2005, p. 272). The authors also cite Bahktin (1981), who notes that changing deeply 
ingrained patterns of discourse requires an explicit effort and strong commitment to do so, 
and that 
we are most likely to change the way people talk about literature in school not simply 
by changing the instructional moves we make during discussions, but rather by 
devising activities and situations that demand that teachers and students take on new 
roles. These new roles require a very deliberate effort on the part of teachers to vest 
authority in students’ voices. The shift in authority must begin as part of a 
fundamental rethinking of the roles and relationships of teachers and students. 
(Bahktin, 1981, p. 132) 
The study focused on Smith as he taught his two blocks of honors 9th graders, and 
characterized three different types of approaches (and Smith’s positionality) to poems; high 
authority, medium authority, and low authority. These positions aligned with the sorts of 
initial prompting questions asked by the teacher, and the fact that, in the low authority 
poems, Smith would be reading a poem for the first time, along with his students, telling 
them so, and, thus, (in theory) be freed from the position of “authority” over the text. The 
other two designations featured varying degrees of “goal-oriented” instruction, whereby 
there was something about the poem the teacher wanted students to “get” or “know.” 
Overall, the findings were that students talked more in the low-authority group. However, as 
the authors note, more talk does not necessarily mean better talk.  
Amount of relative discourse (student to teacher) is a fairly reasonable, though 
somewhat blunt, instrument to assess students’ investment and engagement in class and with 
a poem. Still, as the study’s authors point out, a teacher must be confident to give up power, 
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and be willing to take the drawbacks with the benefits when stepping out of the discourse-
leadership role; for example, the authors cite one student who used the large group 
discussion of a low-authority poem discussion to do some “social maneuvering” that was 
not anchored in the poem. The authors acknowledge that further research is needed that 
investigates types of poems. It bears repeating, as well, that quantifying amount of student 
talking turns during classroom discourse without further mining of data runs the risk of 
making poetry discussion into a science, and conflating amount of talk with quality of talk.   
A study by Hennessy et al (2010) illustrates how difficult the IRE/IRF pattern can 
be to resist, and that integrating a more democratic style of discourse may take time. In this 
study of 53 teachers, “question and response” emerged as the most commonly used 
pedagogical strategy for poetry, with 88% of the teacher-respondents citing the frequent use 
of this approach (p. 181). Likewise, as part of The Poetry Research Project in Great Britain, 
Benton (1999) surveyed 170 teachers and interviewed some of them; sixteen years later, 100 
of the same teachers were again surveyed and interviewed about their poetry practice. 
Though patterns in the Benton study varied, in general a key difference between the two 
study sets were that in the later (1998) surveys, teachers were less affective in their goals and 
slightly more instruction-driven, and perhaps, as the authors imply, test-driven (due perhaps 
to the effects of National Curriculum on instruction). Interestingly, teachers’ second set of 
answers indicated that they became more confident in their teaching of poetry than they 
were in 1982. Perhaps this confidence was due to a more summative means of assessment 
driving instruction. Teachers did note that text examinations made this balance of analysis 
and affective/appreciation domains all the more crucial.   
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Research suggests that the pattern of teacher-led discussion is so ingrained that it 
takes effort and explicit strategies to change the paradigm; in fact, teachers and students still 
fall into a pattern of discourse with teacher at the center, leading and directing responses to 
the text, even when a teacher’s explicit intention is stated otherwise, either to researchers, or 
the class, or both (Marshall, 1995). It is clear that further research is warranted in the area of 
classroom discourse around literary discussions.  
Experts and novices. Research suggests that the cultivation of students’ sense of 
agency and facility with poems, as well as their higher-order thinking skills and aesthetic and 
analytical habits of mind requires practice, multiple chances to interact with texts in multiple 
modes of representation, and the chance to return to texts multiple times over the course of 
time. (Eisner, 1972; ; Farber, 2015; Peskin, 1998). Farber (2015) compares the practice of 
reading and returning to poetry with students to visiting and revisiting a city one likes; with 
each visit, one’s familiarity deepens, as does one’s sense of what is left to explore: 
With each return, understanding and appreciation are likely to deepen. And, of 
course, we ourselves, in our teaching, can return to poems in class—can try to keep 
at least some of the poems present throughout the term, shifting and deepening in 
the changing light that subsequent poems may provide. (p. 222). 
Regarding expertise, studies show that expert readers of poetry have more interpretation 
strategies than novices, and that one becomes expert by repeated exposure and engagement in 
dialogic processes (Bahktin, 1981; Peskin, 1998).  As literacy scholar Peter Johnston (2004) 
states,  
When people are apprenticed into an activity of any sort, they have to figure out the 
key features of the activity and their significance…As teachers, we socialize 
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children’s attention to the significant features of literacy and learning in different 
domains. (p. 11) 
Research suggests that with sustained practice, students can build a fluent, nuanced approach 
to reading poetry, a habit of mind that transfers to other modes of reading and to other 
modes of art (Hennessey et al., 2010).  
Whereas Johnston refers to the process of developing students’ attention and 
engagement to a given text’s features and domains as “apprenticeship,” Eisner (1998; 2002; 
2004; 2005) uses the term “connoisseurship” to refer to the ideal teaching “outcome:” the 
cultivation of students’ habits of mind towards discerning, critiquing, reflecting, and, 
ultimately, to a sense of ownership and agency. Csikszentmihalyi (1996) uses the word flow to 
describe not just a habit of mind, but the synchronous habits of a well-trained and facile 
mind, and “the way people describe their state of mind when consciousness is harmoniously 
ordered, and they want to pursue whatever they are doing for its own sake” (p. 65). 
Csikszentmihalyi (1996) notes that poetry, alongside philosophy and mathematics, both 
requires and produces flow through the “development of symbolic skills” (p. 78).  
Research on expert and novice readers echoes much of the other literature on 
teaching and poetry, including research on power sharing and study agency, as well as 
research on scaffolding and explicit strategy instruction. As previously stated, it also has 
convergences with Eisner’s (1998, 2002; 2004; 2005) notion of connoisseurship. One study 
by Peskin (1998) used a think aloud protocol to investigate the extent to which other models 
of the skills and strategies employed by “experts” versus “novices” apply to the reading of 
two poems. The “experts” were eight PhD English candidates, while the “novices” were 
eight undergraduates or advanced high school students (in private high schools). The poems 
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had a high degree of “textual constraints” (whereby fewer possible interpretations could be 
reasonably determined from the poem than a less textually constrained one that allowed for 
many more possible interpretations), thus allowing for the expert strategy of relying on 
his/her deep structure of knowledge or schema to be more easily studied. The study found 
that there was much crossover between more-studied contexts of “expert-novice” and the 
reading of poetry; these included experts’ reliance upon and activation of a deep knowledge 
base, predictive and anticipatory strategies, and the attendance to multiple and sometimes 
binary elements of the poem-- like content and form.  
These relative novices became frustrated and highly focused on the meaning of the 
poem, and looked almost exclusively to content rather than form to enrich their 
understanding of the poem(s.) The study also showed that novices’ sense of frustration and 
“missing something” made the poems less enjoyable to them. However, this latter difference 
between expert and novice could also be attributable to the fact that experts became experts 
because they already had a predisposition to feeling a sense of confidence and agency with 
poetry.  
There are also distinctions between expertise and experience, as one study (Hattie, 
2003) of teachers suggests. This study, which compared teachers who are experts to teachers 
who are merely experienced, encapsulates many of the dichotomies and tensions implicit in 
the present study: 
Experts are more able to deal with the multidimensionality of classrooms. Expert 
teachers are more effective scanners of classroom behavior, make greater references 
to the language of instruction and learning of students, whereas experienced teachers 
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concentrate more on what the teacher is doing and saying to the class and novices 
concentrate more on student behavior (Hattie, 2003, p. 7)  
 
Conceptual and Theoretical Frameworks that Pertain to the Teaching of Poetry 
 
Rosenblatt and reading events. In order for students to discern how any work of 
art, including poetry, does what it does, we have to help them be more conscious readers; 
this comes only with practice, patience, time, and consistent exposure (Peskin et al., 2010). 
Given all this, how do teachers, who are invested in teaching poetry in a deeper (and perhaps 
fundamentally different) way than the summative means by which student mastery is 
currently measured, manage these conflicting demands?  
Louise Rosenblatt’s (1938, 1964; 1978, 1980, 1995) conception of efferent versus 
aesthetic “reading events” is helpful here. The present study draws on Rosenblatt’s 
Transactional Theory of Reading, which frames the reading of literature, especially poetry, as 
a dynamic interaction between reader, text, and teacher. Rosenblatt situates reading events 
on a continuum, with aesthetic on one end and efferent on the other. Rosenblatt frames the 
study of poetry as a higher-order, exploratory, and multi-layered endeavor that requires and 
rewards patience (Rosenblatt, 1978; 1986). While Rosenblatt acknowledges that sometimes 
we read the same text both efferently and aesthetically, her distinction between the two is an 
interesting construct to keep in mind when pondering the inherently fraught nature of 
measuring a student’s “comprehension” of a poem. Namely, how are we asking students to 
situate themselves vis-à-vis a given poem when we ask them multiple choice questions that 
fail to represent the poem, certainly not aesthetically, and perhaps not even efferently?  
Many researchers point to the dialogic and recursive nature of reading poetry 
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(Harker, 1978; 1994; Peskin, 1998; Peskin et al, 2010; Pike, 2013). Thus, the concept of 
mastery when applied to the one-time “reading event’ that occurs within a narrow, timed 
context of a standardized test seems murky as well as antithetical to the views of Rosenblatt, 
who celebrates the idiosyncratic, dynamic nature of poetry in transaction with readers and 
teachers. According to Rosenblatt (1995),  
There is no such thing as a generic reader or a generic literary work; there are only 
the potential millions of individual readers or the potential millions of individual 
literary works. A novel or a poem or a play remains merely inkspots on paper until a 
reader transforms them into a set of meaningful symbols. (p. 24) 
In her prolific body of writing that spanned most of the 20th century, Rosenblatt 
decentralized the traditional notion of a teacher-led literature classroom, envisioning reading 
literature (again, especially poetry) as a power-sharing interaction. Her transactional theory of 
literature  
acknowledges the teacher not as an authority representing the meaning and 
background of the literary work but as a catalyst of discussion, encouraging a 
democracy of voices expressing preliminary responses to the text and building group 
and individual understandings. The teacher’s voice is at once that of the shepherd 
and of a partner participant. Student readers are empowered. The outcome—the 
genesis of a habit of mind: thoughtful, investigative, and evaluative of language and 
ideas. (Roen & Karolides, 2005, p. 60)  
Like Dewey, Rosenblatt frames and grounds her knowledge and theories firmly in the 
democratic classroom. Rosenblatt views the democratic literature classroom as the 
foundation for “the development of a democratic society (Mills, Stephens, O’Keefe, & 
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Waugh, 2004). The reading of literature, in this model, is a dynamic and organic process, 
whereby “in aesthetic reading, the reader’s attention is centered directly on what he is living 
through during his relationship with that particular text” (Rosenblatt, 1978, 23-24). Meaning 
is a coming together between reader and text and “emerges as the reader carries on a give 
and take with the signs on the page” (Rosenblatt, 1995, p. 27). The two-way, reciprocal 
relationship explains why the meaning is not “in” the text or “in” the reader. The poem or 
the novel or the play, in Rosenblatt’s (1995) theory, exists in the transaction that goes on 
between reader and text. 
A review of research on poetry pedagogy in secondary education from 1990 to 2015 
conducted in Sweden (Sigvardsson, 2015) noted that Rosenblatt remains a touchstone for 
poetry pedagogy, and that her transactional and relational framework for reading poetry also 
continues to offer teachers and teacher educators a counterpoint to high-stakes, testing-
driven pedagogy.  However, research suggests that when trying to square Rosenblatt’s 
experiential, transactional conception of the literature classroom with the standards-driven 
curriculum in the typical American high school, it seems evident that there is often little real 
institutional allowance for an unfettered transaction between teacher, reader, and text.  
Eisner’s conceptions of connoisseurship, criticism, and artistically rooted 
intelligence. Eisner’s (2002) conception of artistically rooted intelligence is germane to the 
research question posed in this study, in its framing of both teaching and learning. His six 
features of artistically rooted intelligence are: experiencing qualitative relationships and 
making judgements; flexible purposing; the recognition that form and content are often 
inextricable; the recognition that not everything knowable can be articulated in propositional 
form, looking to the medium, and aesthetic satisfaction (p. 208).  
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As Eisner (1998) states “the logical categories and operational definitions that appear 
so attractive in the social sciences are, in my view, often misplaced in so fragile and delicate 
an enterprise as teaching” (p. 66). Eisner’s (1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) work on 
connoisseurship and criticism is applicable to the endeavor of teaching poetry to students. 
To Eisner, a worthy goal when working with our students is to cultivate in them the abilities 
to discern an awareness of the interplay of form and content, an appreciation of their own 
tastes and inclinations, the ability to attend to multiple possible interpretations, and to be 
able to be confident enough to criticize artistic works. This belief drives his work on 
connoisseurship and criticism. Eisner (2005) argues for the cultivation of habits of mind in 
our students, and for a paradigm shift in the way we teach literature and poetry from an 
academic set of skills to master to a more lasting, deeply personal, and rich engagement with 
the modes of representation. As he notes 
Promoting the ability to see a process or a work from multiple perspectives is utterly 
consistent with connoisseurship. It is also inconsistent with the idea that by using 
highly reductionist techniques, someone will be able to catch the tiger by the tail. 
Standard forms of evaluation typically place a premium on behavioral specificity and 
on procedures that will quantify an individual’s attainment. This often leads to 
methods that can handle such aspirations. Those methods very often leave out more 
than they include. It is certainly possible to describe some aspects of an individual in 
number, but number simply will not exhaust the features, very often the most 
important features, that an individual possesses. (Eisner, 2004, p. 198)  
Eisner (2012) argues that we want students to be both critics and connoisseurs of poetry, 
with all the skills and habits of discernment, engagement, passion, and life-long relationship 
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with the form that these constructs imply and entail. Eisner calls on teachers to facilitate an 
engagement with poetry that is recursive, and in which poems are understood to be multi-
layered works of art. He reminds teachers not to abandon poetry in the classroom or in life, 
or to reduce it to a rote academic task, ever: 
We appeal to poetry when we bury and when we marry. We situate our most 
profound religious practices within compositions we have choreographed…At a 
time when we seem to want to package performance into standardized measurable 
skill sets, questions such as these seem to me to be especially important. The more 
we feel the pressure to standardize, the more we need to remind ourselves of what 
we should not try to standardize. (p. 97) 
Aesthetic teaching. Even as efforts are made, increasingly, to quantify both the 
teaching and the learning of poetry, proponents of “aesthetic teaching” hold fast to the 
notion that teaching is and always has been an art, and that teachers, like artists, are 
constantly tweaking their practice, responding to unpredictability by making constant and 
recursive calculations and decisions regarding the best way to proceed in discourse and 
action in the classroom (Iser, 1971; Pike, 2004; Schön, 1987). These scholars caution against 
the dangers of technical rationality as applied to teaching, noting the dangers of seeing 
education as something to be “delivered” to achieve an “aim” (Pike, 2004). Pike (2004) 
asserts that “we might best conceive of the teacher as a poet” who strives to “empower 
learners to see in the truest sense of seeing” (p. 29). There is an inherent paradox in applying 
scientific methods to study an art form. Proponents of aesthetic teaching resist conceiving of 
learning as something that is “wholly rational, diagrammatic, and instrumental…” (Pike, 
2004, p. 20) Pike (2004) observes that 
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many of us will recall being asked to explicate a poem or artwork in school and our 
desire to resist such dissection. It is not unusual for a literature class to want to be at 
the end of a profoundly moving first reading of King Lear rather than to explicate, for 
attempts to comment on the unsayable at such a moment is both futile and 
inappropriate. (p. 26) 
Though one could argue that research methods seeking to quantify (for example, tracking 
teacher versus student talking turns during discourse analysis) seem antithetical to aesthetic 
teaching, or, indeed, to the endeavor of teaching art forms such as poetry, much of the 
research on teaching literature attempts to quantify the many factors associated with it. This 
research can offer valuable insights, not the least of which is its contribution to our collective 
understanding of the complexity of the literature-teaching endeavor. For example, factor 
analysis done as part of one study of teachers (Applebee, 1993) shows that teachers have 
both student-oriented and text-oriented goals for teaching literature that they try to balance. 
Top student-oriented goals include “understand the relationship of literature to life” and 
“gain insight into human experience.” Top text-oriented goals include “learn to analyze 
individual texts,” “develop informed taste in literature” and “gain familiarity with literary 
terms.” Acknowledging that sometimes analysis versus appreciation can represent a false 
dichotomy and that the two domains are, in fact, more symbiotic than contentious, writer 
and teacher Jerry Farber notes 
If “analysis” of a poem means looking carefully at its parts in relationship to each 
other and to the whole, then a thoughtful, analytical reading may sometimes bring 
into focus a poem that formerly left us cold but that now, over time, comes to seem 
extraordinarily valuable. (2015, p. 227) 
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The Status of Poetry and Poetry Teaching, Historically and Currently; Contexts and 
Constraints.  
 
Much of the research on poetry pedagogy either implicitly or explicitly highlights a 
dissonance that characterizes poetry teaching: We teach poetry as if it is a science, and, 
increasingly, we assess it as if it were a science. Yet, in the culture at large--everywhere but in 
the classroom, it seems--we regard and refer to poetry as an art form. Many teachers, poets, 
and readers of poetry note that the beauty of poetry lay in its paradoxical and quixotic 
nature, its refusal to be reduced to its parts, and its ability to make us work hard and 
surrender in equal measure. However, the ways that we appreciate and use and refer to 
poetry in “real life” seem to have little in common with what we are teaching or assessing.  
This dissonance seems to put teachers of poetry in an untenable position. Research 
notes that teachers must make difficult choices regarding how (and sometimes, whether) to 
teach poetry. Although it is true that poetry can teach us about ourselves and our inner lives 
(Collins, Furman, & Langer, 2006; Eva-Wood, 2004), it can be difficult to resist the 
“stereotype of an easy division between thinking and feeling, and [that] judgments about 
feeling go unexamined” (Cook, 2010).  
In his essay “The Primacy of Experience and the Politics of Method,” Eisner (1988) 
reasserts the centrality of artistry to the endeavors of not just teaching and learning, but of 
observing and researching teaching in action. Research, like teaching and learning, Eisner 
argues (and this is a through-line in much of his work on teaching, learning, schools, and 
educational research) is a generative act. Just as “it is one of our culture’s most significant 
tasks, one for which schools have a special responsibility, to provide the tools and to 
develop the skills through which the child can create his or her own experience,” (p. 112), 
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so, too, must the teacher and the researcher keep in mind that “the language functions not 
only as a means for conveying our ideas to others, but also as an agency that shapes what we 
see” (p. 113).  Those teachers who do teach poetry are often faced with contextual 
constraints that serve as obstacles to a balanced approach to teaching poetry. These 
constraints are often performative or assessment-oriented in nature, and tend to have a 
dampening, reductive effect on the teaching of poetry. Perhaps, for example, teachers rush, 
or they feel compelled to teach a poem’s surface features, or they abandon poetry entirely. 
Crisis of confidence, and assessment-driven instruction. In one study of 
secondary school teachers and students in New Zealand and England (Dymoke, 2012), 
researchers found that test-driven instruction and teacher insecurity (both job security and 
under-confidence--especially when teachers were charged with selecting poetry to “cover” 
and knew that students would be tested on what they learned) diminished teacher and 
student enjoyment, minimized time spent on poetry, and made it more difficult to teach 
poetry in a culturally responsive way.  Implicit in this study is a strain of the “be careful what 
you wish for” warning. If fewer poems appear on the standardized tests, as some teachers 
and policy-makers advocate, will that further threaten “poetry’s fragile space within high-
stakes English examinations” (p. 33)? Or will that free teachers up to teach poetry the way 
they believe it should be taught, in a more holistic and culturally-responsive way? 
In investigating the opportunities offered by new high-stakes courses poetry study, it 
becomes clear that there are [also] a number of constraints. The most significant of 
these pertain to teacher confidence, support with assessment of poetry writing…and 
the intense demands placed on teachers with regard to student performance. These 
constraints point to a shift of emphasis away from poetry within examination 
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assessment that has implications for the future of the genre within high stakes tests. 
(Dymoke, 2012, p. 29) 
Teachers, the study’s author concludes, are forced to “prepare for contorted assessments 
where poems must fight their corner against a Shakespeare play or poems must be 
responded to in twenty minutes of an exam” (Dymoke, 2012, p. 33); she goes on to note the 
tenuousness of teachers’ position vis-à-vis whether and how to test:  
To raise one’s voice or take the less popular assessment option might not be easy 
choices. Both acts represent personal and creative risks, particularly within 
assessment regimes where performance tables, “no-notice” inspection teams and 
revised teaching contracts impinge on teachers’ professionalism and jeopardise their 
job security. (Dymoke, 2012, p. 33) 
Teachers “believe they have not been prepared to teach poetry. Lack of experience, lack of 
preparation, and lack of confidence quickly add up to lack of interest if not complete 
apathy” (Reed & Black, 2006, p. 9). Meanwhile, many students feel excluded from the 
“mystical activity” they believe reading poetry to be” (Steinley, 1982, p. 53). Poet and college 
teacher Ronald Wallace (1981) recounts the following experience pertaining to some English 
teachers’ resistance to teaching poetry: 
Several years ago, the Department of English of the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison sponsored a conference of high-school and college English teachers for the 
purpose of sharing ideas. Everything proceeded as expected until midway through 
the afternoon when we turned to a discussion of poetry. After some preliminary 
niceties, one of the more distinguished high-school teachers stood up and confessed 
that she hadn't taught poetry in her English classes for years. She said that her 
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students hated it, and, to tell the truth, she didn't really much care for it either. She 
said that modern poetry seemed intentionally obscure, and if she didn't understand it, 
how could she expect her students to? A hush fell over the conference room as, one 
by one, about a dozen high-school teachers stood up and supported her statement. 
(p. 556) 
Wallace reflects on his own experience as an early student of poetry, and at the formative 
nature of those early experiences on all students: 
My junior-high-school English teacher, Mrs. Alison, introduced me to poetry, and 
while her approach was better than none at all, it was less than ideal. I remember one 
sweltering St. Louis day, early in the fall of eighth grade: Mrs. Alison came in, her 
mustache drooping in the heat. She stretched, scratched her nose, sighed, and walked 
over to the enormous wardrobe in the corner of the room. She opened it and dust 
and cobwebs floated out. It was filled with shelves of grey, decaying mimeograph 
sheets. On them were poems by Wordsworth, and an hour later she actually fell 
asleep on her desk, she was so bored with them. That was my first introduction to 
poetry, and that is one reason so many people hate poetry. They had their own Mrs. 
Alison. (p. 556) 
He relays the poet John Judson’s pedagogical advice of privileging silence and reverence in 
initial readings of poetry with students rather than the search for meaning. Wallace is a 
realist, however, noting that  
it is, of course, easier to ridicule the ‘secret message’ approach to poetry, or not to 
teach poetry at all, than it is to propose alternatives,” and acknowledging that “the 
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silence ringing in a classroom after the reading of a poem…may more likely reflect 
boredom, confusion, indifference, or even hostility. (p. 557) 
Wallace (1981) asks “How can a teacher bring twenty-five or thirty high-spirited students, 
who couldn't care less, to the point where they might achieve a deep spiritual jar through a 
poem?” (p. 557). He proceeds to propose pedagogical “solutions,” including emphasizing to 
students the poetic in the everyday, writing poetry alongside reading it, being enthusiastic 
about poetry ourselves, using visual aids, and starting with contemporary poetry before 
moving to “acknowledged masterpieces” (p. 557). 
Time. The constraint of time is a common refrain from many teachers, but it seems 
that poetry teachers are uniquely challenged by the constraints and limitations of time, due to 
poetry’s declining status and the difficulty justifying its significant presence within the ELA 
curriculum, and because reading and teaching poetry takes time and recursion. The National 
Endowment for the Arts conducts surveys every four years that attempt to quantify literary 
reading among adults. At first blush, the results of the last few surveys are encouraging. The 
survey from 2008 showed that, for the first time since 1982, the percentage of adult 
respondents who read fiction “voluntarily” increased, even if slightly.  Jerry Farber (2015) in 
his essay “On Not Betraying Poetry” laments both the steady decline of Americans reading 
poetry on their own (outside of the classroom) and the results of the NEA’s 2008 survey:   
The NEA completed a new survey four years later, and in this 2012 survey the figure 
for poetry reading had dropped still further, to an appalling 6.7 percent—a 45 
percent drop from 2002, which, according to the report, represents “the steepest 
decline in participation in any literary genre.” “Poetry reading in particular,” the 
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report concludes, “has shown a pattern of long-term decline” (2013: 24–25, 43). No 
matter how many statistics the optimists about poetry’s popularity may cite—for 
print runs, poetry readings, websites—the figures that matter most are in. And they 
provide no grounds whatsoever for optimism (p. 214). 
The teaching of literature: an uneasy history. A cursory glance at historical trends 
in the teaching of literature reveals a familiar reactionary pattern that seems to go hand in 
hand with education reform. In the last four or five decades, one can see an ongoing and 
unresolved tension regarding pedagogical approaches to the teaching of literature, including 
poetry. The fractured, temporary nature of these approaches--and the fear of nuance on the 
part of each movement’s advocates--seems to mirror the insecurities of the wider culture 
around education at any given time: about what it means to be well read and who gets to be 
well read (the cultural heritage and cultural literacy models of the 1980s); about the role of 
the student reader in the process (student-centered process-oriented approaches of the 60s 
and 70s); and about how we prove what good readers we are (the Common Core standards 
and test-driven instructional models of the 1990s to the present.).  To many teachers of 
literature, the most hopeful of these “movements” have been those that have embraced the 
complexity of the reading process—the process-oriented approaches that acknowledge the 
moving parts that all play a role in the reading of literature: reader, author, text, and culture 
(Lloyd-Jones & Lunsford, 1989; Smith & Connolly, 2005). 
As early as 1892 (as we see in an address by Professor Francis March to the Modern 
Language Association), professional divisions were drawn (and false dichotomies began to 
be cemented) between the affective and analytical domains of reading in school--divisions 
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that place a “knowledge of books in conflict with a love of books, careful reading in conflict 
with emotional reading” (Marshall., 1995, p. 17). 
In 1938, two seminal texts were published: Understanding Poetry by Cleanth Brooks 
and Robert Penn Warren, and Literature as Exploration by Louise Rosenblatt. Understanding 
Poetry is often cited as one of the foundational texts of New Criticism. It leads with an open 
letter to teachers, in which the authors argue for the centrality of the text itself in analysis, 
and a positioning of both reader and author as, if not subordinate to that text, then 
incidental to it. Undergirding their argument is the positing of the efficacy of borrowing and 
employing the objective methods we use to observe any phenomenon in the sciences and 
using them to analyze texts--especially poetry. In stark contrast to this framework is Literature 
as Exploration, in which Rosenblatt (1938) makes clear from the opening that the student, in 
any encounter with literature, is the most central figure in any “reading event,” because it is 
she, the reader, who is the maker of meaning. Marshall (1995) contrasts the two approaches: 
Whereas Brooks and Warren open their volume with a discussion of what poetry is, 
Rosenblatt begins hers with a discussion of what students need. Whereas Brooks and 
Warren are at pains to say what a text is so that we might bring ourselves into a 
proper relationship with it, Rosenblatt is at pains to say who students are so that the 
texts may be brought into proper relationship with them. For Rosenblatt, reading 
literature is not objective analysis, but an exploration, a process, an experience in 
which readers draw upon their own histories, their own emotions, in order to, quite 
literally, make sense of the text. Meaning for Rosenblatt is not found in the text; it is 
made by the reader in transaction with the text. (p. 17)  
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The legacy of this tension can still be felt and seen today in English department faculty 
meetings, schools of education, and even within individual teachers themselves trying to 
make curricular decisions. Often, it is easier to avoid teaching a subject about which one has 
little confidence and around which one has little support. Fundamental disagreement persists 
about the role of the student in relationship to the text, about what is important to teach 
about a poem, about which poems to teach, and about how to assess mastery, skills, 
understanding, and competence. This is a legacy that is held over from the beginning of the 
ELA classroom, as “the study of literature in school has from the start been marked by 
tensions concerning the kinds of conventions that ought to prevail and about the kinds of 
literary knowledge teachers ought to foster” (Marshall, 1995, p. 17).  
One outdated study (Gallo, 1968) attempted to measure teacher poetry effectiveness 
but its reductive approach to both students and teachers (and practice) becomes abundantly 
clear early on. It attempted to measure poetry teaching effectiveness by using summative 
means--“items” that are mostly procedural in nature, such as beginning a lesson by “defining 
poetry.” In the study, the author describes students thusly: “The directions ask teachers to 
react to each statement on the instrument as it would apply to a tenth-grade class of average 
ability students (i.e. neither the very bright nor the very dull” (p. 120) (italics mine). This way of 
speaking about students as fixed entities is outdated and ineffective (Dweck, 2006). A key 
component to understanding teaching, students, and learning is that they are interwoven, 
evolving, fluid, and complex--much like one’s understanding of a given poem, much like the 
dynamics of any given classroom, and much like teaching itself.  
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A timeline of the history of the teaching of literature in the U.S.  
1911- National Council of Teachers of English formed (1911) in response to strict top-down 
use of Canonical lists (colleges dictating the lists) 
1900-1950- Progressive Era; “English” becomes “Language Arts”-- a discipline that 
combines communication, literature, and writing. The purpose of reading is student 
enjoyment of literature as well as cultural and historical transmission. There is resistance to 
curricular prescription. 
1935- NCTE publishes “An Experience Curriculum in English” and ushers in a focus on 
project-based, student-centered learning. 
1938- Rosenblatt publishes Literature as Experience and frames reading as a complex, 
emotional, aesthetic experience; this contributes greatly to educational thought around 
literacy. 
1958- In response to Sputnik, there is curricular reform to ensure that Math and Science 
education in U.S. is “cutting edge.” Falling in line, ELA is defined as a specific body of 
knowledge (as a result, instruction and curriculum become less student centered.) 
1967- 1980- As a response to the dryness of the ELA curriculum and research on the 
limitations of a phonics-based, functionalist approach to literacy development, the field 
embraces whole language, new criticism, and student-centered learning, and acknowledges 
the value of literature to a student’s personal growth. Strategies and habits of mind are 
emphasized. 
1980s- The report, A Nation at Risk, is published, ushering in a cultural heritage model 
(Bennett, Hirsch), which stresses the importance of a nationwide set of essential language 
skills, including a focus on literary movements and canonical knowledge. 
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1980s- New Criticism acknowledges the “moving parts” and complexity of readers, authors, 
texts, cultures, and meaning-making. There is recognition that the canon is increasingly 
unrepresentative of the diversity of cultures in the U.S. The canon widens to include authors 
of color, more women authors, and alternative modes of representation. 
1990s- present: No Child Left Behind Act passes in 2001, ushering in a new era of testing and 
accountability. Common Core State Standards Initiative and Race to the Top introduce 
standards for states to adopt; focus is on career and college “readiness.”  
The hyper-specialization and cultural sidelining of poetry as an art form and a 
genre of study. The Atlantic editors lamented the marginalized status of poetry in their May 
1991 article “Can Poetry Matter?” Acknowledging its “residual prestige,” the authors make a 
case that American poetry is increasingly irrelevant to regular folks, and instead belongs to 
the purview of a select group of super-fans. They claim that “over the past half century, as 
American poetry’s specialist audience has steadily expanded, its general readership has 
declined.” The authors note that publishing opportunities for poetry have exploded, in part 
because of the internet; and yet, they assert that not only are few people reading those 
publications, but poetry’s status in the culture is eroding with each passing year: 
Given the bullish statistics on poetry’s material expansion, how does one 
demonstrate that its intellectual and spiritual influence has eroded? One cannot easily 
marshal numbers, but to any candid observer, the evidence throughout the world of 
ideas and letters seems inescapable.  
 The authors cite several factors for this purported erosion: the declining and disappearing 
newspaper and journal space devoted to poetry reviews, poetry’s increasing isolation from 
other genres within a given publication, the lack of poetry in generalist magazines, and the 
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need for poet-academics to publish before their poems are ready in order to keep their 
economic futures from being threatened. The authors offer a pessimistic view of the state of 
poetry, noting that “even if great poetry continues to be written, it has retreated from the 
center of literary life. Though supported by a local coterie, poetry has lost the confidence 
that it speaks to and for the general culture.”  
Whether the authors’ pessimism is warranted remains to be seen; however, some of 
the research on percentage of classroom curricular time devoted to poetry (relative to other 
genres) lends some credence to concerns regarding the marginalization of poetry, at least in 
schools. As to the particular reasons for its marginalization in the culture and in the 
classroom, it is difficult to tease out causality from correlation. 
Student resistance. Research suggests that many teachers resist teaching poetry, not 
only because of standards-driven instruction, but because of their own negative experiences 
with poetry in school, as students themselves, (Benton, 1999; Weaven & Clark, 2013), as well 
as their own students’ resistance to it. One qualitative study conducted with otherwise 
confident, experienced teachers in Australia found that the teachers in the study were 
apprehensive about and resistant to the teaching of poetry for many reasons, including their 
perception that students have a disdain for it and struggle with it, that they themselves are 
unprepared to teach it, that they are less sure-footed about how to assess mastery on the part 
of students with poetry than other forms--as well as cultural and institutional views that 
poetry is “discretionary” and that time constraints prevent them from engaging in its study 
meaningfully (Weaven & Clark, 2013). 
In a broad sampling of schools, the NCTE report “Literature in the Secondary 
School: Studies of Curriculum and Instruction in the United States: Report of the National 
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Council of Teachers of English” (Applebee, 1993), found that teachers reported that 50% of 
their class time was devoted to teaching literature; however, they estimated that only 14% of 
class time was devoted to poetry. The study also found that teachers who feel a sense of 
inadequacy about their own teaching skill regarding poetry taught less poetry and had a 
negative attitude toward the genre. 
How standardized tests have colonized poetry instruction. Despite how richly 
positioned poetry may be to encourage and develop students’ higher-order and critical habits 
of mind, one could argue that standardized test questions are often by definition reductive 
(at least in their current format), and aim to measure a student’s basic recognition of poetic 
features.  
Despite strides and improvement in test scores, including the modest progress of 
reading comprehension scores on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NEAP) 
in recent years, critics of high-stakes tests argue that these improved scores do not reflect 
students’ higher-order thinking skills, especially in English; just 8% of students who scored 
well on the NAEP were able to judge texts critically and explain their judgements or make 
inferences, conclusions, or connections to their own experiences (Lee, Grigg, & Donahue, 
2007). Multiple-choice questions in particular often represent literature, including poetry, in a 
simplistic and segmented way, with test questions that attempt to quantify students’ poetic 
knowledge by way of their ability to identify surface features like poetic terms (Cook, 1998; 
Dymoke, 2010; Hennessey et al., 2010). However, research shows that poetry both requires 
and rewards a deep understanding of the relationship between form and content (Cook, 
1998; Eisner, 1972), demands that a reader attend to both affective and intellectual domains 
(Eva-Wood, 2004), and requires repeated exposure and engagement in dialogic readings 
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(Peskin, 1998). Further, only with sustained practice over time can students build a fluent, 
nuanced approach to reading poetry (Hennessey et al., 2010).  
Given the apparent dichotomy between the complexity of skills and habits of mind 
that poetry both cultivates and requires, and the reductive ways in which we tend to assess 
(and sometimes, teach) poetry, the question remains: How do teachers who are invested in 
teaching poetry in a balanced way manage these conflicting demands? 
In the Common Core ELA Frameworks for Massachusetts, there is no mention of 
cultivation of habits of mind or intellectual curiosity.  The ELA Frameworks (at all levels) 
are almost universally concerned with a student’s intra-textual understanding; in other words, 
rather than any knowledge-transference, or extrapolation outward, from the poetry into the 
larger world and into one’s life, these Frameworks ask students and teachers to focus on and 
be able to name structural elements, poetic devices, and authorial intentions. 
The other apparent concern of the Frameworks is a student’s ability to place a work 
of literature--including poetry--into a cultural and historical context; this mirrors the cultural 
heritage model of literature instruction that held sway in the 1980s and early 1990s, and that 
some critics deem to be elitist and empty as an end to itself (Buras, 1999). In the Common 
Core Frameworks, there is one mention of the importance of “enjoying” literature, but it is 
in a side-note; it is not in the Frameworks themselves. Further, with the exception of one 
mention of “insights into the human condition,” there is no statement of the importance of 
affective or aesthetic skills, cognitive flexibility, or a broadening of a student’s point of view 
or of critical thinking skills.  
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Conclusion, and Gaps in Research 
 
The value of poetry in the classroom has been researched and reinforced in fields 
other than education, including history (Scheurman, 2008), medicine (Horowitz, 1996), 
psychotherapy (Collins, Furman, & Langer, 2006), nursing (Chan, 2010), and qualitative 
research (Raingruber, 2009). Now, through surveying, observing, and interviewing exemplary 
teachers, this study may be able to provide a clearer picture of what makes a great poetry 
teacher in the ELA classroom. This research is likely to be valuable to anyone concerned 
with effective teaching, English Language Arts education, poetry instruction, poetry, and 
literacy development. There are so few studies about poetry instruction in the U.S., that any 
research will offer us insight. 
This study marries rich narratives of teachers-in-action, with teacher reflection, 
conceptual and theoretical frameworks, and the existing research on poetry and good 
teaching. Teaching poetry well seems to require the teacher to activate her prior content 
knowledge, instinct, a deep intuitive knowledge of students, and pedagogical experience and 
knowledge. Shanahan (1994) states: 
…teachers need to know how to recognize the kernel of an interpretation lying 
beneath students' partial, incomplete, and sometimes floundering utterances. 
Students' tentative interpretations are themselves texts that require explication. It 
is not always apparent from where an interpretation is coming or where it's 
headed. Teachers must draw on their knowledge of their students and those 
students' backgrounds, their knowledge of the texts, and their knowledge of 
common and uncommon readings of central texts, as well as their knowledge of 
multiple critical theories, to help them to interpret students' readings. (p. 17)  
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From reviewing the research on the benefits of poetry, on effective teaching, on the 
effective teaching of literature, and on teaching poetry, we can see that much of the research 
speaks to the need for balance between extremes, for integrating competing theories or 
complementary aspects into practice and pedagogy, and for validating student voices during 
reading events that are transactional, aesthetic, and dynamic. But we do not as yet have 
studies that give us a rich picture of how multiple teachers are doing this necessary 
balancing, integrating, and empowering of students. Are there features that exemplary 
teachers have in common? How do exemplary teachers--practitioners who are experienced, 
motivated, supported, committed, and reflective--balance the aesthetic-efferent and 
affective-analytical approaches to poetry teaching, and encourage student fluency and 
appreciation of the form while balancing a student’s experience of a poem with their 
understanding of it? What “best practices” can we glean, generalize, and export from 
observing these five exemplary teachers of poetry?  
What are the practices and attributes of these five exemplary/highly effective 
teachers of poetry in the secondary ELA classroom? 
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Chapter Three: Methods 
 
Introduction 
 
The study design was mixed-method (surveys, observations, semi-structured interviews, and 
the use of various given and teacher-chosen poems). The study used interpretive 
phenomenology as its framework, in order to study exemplary teachers in their natural 
habitat--the classroom. This chapter will do the following: reintroduce the research question; 
discuss research design and paradigms; discuss the theoretical frameworks as they applied to 
and drove the study’s methodology; discuss the sampling of the study’s five teacher-
participants; ground the use of “exemplary” in this context; discuss data collection and 
analysis, including measurements and materials when applicable; discuss various contexts of 
the observations; and, outline methods used to modulate researcher bias. 
 
Research Question: 
My research question is: What are the practices and attributes of five exemplary teachers of poetry in the 
secondary ELA classroom?  
 
Research Design 
 
The paradigm of this mixed-method study was interpretive phenomenology. It used 
classroom observations, semi-structured interviews, and surveys--as well as the researcher’s 
own lived experience, social interactions with teacher-participants, and shared meaning-
making with teacher-participants within and about their teaching contexts--to investigate the 
research question. According to O'Donoghue (2007), interpretivism is a research paradigm 
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in which the investigator gathers data, and then brings to bear their own experience, 
knowledge base, awareness of their own implicit biases, and collaborative meaning-making 
with participants in order to make sense of the gathered data.  
This research paradigm also invited investigator reflection on the current research 
and how it enriched, illuminated, or was refuted by, the data gathered, including teacher-
participants’ interview responses, teacher-participants’ survey responses, and the contexts 
and activities in the classrooms and the schools observed. The interpretive 
phenomenological researcher relies upon recursive social interactions between researcher 
and study participant and between study participant and their material and setting (including, 
in this case, the researcher’s role as observer in the classroom) in order to assign meaning 
and find patterns in those interactions. Further, this paradigm operates from a set of 
philosophical principles in which “interpretive researchers do not seek the answers for their 
studies in rigid ways. Instead, they approach the reality from subjects, typically from people 
who own their experiences and are of a particular group or culture” (Nguyen & Tran, 2015, 
p. 24). 
Because I interviewed a small, carefully curated sampling of high school English 
teachers and sought to explore a range of behaviors (including both overlapping and distinct 
teacher conceptions in action), interpretivism was logical as a methodology, as its structure 
allowed and expected that people’s interpretations of their world can lead them to different 
understandings and actions (Gage, 1989). A phenomenological study is defined as one that 
describes and seeks to make meaning of the lived experiences of individuals as they relate to 
a given concept or phenomenon (Creswell, 1998). This research technique was well-suited 
for this study, as I sought to make meaning of the lived experience of these English 
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teachers- to observe, gather, reflect on, and analyze their lived experiences--about a concept 
or phenomenon: the experiences of teaching poetry, sharing their ideas, hopes, and 
impressions with an observer, and reflecting on their practice teaching poetry. The 
descriptions aimed to be rich and narrative as they originated in and evolved from multiple 
visits to each observation site, as well as in pre-observation survey answers, and in-person 
post-observation interviews.  
Implicit in this study design--from participant selection to analysis of surveys and 
observations--were two additional, parallel research paradigms: both “reform” and “big 
theory” (Wolcott, 1992). This interpretivist, phenomenological study of exemplary teachers 
of poetry suggests, by its design, that poetry teaching in this country could be better 
(“reform”), and/or that, for those teachers looking for principles and models to guide their 
own teaching of poetry--a form that research suggests some teachers resist, avoid, or 
dismiss--those models could contribute to our current thinking and understanding of how 
poetry can be taught (“big theory”). 
 
Theoretical Frameworks as they Informed Methodology 
 
The theoretical frameworks I used--each one in their own way an attempt to conceptualize 
and account for a tension between philosophies and pedagogical approaches to teaching 
poetry--drove the methods I used, both implicitly and explicitly. Implicitly, they provided a 
conceptual undergirding to give frame, focus, and context to the observations of the 
discourse-rich and dynamic setting of several high school ELA classroom sessions. 
Explicitly, the theoretical frameworks I used drove the questions I asked in the surveys and 
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post-observational interviews, and what I attended to in the observations of classroom 
habitats.  
Theoretical and conceptual frameworks were necessary not only to guide the shaping 
of a research question and the conception of the appropriate methodology to address that 
question, but also to guide my attention to certain features among the hundreds of acts and 
utterances that happened in a single classroom observation, so that I could endeavor to 
observe that which is “worth attending to” (Eisner, 1988, p. 113), and subsequently reflect 
on those features of teaching in light of the theories and concepts used to drive the inquiry. 
Using Rosenblatt’s notion of the spectrum of reading events, and Eisner’s (1998; 2002; 2004; 
2005) notions of “connoisseurship and criticism” enabled me to frame my observations as 
ones during which I witnessed reading events that were public, collaborative and that 
happened as a transaction between reader, text, and teacher, and from which students may 
become discerning readers and critics of poetry.  
The Operational Features of Exemplary Teachers of Poetry list--a list of habits, attributes, 
practices, and strategies gleaned from the most relevant research to this study-- also helped 
to shape and guide my observations, enabling me to attend in particular to how teachers 
negotiated and balanced the complex relationship and tensions between analysis and 
appreciation, novice and expert readings, and student agency and teacher facilitation. 
In The Enlightened Eye, Elliot Eisner (1998) discusses qualitative inquiry, and how we 
can use arts education and aesthetic theory to help us think more broadly about research 
issues, including generalization and corroboration. He notes that  
it is the generalizing capacity of the image that leads us to look for certain qualities of 
the classroom life, features in teaching, or aspects of discussion, rather than others. 
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Once we secure images of excellence in these realms, we apply them to other aspects 
of the world to which we believe them to be relevant (p. 199). 
I envisioned the Operational Features list to function in this way--not as a limiting device but as 
a way to appropriately and carefully (even tentatively) corroborate, link, and contrast 
research with practice. Likewise, in her conception of “Aesthetically-Based Research,” 
Bresler (2006) notes that “artistic processes can illuminate significant aspects of qualitative 
research” and that “aesthetics is at the heart of both artistic experience and qualitative 
research” (p. 52). She goes on to note that “the arts provide rich and powerful models for 
perception, conceptualization, and engagement for both makers and viewers” (p. 52). Bresler 
also highlights the potential of both the arts and qualitative research to cultivate habits of 
mind, positing that “crossing borders between arts and research involves the deconstruction 
of the dichotomization of affect/cognition” (p. 54). My aim was to bring to both the 
conceptualization of the teaching of poetry and to the researching of poetry teachers a 
framework whereby teaching poetry was considered both an aesthetic endeavor and a 
culmination of practices requiring expertise, experience, commitment, reflexivity, and 
institutional support.  
Aesthetics offered an interesting frame for observing teachers at work, both for 
understanding the multiple domains that contextualize the student-teacher-text interaction 
(including affective, intellectual, historical, institutional, contextual, academic, intellectual, 
and social), and remaining reflective about my role and influence in the observational 
process, and in the sense-making and dialogic process involved in the writing about those 
observations and reflections. This was perhaps especially true when observing teachers and 
students in contact with the art of poetry, and when interviewing and surveying teachers 
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about their aims, conceptual frameworks, and beliefs about poetry pedagogy, within which 
“there is a need to structure and organize thinking in light of different kinds of experiences; 
or where learning involved task persistence, ownership, empathy, and collaboration with 
others” (Bresler, p. 66). 
 
Population and Sampling 
 
The population I studied was a group of five practicing high school English teachers. 
Creswell (2007) recommends a “narrow range of sampling strategies for a phenomenological 
study” (p. 129) and notes that “It is essential that all participants have experience of the 
phenomenon being studied” (p. 129). The type of sampling used in this study qualified as 
convenient, purposeful, and intense (Creswell, 2007). Convenience in sampling, in this case, 
allowed for multiple visits to observation sites and allowed me to be selective in my choice 
of teacher-participants by choosing ones with whom I had worked, and whom I had seen “in 
action” discussing, reading, planning future lessons, reflecting on their teaching, and 
collaborating with colleagues. This ability to, in essence, use a retro-active screening process 
to select participants who have deep and rich experience with both teaching poetry and 
reflecting on the teaching of poetry allowed me to increase my chances of choosing teachers 
who were exemplary. Intensity of sampling is recommended by Creswell (2007) in order to 
encounter “information rich cases that manifest the phenomenon intensely but not 
extremely” (p. 127). The sampling of the teacher-participants in this study is a feature of this 
study that warranted and is given more thorough treatment herein. 
Use of the term “exemplary.”  The modifier “exemplary” drove not only the 
research question and methodology, but drove and delimited the participant selection, as 
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well. The definition of “exemplary” emerged from my own experience as a teacher of 
English (including poetry) for 25 years in two public schools, teaching the English Methods 
course at Boston University for four years to both Graduate and Undergraduate students, 
and serving as a teacher-leader in the Favorite Poem Project Summer Institute for Educators 
for 16 years. The working definition of “exemplary” was further illuminated, delimited, and 
defined within this study by the research on effective teaching, effective teaching of 
literature, and the capacities of poetry study to cultivate students’ habits of mind and close 
reading of other literary genres, art forms, and academic subjects.  
The word “exemplary” was chosen purposefully over other modifiers that signify 
teacher effectiveness because of its dual meanings, both of which came into play throughout 
the study. “Exemplar” denotes both a “typical example” and an “excellent model.” These 
five participants were chosen for their assumed membership in the latter category and their 
given membership in the former. In other words, the practice of these teachers in the sub-
specialty of teaching poetry was assumed to provide excellent examples of how to do so; in 
addition, these teachers were not so “elite” that they failed to typify the experience of ELA 
teachers at the secondary school level teaching poetry in 2017/2018. In this way, “exemplar” 
bridged the theoretical with the actual, and the ideal with the practical-- just as this study 
hoped to do. 
Study participants as experienced, motivated, supported, committed, and 
reflective. The sampling in this study involved a degree of researcher bias. Because the study 
sought exemplars of good practice in the teaching of poetry, concerns about these five 
teachers being atypical or “local elite” (Miles & Huberman., 1994, p. 264) were not primary. 
These teachers were not selected because they are representative (though in many aspects 
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they may be), but because many indicators pointed to them being exemplars of what poetry 
teaching can look like when a teacher is experienced, motivated, supported, committed, and 
reflective.  
There were many teachers that fit the above description whom I could have chosen 
for this study. While serving as a teacher-leader at the Favorite Poem Project Summer 
Institute for Educators over the course of 16 years, I worked directly facilitating hundreds of 
teachers from across the country (and, in about a dozen cases, from abroad). The groups I 
worked with each summer comprised between 14-25 secondary school English teachers (and 
a few art and science teachers) working together with me in our secondary school group, and 
working in lesson planning teams with two or three of their fellow secondary school ELA 
(or mostly ELA) teachers. I chose to recruit the four alumni of the institute for this study 
because of their years of experience teaching poetry, their clear commitment to and 
engagement with their craft, the reflexivity they displayed, the level of institutional support 
they enjoy, and their local and diverse teaching contexts. In the case of my colleague, I chose 
her because I knew her to be an excellent teacher, and knew her to be experienced, reflexive, 
committed to teaching poetry, and institutionally well supported in doing so.  
During the Summer Institute, I had the rare opportunity to observe a host of factors: 
the teachers’ level of experience, their attitudes toward poetry, their level of institutional 
support, their taste in poets and poems, the demographics of their student populations, the 
particularities of their school settings, and their passion toward poetry. From this, and from 
their participation in a summer intensive program for which they had to apply and pay, and 
during which they worked hard, I knew the participants to be motivated. Through 
subsequent work in the institute and from conversations thereafter, I knew all four to be 
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experienced (10+ years teaching poetry and attendance at multiple professional development 
opportunities dedicated to teaching poetry), reflective about their teaching, and supported by 
their schools and fellow teachers in their choice to privilege the teaching of poetry in their 
respective curricula. In my colleague’s case, I knew from years of discussing poetry with her 
and by her frequent incorporation of poetry into her curriculum that she is motivated, 
experienced (also 10+ years teaching poetry), and reflective. I know her to be supported in 
her risk-taking and in her frequent teaching of poetry, because I teach in the same program 
and know first-hand the autonomy and institutional and programmatic support we are given.  
Through seeing the four alumni of the institute contribute to our seminar-group 
discussions (facilitated by me) about the teaching of poetry (something that teachers noted 
that they rarely, if ever, get a chance to talk about with fellow teachers), I got a window into 
seeing how they might teach, and imagined what it might be like to be a student in their 
classrooms. During the institutes, we discussed not just our successful lessons, but our 
hopes, experiences, and even our poetry teaching “flops;” in engaging in the latter activity; 
we worked backwards together to try to see where these well-intentioned lessons went awry, 
and to reverse-glean principles for successful poetry teaching.  
Each year, my participation in this summer institute provided insights into the hopes 
and aims of teachers, what they deemed important about poetry, how they wanted their 
students to interact with poetry, and the extent to which institutional constraints have 
manifested over the years. Further, I got to witness these teachers work in their small (two-
to-four teachers) intensive lesson planning groups over several days, as well as engage in 
large group discussion together with their elementary and middle school colleagues, and 
work with visiting poets, including institute leader and founder, Robert Pinsky--along with 
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Louise Glück, Mark Doty, Carl Phillips, Heather McHugh, Rosanna Warren, Maggie Dietz, 
David Ferry, and Frank Bidart, among others. I spent many hours with each teacher. For 
this study, I wanted to see these teachers of poetry functioning in their natural setting.  
Contexts of teacher-participants. The five teacher-participants were chosen and 
recruited from a variety of school contexts in order to provide some contextual richness to 
the study. To differentiate the cohort of teachers and districts from an otherwise 
homogenous sampling, I chose the participants from four school districts that represent 
some differentiation in socio-economic class and institutional structure. Before explaining 
the differentiation between their teaching contexts, first their similarities: all are “exemplary,” 
all share the attributes of experienced, motivated, supported, committed, and reflective in the teaching 
of poetry, and all teach in the Greater Boston area. 
Two of the five teacher-participants are from the same school; these same two teach 
in the high school that I do, and one teaches in the same program within the high school 
that I do. Despite our close proximity, however, I had never seen either of them teach. (It 
speaks to the insularity of teachers that I had never seen my classroom neighbor-teacher, 
especially, teach during the 15 years we’ve shared a hallway.) I gave the five teacher-
participants pseudonyms, which are used henceforth, and changed the names of the schools 
and districts within which they teach, in order to provide a level of privacy. In addition, the 
pseudonyms were used to protect students’ identities.  
Students were not identified in any of the observations, interviews, or surveys by 
name (except by pseudonym where necessary for the purposes of consistency and clarity; for 
example, when discussing discourse turns) or distinguishing characteristics, nor did they 
interact with me at any point before, during, or after observations, with the exception of 
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polite greetings initially. This delimitation of students for this particular study was by design, 
in order to streamline and preserve investigator focus, which was trained on the teacher. The 
National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) Position Statement on Research and ELA 
Teaching validates that 
[w]hile not all English language arts research focuses directly on student learning (for 
instance, some studies might explore teacher development, instructional materials, or 
workplace writing), all English language arts research is guided by an interest in the 
processes and challenges people experience in becoming literate citizens. (2005) 
These five English teachers teach in a variety of contexts: One teaches is a suburban high 
school in a blue-collar suburb just outside of Boston, one in a suburban affluent high school 
outside of Boston, one in an elite private day and boarding high school west of Boston, and 
two in an urban-suburban high school in an affluent, diverse town bordering Boston. I 
observed teachers in this study teach Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors, and 
observed advanced (or “honors”) level, standard level, and mixed level (or non-leveled) 
classes. 
Henry H. teaches in Mills High School, which is a medium-sized public high school 
(about 1,200 students), in a blue-collar suburb west of Boston. It is 61% white and has 39% 
minority enrollment. 33% of the student body participates in the free or reduced school 
lunch program. The average class size is 16. I observed a Senior honors level class, a 
Sophomore standard level class, and a Sophomore honors level class. 
Francis O-M. teaches at Swanson High School, which is a large (2,200) public 
suburban high school in an affluent town just west of Boston that consistently appears 
toward the top of many “best high schools in Massachusetts” lists. The student population is 
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predominantly white (55%) and Asian (33%), and 7% participate in the free or reduced 
school lunch program. The school is poised for a massive renovation. The average class size 
is between 19 and 20. I observed a Sophomore honors level class, and two Sophomore 
standard level classes.  
Nuala F. and Samuel B. teach at Brillman High School, which is a medium to large 
(about 2,000) high school in an affluent, relatively diverse community that borders Boston. It 
has 40% minority enrollment, with 12% of students participating in the free or reduced 
school lunch program. The average class size is 18. For Nuala, I observed a mixed 
(Sophomore, Junior, and Senior) grade, mixed level creative writing class three times. For 
Samuel, I observed three different sections of a Senior unleveled elective called Craft of 
Writing. 
Wills S. teaches at Cardman, an elite (21% acceptance rate) private boarding and day 
high school west of Boston. It has 382 students. The average class size is 12. I observed 
three class meetings of the same Freshman class. All classes at this school are honors-level. 
As noted, these teachers had been identified by several markers of “exemplary” 
gleaned from research, from my own anecdotal experience, and from local knowledge. These 
particular participants were chosen for their mastery, their experience with teaching poetry in 
a regular, integrated way in their classrooms (as self-reported and/or reported by word of 
mouth), and for their willingness to fully engage in all aspects of this study.  
Again, according to research, there are several criteria that are either explicitly or 
implicitly associated with the “exemplary” teaching of poetry; the body of research that 
informs this study includes research on effective teaching, research on the effective teaching 
of literature, and research on the unique and particular capacities of poetry to teach habits of 
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mind and skills. I expected to find several of these markers of “exemplary” at work in the 
course of surveying, observing, and interviewing these five teachers.  
 
Data Collection and Analysis 
 
Procedures, in brief. Once I identified my study participants, I sought and received 
approval for this study from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Boston University. 
Subsequent to this approval, I sent an email to these five teacher-participants outlining the 
study and asking them to participate as “exemplary” teachers. They all agreed without 
hesitation, and were all enthusiastic despite the time commitment it warranted over and 
above their teaching duties. The research design then proceeded from recruitment of 
participants to securing permissions from the four participating school districts. Next, 
teachers were sent a link to an online survey I created, to be completed by each teacher-
participant; the survey included a consent-to-participate form for teachers to sign.  
After this step, each teacher and I scheduled the three classroom visits and follow-up 
interviews, between September of 2017 and February of 2018 (I was teaching my own 
classes during this period, and benefitted from the flexibility of all five teachers). I observed 
the classes and conducted the follow up interviews, with interviews occurring within 48 
hours of the class observations, and usually directly following each observed class. The 
interviews all occurred in empty classrooms with no students or other people present. I 
recorded all observations and interviews using a Shure omni-directional microphone, its 
companion iPad application, and an iPad. I also took extensive notes during each 
observation on my MacBook Pro. I then transcribed the interviews and observations so that 
I could analyze them--noting patterns, surprises, and features in the service of answering my 
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research question. I stored the files on my password-protected computer, both on the 
computer and on the iCloud. At the end of the observations and interviews, I sent 
participants $20 gift cards to a bookstore as a token of appreciation for their participation in 
the study. 
Pre-observation survey. Once participants (and their school districts and school 
building administrators) consented to participate in this study, the teacher-participants were 
emailed an online survey that I created on Google Forms, entitled “Online Survey: ‘The 
Practices of Exemplary Teachers of Poetry in the Secondary ELA Classroom.’” Teachers 
completed this survey prior to classroom observations and interviews.  
The survey was intended to triangulate the data gathered during observations and 
interviews, and to offer teacher-participants a self-paced and additional means of reflecting 
and responding to their teaching practice. The survey contains 12 scaled-answer (Likert) 
questions, and eight short-answer questions. Prior to answering the questions on the Google 
Forms survey, teachers signed an informed consent letter that preceded it reiterating the 
risks and intentions of this research. 
The questions themselves were designed to provide both me and the teacher-
participants with a sketch of their aims, hopes, reflections, and practices regarding the 
teaching of poetry in their classrooms; these answers also served as an interesting touchpoint 
during observations, post-observation interviews, and during data analysis. I read the survey 
answers as they were completed, as well as just before observations and interviews. I 
sometimes referenced them in my semi-structured interviews if it seemed appropriate, in 
order to deepen insight and inquiry, and to triangulate my data. 
Before securing IRB approval, I vetted the survey (and the semi-structured interview 
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questions) with the help and input of two different non-participant investigators who are 
teachers (one secondary ELA teacher and one secondary History teacher) to check the 
survey questions as well as my interview questions, to ensure that the questions themselves 
made sense, that the Likert scale questions on the survey offered enough range of response, 
and that the short answer questions on the survey and the interview questions were open-
ended enough. My aim in doing this independent investigator check was to help guard 
against using any language in the instruments from which a teacher-participant may have 
intuited a prescriptive framework whereby they might then have tried to fashion more 
eloquent or “acceptable” responses than they naturally would have. This check was 
especially important given my past capacity as a teacher-leader to four of the five 
participants, and as a close colleague to the fifth.  
Both of my independent investigators deemed early versions of the survey too long. 
Agreeing with them, I cut five questions from earlier iterations. Both my survey and 
interview questions were deemed appropriately open-ended and potentially fruitful. Given 
that the survey preceded the observations and interviews, it was vital that I avoided as much 
as possible any prescriptions or given definitions of “exemplary.” With this goal in mind, I 
avoided using Rosenblatt’s terms “efferent” and “aesthetic” in the survey and interview 
questions, and Eisner’s word “connoisseurship,” and tried to use terms that the teachers 
would expect in any casual pedagogical discussion about how to teach poetry, regarding such 
matters as sequencing of content and activities, proportionality of analysis to appreciation, 
and the like.  
There were pros and cons to a survey-first study design. On one hand, a survey 
question that asked a teacher to reflect on their teaching of poetry in terms of balancing 
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affective and analytical responses, for example, could serve to provide a helpful conceptual 
framework and a way to articulate their practice in concrete terms, “priming the pump,” in 
essence, for reflecting about the concepts in this study. On the other hand, the survey-first 
design could have hindered my ability to observe teachers without influencing their practice, 
thereby risking a superimposition of a framework onto their teaching and thinking about 
poetry pedagogy in a way that could have altered their practice or made them feel self-
conscious or performative about practices that had heretofore occurred intuitively and 
naturally. Again, in order to mitigate this, I tried to keep the survey questions as open-ended 
as possible, and varied the sub-category of questions along with question types. The surveys 
asked a range of types of questions--pedagogical, contextual, and theoretical--and asked 
teachers to define what it means to them to be an “exemplary” poetry teacher.  
Despite the drawbacks of a survey-first design, it made sense to design the study this 
way, as it allowed teachers to respond in writing via survey questions in addition to (and 
prior to) verbal interviews, and because it allowed for two different kinds of reflection on 
their practice over the course of the study: untimed and written responses to a survey, and 
the spontaneous, recursive, and verbal responses during interviews. The surveys were also 
designed to function as a check for outlier ideas, techniques and practices that occurred 
during observations. Given that “the aim is to pick triangulation sources that have different 
biases, different strengths, so they can complement each other” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, 
p. 267), the survey, observations, and interviews seemed like a useful triad. In addition, the 
survey helped to mitigate the inferences I might have made, given that a “pitfall of the 
researcher’s non-continuous presence [is that] you have to infer what is happening when you 
are not there” (Miles & Huberman., 1994, p. 264). The existence during my data analysis of a 
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teacher-created, written account of a reflection on their teaching practice served as a 
necessary method of triangulation of data. The survey itself is included below. 
Online survey: the practices of exemplary teachers of poetry in the secondary 
ELA classroom. Part One: The statements below relate to instructional aims and strategies for teaching 
poetry. Rank them 1-5, with 1 being least aligned with my practice, and 5 most aligned with my practice.  
1. I try to model thought processes and strategies explicitly; for example, by reasoning aloud 
and making my questions, approaches, and even confusion explicit. 
2. I try to encourage students to engage in high-order discourse about any given poem. 
3. I try to give students some choice in the poems they read, and/or in the observations they 
make about given poems, especially initially. 
4. I try to not just teach to the test, even when preparing students for MCAS, etc. 
5. I believe that reading poetry makes students better readers of other genres. 
6. I use poetry to teach close reading. 
7. I use other forms of representation in the classroom to give students ways “in” to poems 
(i.e. art, music, etc.). 
8. Students read poetry out loud in my classroom whenever we read poetry as a class. 
9. I try to get my students to think of poems as works of art that are complicated and worth 
returning to, even if they don’t understand them. 
10. I talk to other teachers about my poetry teaching. 
11. It’s important to me that students appreciate poems emotionally and intellectually. 
12. I am open to following students’ lead rather than my own plan when teaching poetry. 
Part Two: Please answer the following questions. 
1. What do your best poetry lessons have in common? 
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2. Describe, briefly, the best experience teaching poetry you have had. 
3. Describe, briefly, an experience teaching poetry that didn’t go as you’d hoped. What did 
you hope, and what did not materialize, in your opinion? 
4. What’s the hardest thing about teaching poetry? 
5. What advice would you give to a new teacher who wants to teach a poem? 
6. How often do you teach poetry relative to other genres? (Use any measurement scale that 
makes sense for you and your practice.) 
7. What factors make teaching poetry particularly challenging--or ‘easy’--in your particular 
teaching context? 
8. How would you define what it means to be an “exemplary” teacher of poetry? 
Classroom observations. In planning for observations, I committed to bringing 
balance to each classroom observation of these five teachers, both in regard to what I 
observed and how, and to my own positionality as a researcher and teacher. I also 
committed to remaining reflexive about my own assumptions as a person who had worked 
in some capacity with each of these teachers and had, by design, at least provisionally 
deemed these particular teachers exemplary. During observations (and interviews, as well), I 
had to remain open to surprise, and to having my notions of exemplary poetry teaching and 
of these teachers unsettled, surpassed, and even upended.  As an occupant of the middle 
position between teacher and researcher, and between insider and outsider, it was vital to 
consistently acknowledge, account for, and try to resist my own attempts to retrofit organic 
and idiosyncratic teacher practice into pre-determined categories of teaching behavior.   
Though the observations herein are referred to as “classroom observations,” the 
observations began the moment I entered the space of each school--from the parking lot, to 
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the security (or no security), through the halls, and into the classroom--until the moment I 
left each school. Moreover, because there were fifteen observations that occurred over a 
span of six months, analysis and observation did not remain tidily discrete activities. Each 
observation informed the next, both within and across participants. I was a different 
observer for each subsequent observation, as I sought patterns, noticed differences in 
contexts, and thought back to previous observations and my own teaching practice. I strove 
to remain conscious of this fact as I observed and interviewed. I engaged in the barest 
observation possible, took notes throughout, and--knowing that I would have all the 
observations transcribed--wrote my observations of classroom dynamics, activities, and 
interactions as they happened. I also noted some preliminary patterns as they emerged, and 
as they pertained to the Operational Features of Exemplary Teachers of Poetry List, which I had 
open on my computer’s desktop on a separate document as I typed.  
My goal as a researcher was to occupy a neutral, middle position; in other words, to 
be “active in gaining access, but then… passive once inside the environment so as not to 
influence the naturally occurring behaviors and conversations” (Potter, 1996, p. 104). I did 
not elect to interview students, instead choosing to focus on the teacher’s reflections while 
observing students’ behavior. This decision was made for both practical and methodological 
reasons. The scope of this study seemed appropriately narrowed to best serve a research 
question that was aimed at understanding teaching practice, and reflection on that practice. 
Students are, of course, integral and central to any classroom observation. However, for this 
study, I chose not to seek permissions for student inclusion in the study, or to identify or 
interview individual students. I observed them and included them (without identifiable 
traits), wherever doing so would illuminate a teacher’s position, pedagogy, and context. In 
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some cases, I observed two different classes (with different populations of students); in 
others, I observed the same class multiple times. I observed lessons at varying intervals from 
teacher to teacher. 
Selection of poems. For each participant/setting, I observed three poetry-based 
classes, each using a different anchor poem as central (but not necessarily exclusive) to the 
lesson.  For one lesson, the teacher was required to use Margaret Atwood’s poem “You 
Begin.” For another, the teacher and I collaboratively chose a poem that was reasonably 
canonical (i.e. not too obscure) and that we agreed was of high quality, relevant to their 
work, and teachable. For another lesson, the teacher chose a poem that they loved, had 
enjoyed success teaching and had taught several times, and that was one of their “chestnuts.” 
The sequence of these three classes was not prescribed. Generally, choosing poems that 
embodied a range of teacher autonomy, experience, and familiarity allowed observation 
across various positionalities between teacher, poem, and student, as well as across the 
novice-expert spectrum. This aspect of the study design also served as one measure of 
checking for any outlier poem, class, lesson, or approach.   
This three-poem study design aimed to gain a rich picture of each teacher at work. 
This approach not only allowed the observation of lessons that manifested varying degrees 
of teacher choice, autonomy, and discovery; it provided points of comparison between the 
five teacher-participants (i.e. how teachers approached teaching the same poem; how they 
taught their “chestnut,” etc.) In other words, selection of three categories of poetry for each 
of the observations--including one with which the teacher had a high degree of “authority” 
and experience, one the teacher collaboratively chose with me (medium authority) and one 
that the teacher had no prior experience teaching (low authority)-- enabled me to observe 
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the extent to which these different degrees of teacher authority and experience with a given 
text affected instruction and discourse.  
Implicit in the selection of these three poems is an assumption that the more 
autonomy a teacher has in their choice of poem, the more effective that instruction is likely 
to be; this is supported in a study by Noormahommadi (2014). That said, it is important to 
remember that there is a difference between a teacher’s curricular autonomy and their 
authority status (low, medium, or high) with a given poem. 
The researcher-selected poem: “You Begin.” The Margaret Atwood poem, “You 
Begin” was intended to function in some ways in this study as a “wild card,” whereby I had 
the opportunity to observe how and what the teacher planned, and how they executed that 
plan, using a poem with which they had no experience (none had taught it prior to this 
study). In this respect, the teacher at least minimally assumed the position of novice 
alongside students, a feature that is relevant to this study and a variable that emerged often in 
the research on the teaching of poetry and literature.   
In addition, I chose “You Begin” because of my own experience with it as a poem 
that has never failed me in my own teaching practice over my many years of teaching it, and 
a poem that high school students, in my experience, tend to love and remember. Several 
students have returned to visit me over the years from college, and often speak of the poem 
with a sense of ownership, wonder, and agency. To many of my students, this has been a 
poem that is both challenging and accessible, and one to which we return and refer over the 
course of the semester. I chose a poem that is, at least anecdotally, appealing to high 
schoolers, because I hoped it would enable me to see a teacher’s planning in a more 
transparent way. Of course, because it is a poem that is one of my chestnuts, I had to be 
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vigilant to this fact and to how it affected my observation of these Atwood classes. For 
example, I had to remain reflexive in order not to expect certain readings on the part of 
student and teacher. I had to assume the position of novice alongside both teacher and 
students. This aspect of the study proved difficult, but also interesting, given that it echoed 
the themes that emerged during research and observations on novice versus expert readings 
and teacher authority over texts. 
The collaboratively chosen poem. The collaboratively chosen poem aspect of this 
study was intended to serve as a relatively neutral case in terms of a teacher’s experience, 
authority, and expertise with a text. This may have been a poem that the teacher had taught 
before, but was not one of that teacher’s “go-to” chestnuts; thus, this lesson provided an 
interesting contrast to the lesson using an unfamiliar poem, and the lesson anchored by an 
often-taught poem. The use of this “neutral” poem afforded me the chance to see what an 
exemplary teacher did with a poem they knew relatively well. Both researcher and teacher 
agreed that this collaboratively chosen poem would be one that was generally regarded as 
highly teachable. “Highly teachable” can mean a variety of things, but is generally 
understood to mean that the language is accessible, the content is generally understandable 
in terms of situation and speaker, and the form is not a barrier to intuiting emotional content 
of a lyric poem, or, in the case of a narrative poem, to following plot. It usually means, too, 
that the teacher has experience teaching it, and that that experience was generally positive, 
fruitful, and enjoyable to students. In all five cases of teachers and I collaboratively choosing 
poems, the teacher and I agreed without needing any negotiation about the poem they 
suggested. All of the collaboratively chosen poems were known to both teacher and 
researcher.  
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The teacher-participant chosen poem. Observing the teacher-participant-chosen 
poetry lesson allowed for another strand of rich observation. In essence, this lesson, which 
used as its anchor a poem that the teacher not only knew and loved well, but with which that 
teacher had consistently experienced success teaching, gave me a chance to witness a “best-
case scenario” lesson, whereby a teacher experienced a high degree of autonomy and 
expertise as they taught a poem they know well, one they believed to be an effective and 
meaningful one to teach, and one they had practiced teaching often and presumably with 
great confidence and well-honed “mastery.” The teacher-chosen poetry lesson allowed me to 
observe not only a teacher’s facility with their chosen poem, but, presumably, allowed me to 
observe a set of well-practiced activities around that poem, as well. It is possible that the 
teacher-chosen poetry lesson featured the most performative elements or aspects of a 
teacher’s practice; thus, in observing this lesson, it was interesting and important to note the 
extent (if any) to which these lessons were more theme-convergent and teacher-led than the 
poems that teachers had less or no experience teaching.  
This element of the study design--that teachers select one of the poems on their own 
and have a say in choosing another--echoes one of the two guiding principles of the Favorite 
Poem Project: the importance of autonomy about what poems we read, collect, share, and 
love (the other principle is vocality, which underscores the conviction that reading a poem 
aloud should be central to any reading event, and that the reading of poetry is at its heart a 
corporeal endeavor). 
Post-observation interviews for each class observed (three per teacher; 15 
total). I used semi-structured interviews with each teacher-participant after each 
observation. Each interview occurred within 48 hours, and most of them took place directly 
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after each observed class; this was to capitalize on the freshness of the lesson in the minds 
and memories of both researcher and participants. Semi-structured interviewing made the 
most sense, given that it allowed me to benefit from both the structure to follow the 
questions I had set out to ask in service of my research question, and the freedom to pursue 
the trajectories that were unplanned, yet fruitful (Bernard, 1988). 
I recorded and had each interview transcribed, as I did for all of the observations, 
and, as with the observations and survey responses, read the transcripts repeatedly over 
several weeks to see what patterns emerged. I cross-referenced the interviews, surveys, and 
observations so that the transcribed data and teacher-completed surveys could illuminate the 
research, and vice versa. This included cross-referencing the Operational Features of Exemplary 
Teachers of Poetry List with the transcribed material and surveys. During interviews, I asked 
each teacher-participant questions such as “What were your goals for this class, and why?” 
and “What did you think? How did it go?” I asked each teacher-participant to talk me 
through what they were thinking at certain junctures during the lessons, and about their own 
“markers” of effectiveness (i.e. “How do you know what worked well?”). I asked about their 
assessment of their lesson in light of their hopes and aims, what went well in their estimation 
and what did not, and why, and what surprised them about the lesson, and why. 
At the end of the interviews, I sought and secured permission to contact teacher-
participants to ask follow-up questions if they emerged over the course of the study. This 
happened with two of the teachers via email, and one with a phone call--all seeking 
clarification and/or elaboration.  
Again, I read the survey answers of a given teacher before observing them, so that I 
could use the survey questions and the observations to round out my impressions about the 
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teacher’s aims and philosophical and pedagogical positions vis-à-vis poetry pedagogy, and so 
that I could refer directly to their survey answers during the post-observation interviews if it 
seemed relevant and appropriate to do so. Because I have such a professional interest in 
watching teachers teach poetry and talking with them about it, it was important that I 
remained as neutral as possible in my affect, my utterances, and with the content of my 
follow-up questions during interviewing. The structure of pre-determined but open-ended 
questions kept me from going too far afield in our interviews. It was important that I remain 
vigilant during these interviews so that I did not talk about my own teaching experience 
unless there was a given situation whereby not to share a bit of my own experience would 
have seemed odd or withholding. Again, this level of restraint was especially important given 
my interest in the subject, both in my own teaching and for this study. 
The third (final) round of interviews with teacher-participants asked them to reflect 
upon, compare, and contrast their teaching of the poem they knew and loved, the 
collaboratively chosen one, and the given one (the Atwood.) These questions referred to the 
teacher’s previously-observed lessons and to previous interviews, as well; in this respect, the 
final interviews were cumulative, reflective, and the findings were both summative and 
generative.  
The Operational Features of Exemplary Teachers of Poetry List. In the service 
of conceptual and theoretical coherence, the methods used involved both open observation 
and observation that was informed by the Operational Features of Exemplary Teachers of Poetry 
List, a working collection of teaching practices and attributes that emerged from the research 
and theoretical frameworks. This list did not serve as an observation protocol; I was not 
systematically checking off each one, or “looking” for each one in turn, or quantifying their 
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presence in any way, nor did I equate excellence with frequency of list features present in any 
given observation. However, as an organizing principle, a list like this made sense. Given the 
high number of observations of disparate lessons, this list grounded me when necessary and 
gave names to pedagogical features and behaviors. The list is not exhaustive, but is 
representative of the research most relevant to this study and to the study’s theoretical and 
conceptual frameworks; it was gleaned from past and current thinking and research on what 
we know about effective teaching, effective teaching of literature, effective teaching of 
poetry, and the benefits of reading poetry. This list of habits and attributes is included here: 
- models thought processes and strategies explicitly; builds bridges between expert and 
novice readers and shares their own confusion about a given poem or poet 
(Appleman, 2009; Hoffstaedter, 1989; Shulman, 1986; Smith & Connolly, 2005) 
- has highly developed pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986) 
- encourages rich, higher-order discourse in the classroom (Harker, 1994; Hennessey, 
Hinchion, & McNamara, 2010; Smith & Connolly, 2005) 
- gives students some choice in what poems they read, and/or in their observations of 
given poems, especially initially (Farber, 2015; Pike, 2004; Pinsky, 2013) 
- engages in instruction that is goal-driven rather than test-driven (Pike, 2004) 
- cultivates close reading that is applicable to other genres (Appleman, 2009; Benton, 
1999; Peskin, 1998) 
- gives students multiple opportunities to interact with poems using multiple modes of 
representation, including manipulation of text (Benton, 1999; Eisner, 1972; 1998; 
Pinsky, 2013; Smith & Connolly, 2005)  
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- facilitates an engagement with poetry that is recursive, in which poems appear and 
reappear and are understood to be complex and multi-layered works of art; 
encourages students to become connoisseurs of poetry, not just “experts” (Dymoke, 
2012; Eisner, 1988; 1998; 2004; 2005; 2012; Farber, 2015; Rosenblatt, 1938) 
- balances following students’ lead and following their own instructional plan; shares 
power during discourse (Cazden, 2001; Eisner, 1988; Pinsky, 2013; Smith & Connolly, 
2005) 
- is reflective about his/her practice (Schön, 1983) 
- balances and engages students’ efferent and aesthetic readings of poetry (Rosenblatt, 
1980; 1986) 
I used the Operational Features of Exemplary Teachers of Poetry List during observations, and, less 
explicitly, for the survey and interview question design. For use in the classroom 
observations, I used it to note which of the features were most commonly used within 
single-teacher practice, which features were not, which features were most commonly used 
across participants’ practice, and which features were not. In addition, I noted features 
within teachers’ actual instructional practice that were not included on the List, especially any 
features present in the practice of more than one teacher.  
 
Data Analysis 
 
I recorded and transcribed observations and interviews, and took notes during observations 
and interviews. I used these transcriptions and notes, and the surveys, to explore patterns, 
convergences, and divergences in teacher practices and attributes, whether they were features 
that paralleled ones on the Operational Features of Exemplary Teachers of Poetry List or not. I 
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analyzed the transcribed observations and interviews, my notes, and the surveys, sorting for 
themes, and seeking patterns, convergences, incongruities, and notable features. These 
included any seemingly effective or exemplary practice that was not mentioned or alluded to 
in the research, or not researched deeply.  
 
Reliability, Delimitations, Biases 
 
It was important that I triangulate both my role as sole researcher and the methods of the 
study. For the latter, I used a variety of methodologies to ensure the clearest possible picture 
of teachers’ experiences. For the former, an additional investigator (advisor and first reader 
Dr. Stephan Ellenwood), and two independent investigators checked my survey and 
interview questions and means of interpreting participants’ answers, in order to ensure both 
narrative accuracy and interpretive validity. One member check was employed, as well 
(pertaining to the use of literary theory in teacher-participants’ practice). 
Another limitation of the study--and with all studies of teachers in the field--is the 
possibility that teachers may misrepresent or alter their own teaching due to observer 
influence and the unusual context of study participation. In their attempt to portray their 
teaching practice in the best possible light, especially during a study that is designed to 
examine exemplary practices, it is always possible that teachers may not be as forthcoming as 
they otherwise may be. To mitigate this, I tried to be as innocuous an observer as possible, 
tried to avoid asking leading questions, and tried to remain as neutral as possible during 
interviews. I also chose teachers whom I knew to be reflective and humble about their own 
teaching practice. 
Another limitation, or potential limitation, of these studies was the absence of direct 
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student-to-researcher interaction. The study did not interview or survey students. It included 
their discourse and behavior only through observation via their anonymized contributions to 
class discussions. It would be interesting and valuable to pursue this very important side of 
the equation--that is, students and their interactions with poetic texts in the classroom--in 
future studies.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Just as it is difficult to standardize assessments of poetry “mastery,” many theorists have 
pointed out the difficulty of doing the same for teaching. Eisner (1988) and others note the 
artistic features of teaching itself, and Eisner extends this idea to educational research, noting 
the inherent paradox of describing teaching: 
A language that does not permit us to see or to say what such matters mean to us is a 
language so limited in scope that it cannot, in principle, yield the kind of 
understanding needed to deal adequately with educational matters. If science states 
meaning, as John Dewey once said, the arts express them. The artistic treatment of 
form provides what Langer calls a non-discursive form of knowledge. (p. 116) 
And yet, as limited as language may be, and as difficult as it is to reconcile conceptions of the 
art of teaching with conceptions of the science of teaching, educational research is the 
primary tool we have to further our understanding of educational practices and concepts, to 
share questions, observations, and findings, and to make meaning and change. I endeavored 
to use these tools and methods wisely, consistently, and in a careful and reflective way.  
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Chapter Four: Findings 
 
Introduction 
 
This chapter reports on my observations of teachers in their classrooms. The chapter is 
organized by teacher, with observations and representative descriptions of classroom 
activities and contexts divided into four basic categories of teacher practice and pedagogical 
concepts: student agency; explicit teaching of strategies and teacher’s rationale; using 
multiple modes of representation and manipulating text; and balancing competing tensions, 
including novice and expert status. 
I elaborate on these findings in Chapter Five: Analysis and Discussion, including a further 
explanation of the organizing principles underlying these teacher-by-teacher findings. 
Because the surveys and interviews were primarily reflective and analytical in nature, teacher 
reflections from surveys and interviews are included in Chapter Five: Discussion and Analysis.  
The dates of surveys, observations, and interviews, as well as the types of classes 
observed, are listed at the beginning of each teacher section in this chapter. I refer to the 
respective lessons observed as lesson #1, lesson #2, and lesson #3, and do so also in 
subsequent chapters, absent their dates, in order to streamline presentation and for ease of 
reading. When reporting on discourse in this chapter, I use “T” for teacher and “S” for 
student. Where there are multiple students, I use S1, S2, etc., except in the cases where it is 
clearer to use students’ pseudonyms.  
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Samuel M. 
 
Brillman High School 
Survey Date: 9/6/2017 
Observations: (all Craft of Writing; Seniors, mixed level) 
#1: December 8, 2017,10:15 a.m.  
#2: December 8, 2017, 1:50 p.m.  
#3: December 12, 2017, 1:50 p.m. 
Interviews: December 9, 11:15 p.m; December 12, 2017, 2:45 p.m. 
 
Samuel M. stood just outside the threshold of his classroom door before my first 
observation of his Craft of Writing class--a Senior elective--began. The halls were filled with 
students passing from class to class. As I approached the classroom, which was in a separate 
part of the building from where I teach in the same school, Samuel greeted me with a smile 
and a “Hey, Karen!” and guided me to a spot tucked away just outside the classroom’s circle 
of desks so that I could set up my computer and iPad with microphone stealthily. He 
returned to the doorway and continued greeting students by name as they walked in, saying 
“Welcome, Kyle!” and “Good to see you, Emma.” There are no bells at Brillman High 
School, but Samuel began all three of his classes on time. No student came in late. Twenty-
two students came in, and sat at desks arranged in a loose circle. There was a poster on the 
wall with hand-written “norms” for the class, including “Use ‘I’ statements; “assume best 
intentions;” “respect others’ opinions;” and “allow do-overs.” The room was big and bright, 
with many windows overlooking the field that leads up to the front of the school.  
Each time I observed Samuel, it was a sunny December day. I observed two class 
sections (and three meetings) of Craft of Writing, which is a mixed-level elective for Seniors. 
I was seated close enough to students to overhear their small group work, and set back 
enough so that students, after an initial welcome upon Samuel first introducing me, did not 
seem to notice me.  
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Samuel was well prepared for each class, and there was a continuum of activities, so 
that homework from the night before--usually student writing--was incorporated into the 
lesson, and the homework for the next night would then be a continuation of the content 
and aims of that day’s class. During instruction, Samuel referred to both long range 
assignments and short term assignments. He used the projector for showing poems and, in 
one case, a video (of Mark Doty reading his poem “A Display of Mackerel.”) He offered 
students extra copies of poems and materials if they needed them. He was an affable, 
approachable presence, whose pre-class talk included incidental questions of a relational 
nature, such as asking students about their school trip to London, or them asking him about 
his kids. These were people who seemed comfortable in each other’s presence. 
During all three observations, Samuel’s presence was kinetic; he moved around the 
room, never sitting, and gesticulated for emphasis, and sometimes to students’ amusement. 
He often seemed to bounce on his toes. There was no dedicated “front” of the room, and 
the “teacher desk” was being used as a place to put piles of poems. There was no chair at 
that desk. When Samuel was excited about a student utterance, an idea, and/or a poem, he 
used the cadence, tone, and volume of his voice to add emphasis. Over the course of the 
three classes, he used many poems, referred to others the classes had read, and referenced 
poetic concepts and principles--such as form and content, image, metaphor, and sound-- 
often. Samuel varied student groupings during instruction--from whole class discussion, to 
individual writing, to small group work--and used multiple modes of representation and 
multiple poems in each class. Samuel has been a teacher for over 15 years, with 10 of those 
being in Brillman. He is a published poet. Outside his office, which is down the hall from his 
classroom, there is a sign that says “Mensch” that was put there by colleagues. 
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Student agency. During my observations of the classroom activities and discourse 
in Samuel’s three lessons, I saw Samuel build from students’ comments, at times reframing a 
student claim or observation to the class. Samuel sometimes, after reframing and rephrasing, 
asked the student in question whether he had represented what the student had said 
accurately. The pace of each discussion I observed was quick, and Samuel mentioned 
students by name often, which, of course, served a practical function (calling on a student 
whose hand was raised). More notably, Samuel did this in such a way that it implied a form 
of authorial or interpretive attribution, with terms like “Mitchell’s take” or “Clara’s idea” or 
“Jack’s interpretation” or “the David solution.” Students referenced other students, though 
less often than they referenced Samuel, and less often than Samuel referenced students, and 
usually did so while looking at Samuel. I did see some student-to-student discourse during 
whole group discussion, but small groups (done during each of the three classes) was the 
primary means by which I saw students engage with one another.   
During discussions, Samuel usually found something in a student comment to build 
upon. He asked a variety of extending and clarifying questions, and encouraged exploration 
with invitations like “Let’s just try this out,” and “Where could we go with this? Where could 
you take this?” or “I wonder what it would be like to…” However, he also corrected 
students when their surface level reading or even an interpretation was leading them (and 
perhaps the class) astray. Students, rather than shutting down and ceasing to take part in the 
discussion, seemed to respect these boundaries--and the volleying--as in this interchange 
when students were sharing their interpretation of one of W.S. Merwin’s lines from “Asian 
Figures.” The line in question was “Eyedrop from a Balcony:”  
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T: Okay “Eyedrops from a balcony.” It’s a little ambiguous. Yeah--they’re all a little 
ambiguous, right? So, let’s start by just picturing. Right. Here is just an eyedrop…and 
it goes all the way down, stories and stories…and…Mark? 
S1: It’ll miss its target. 
T: Hmm. Miss its target. What else? 
S2: It will see everything going on in the building. 
T: ‘Cause it’s like…an eyedrop? 
S2: Yeah 
(laughter) 
S2: Yeah. Cause then it’ll pass by all the different windows. 
T: But it’s water… 
(laughter) 
T: Not an eye just dropping from a balcony… 
(laughter) 
T: I like that though, Jack. So…imagine that it’s water, it can’t see. It’s just sailing 
through the air. It drops all the way from the balcony, all the way down, stories and 
stories…might miss its target. That could be a really interesting proverb, right? That 
when you do something really close to something, with precision, right? It makes 
sense, it clears, it fixes it…What other interpretations might we have? Alice? 
S3: I was lucky enough to be the first one with that one. I read it as an eye, like a 
physical eye dropping from a balcony. 
T: That’s how Jack says like, yeah. No, it’s an eyedrop, right? 
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S3: Yeah, I know. But just for me, that’s how I interpreted it, I interpreted it as 
someone throwing…I thought of it as someone throwing their own eye off of it. 
T: That’s really troubling, yeah. 
(laughter--including Jack and Alice) 
Explicit teaching of strategies and teacher’s rationale. Several times over the 
three classes, Samuel acknowledged the difficulty of a given poem, and provided students 
with steps about how to approach it. These steps often involved moving from the concrete 
to the abstract, as in this exchange with the Atwood poem, “You Begin:” 
T: Think of the physical and the metaphysical…Think of the relationship between 
the image and the emotions behind it…Let’s start with what you see as the basic 
premise…the occasion of it…if you were to describe it as a setting…who’s the 
speaker? Take a minute and look at it and try to find what the premise or occasion is. 
It takes time to do this, so take it. 
S: I think it’s a mother or maybe a teacher drawing with a young child. 
T: Cool. Other thoughts? 
S2: It definitely sounds like it is talking about how random it is that we assign labels 
to things…to the way we name things. 
T: Wow. Anything…anybody else? 
S3: There’s something cyclical about it… “this is what you will come back to” 
T: Yes. Reminds us of the pantoon, right? Any other thoughts on just the basic 
premise? 
A student who had up until now remained silent, tentatively raised her hand. 
 T: Yes! Serena! What do you think? 
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S4: It seems like the kid is using crayons in an aggressive way, like to draw violence. 
Using orange, cuz like the poem says “The world burns.” 
T: Okay, great. Yes. Let’s take Serena’s idea and Mitchell’s idea and take a minute 
and each draw what you think the kid in the poem is drawing. 
In another class, the second one I observed (a different section of the same course), Samuel 
was explicit with students about his plan, aims, and rationale for the class as a whole, and for 
each part of the class (the “Asian Figures” class), such as when he gave this instruction with 
embedded rationale: 
T: We’re gonna start by looking at a collection of figures from a book called Asian 
Figures that W.S. Merwin translated back in the 70s. He went through thousands of 
proverbs through various Asian languages and collected them all into this interesting 
book called Asian Figures. And we’re gonna think about how well we understand 
what an image is getting at. We’re gonna think about how we might explore that 
meaning. This is what we’re gonna do; we’re gonna get into groups of five and in 
those groups of five I want you to circle up. The first thing I want you to do is 
simply to elaborate on the description. I want you to think about the image and from 
a purely visual place I want you to describe in detail what it would look like. 
S: Can we draw it? 
T: No. Only through writing 
After more instruction, and clarification between Samuel and students, students began. 
Samuel then took them through various ways to use comparison, and “different ways to 
move the poem forward,” including “by making imagistic links…idea links…theological 
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links…associated links.” He urged students to “surprise yourself in your comparisons, Make 
big leaps. What is this like?” 
Using multiple modes of representation and manipulating text. For all three of 
the classes I observed, Samuel included in the lesson and/or made explicit reference to not 
just the poem at hand (I will call this the anchor poem), but multiple modes of 
representation, including a video of the poet reading his poem, proverbs, sculptures, and 
paintings. In the first class I observed, within the first five minutes, Samuel had made 
reference to a storyboard that students had created for a Sherman Alexie story a week prior, 
an exploration of metaphor and sound in students’ everyday speech the night before, and, 
during class, a task to make something with pipe cleaners, as a way to work with their anchor 
poem, “You Begin” by Margaret Atwood. At the start of the second class, Samuel referenced 
a student portfolio that was due the upcoming week, which prompted a student to ask: 
“Does the rap battle count?”  (The answer was a resounding “Yes!” from Samuel.) Later in 
the class, students worked with another anchor poem, Mark Doty’s “A Display of 
Mackerel.” He would later in the lesson use multiple modes of representation to approach 
and frame the discussion of the poem and its making, including an essay by Doty and a 
video of Doty reading it.  Samuel began the lesson like this: 
T: Alright, we’re gonna shift gears for a minute. I’m gonna have you look up at the 
screen here. So, earlier in the year, Mike Lee graced us during Poetry Out Loud with 
a wonderful poem called “A Display of Mackerel” some of you might remember. 
We’re gonna take a minute, we’re gonna listen to Mark Doty read that poem, because 
Mark Doty wrote that poem, we’re gonna listen to him read it…I’ve given you an 
essay for you to read later called “Souls on Ice” in which he explains the process of 
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how he wrote that poem. It’s a fascinating insight to get in terms of really thinking 
about what explains the process of how he wrote the poem…what goes into a 
work…As he starts to write it, he realizes what had been on his mind that he has 
been suppressing. That six months earlier, his partner of many years passed away of 
AIDS. And all of a sudden in this image, his is exploring these difficult, philosophical 
questions about life and death. 
Then, students manipulated the anchor text by writing their own poem, using a scaffolded, 
step-by-step approach provided by Samuel and modeled after the Doty poem, about a single 
image that Samuel had put up on the board--a photo of a tennis net--but driven by students’ 
sense of sound, evocations, structure, metaphor, and formal integrity. At the end of this 
class, which was at the end of a gray day, nobody packed up at the end of the 45-minute 
class. Nobody noticed the class was over, except Samuel and me. I saw several students look 
up at the clock, and look surprised, before they began to gather up their things and move out 
of the room, wishing their teacher a good day. Every student thanked him on their way out. 
Balancing competing tensions, including novice and expert status. I observed 
Samuel often modeling confusion, or stepping into the role of the novice. He also modeled 
comfort with ambiguity. For example, in the Atwood lesson, Samuel made it clear that 
poems often are ambiguous. When students ask him what the poem is about after all, and 
what the situation is in the poem, Samuel answers,  
T: Some people think it’s a drawing, some don’t think it’s a drawing…maybe it’s a 
drawing…Maybe it’s a children’s book. 
A student pushed back on this last idea, saying, 
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S: No. If it were a book, there would be no reason for the speaker to omit that; that 
would just be unnecessary confusion. It’s a drawing. She’s using crayons! 
To this, Samuel nodded, and said  
T: You got a point there. I see that you’re not going for the “all interpretations are 
right” angle. 
I noticed that during every discussion, there was attention paid to both form and content, 
but I also noticed that they were almost never mentioned as separate entities. I also noticed 
that discussions included observations by both students and Samuel that could be 
categorized as aesthetic (or affective/appreciative) and ones that could be categorized as 
analytical and efferent, but they occurred seamlessly within the same conversation. For 
example, Samuel pointed students back to the text of the poem when they made assertions, 
asking them questions like “Interesting; where are you getting that?” And “Wow, neat--what 
makes you frame it that way?”  Before moving on to the next level of the poem, Samuel said 
“Now we’re going to get meta-meta.” He went to the window at one point, opening it to 
illustrate “out there” as in “It’s so much more complicated and difficult out there.”  He also 
talked explicitly about form and structure, and about content--about the interdependence of 
the two--when he said 
T: The poem has taken us outside…to the abstract idea then back to the child’s 
hands…It’s interesting that the ending talks about the beginning… “It begins, it 
ends.” 
There were several times I saw Samuel defer his status as all-knowing expert, saying 
something to the effect of “That’s a good question. I’m not sure.” Or “I’m not sure, but I 
think of it this way.” Opening the first lesson, Samuel asked students about a homework 
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assignment from the night before where he had asked students to attend to their own 
speaking and writing and to take note of metaphors:  
T: Anyone discover new metaphors in your speech last night? 
Many kids nodded, and a student raised his hand to seek clarification: 
S: I’m not sure. I said “I’m struck” at one point, as in “I’m struck by…an idea.” Is 
that a metaphor? 
Samuel called the student up, and the students smiled and laughed. Samuel mimed striking 
the student, a boy who is about six inches taller than Samuel.  
 T: Were you struck? 
Students exchanged smiles and smiled at their teacher. 
 S: Okay, so yes. A metaphor! I use it so much I never thought…but yes, it’s a 
metaphor. 
 T: Exactly. Thank you for being a good sport. 
 S: Anytime, Mr. M. 
The student headed back to his seat. Another student, “Ellen” said aloud to the class and to 
Samuel, 
S: So many metaphors we use in a colloquial way, too…something you just said was 
one: You said “peppered with them.” 
T: Perfect! And I’m a poet and supposed to notice! But it’s so inherent to how we 
communicate. 
Several times during instruction, I saw Samuel move discussion along, encourage students to 
talk to each other and build off of each other’s points (i.e. during lesson #2, “Okay, 
interesting. Mike, can you add to Pete’s comment?”), expand and extend discussion with 
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questions that put the onus on the student to elaborate or clarify what they had just said or 
why the poem elicited the feeling in them that it did, and/or to encourage them to zero in on 
what they were saying with more precise language. In a single class (the second class I 
observed) I saw Samuel say during a discussion “tell me about that,” and “Yes. Yes, yes, yes. 
Sal?” and “Not well-rounded. That’s a really interesting way to think about it. You’ve got this 
here, but you’ve got nowhere to put it…Oh that’s fantastic. Is that right? Am I getting you 
right, Alan? (Alan answered that he was), “Good.”  
For each of the three lessons, I noticed that sound was a concept that was central to 
discussion--both attending to the sounds within a poem, and the reading aloud of poems. 
Samuel read all of the poems aloud, and always invited a student to do a second reading. 
These readings always differed, even if slightly, in emphasis, accented words, and ways of 
reading line breaks (either pausing or not pausing). He allowed a long pause between each 
reading. Students continued, during this silence, to look at the poem; several students 
annotated it.   
 
Henry R. 
 
Mills High School 
Survey Date: 8/22/2017 
Observations:  
#1: October 8, 2017, 7:50 a.m. (Honors-level Seniors)  
#2: October 8, 2017, 8:55 a.m. (Standard-level Sophomores)  
#3: October 8, 2017, 9:50 a.m. (Honors-level Sophomores) 
Interviews: October 8, 2017, 11:00 a.m.; October 9, 5:40 p.m. 
 
I conducted all of my observations and one of the interviews with Henry R. on the same 
day, because it was his strong preference, as it worked with his schedule and curriculum. 
When my student escort brought me from the main office to his room, I saw Henry 
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standing and hunching over a computer on a stand with a projector. He checked the 
projector and organized papers. His homeroom students were sitting at their desks. On the 
walk up to his room from the main office, my student escort had talked with apparent pride 
about the new science wing upstairs. She said “Good luck, have fun. Mr. R. is awesome,” as 
she dropped me off. 
When I entered the room, Henry greeted me affably and, as he moved quickly and 
assuredly around the room--between his teacher’s desk, the projector, and the white board-- 
we chatted about music a bit (a common interest). He then told me what the “basic plan” 
was for the class…but also told me “I don’t always follow the plan…I’ve been known not to 
follow the plan.”  
When the loud bell rang, Henry’s homeroom students packed up their things and 
began to file out the door. One student on his way out tried to identify one of the Greek 
gods on a poster, and he and Henry had a short exchange that ended in both of them 
laughing; I couldn’t quite hear the exchange, as Henry had set me up in his corner, out of the 
way of the main action and area of instruction in the classroom.  
Students in the class I would be observing (lesson #1) filed in looking sleepy, and 
Henry joked with students as they came in, and greeted each one by name. The room’s desks 
were arranged in rows, but Henry asked these students to re-arrange them into one large 
circle, which they did efficiently. There were about 25 students in each of the classes I 
observed. The day was sunny, and the class’s back wall was comprised of older windows. 
The other walls of the room were full of maps and posters. Among these were movie 
posters, a poster with an image of the Buddha sitting in lotus position, a Black Lives Matter 
poster, and a photo of the late musician Jeff Buckley. There was a clock on the wall that had 
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the word “now” in place of its numbers. Henry has a space in the near corner of the room 
that is clearly “his” space. There was a guitar in the corner, a huge Father’s Day card on the 
wall from his kids, photos of his kids and his students, a worn rug, a small amplifier, and 
many books of fiction and poetry on a bookshelf lining the wall.  
Student agency. During classroom discourse, I saw Henry ask many kinds of 
questions, but few were “display” questions in the IRE/IRF mode. For the majority of his 
instructional time, Henry conveyed the expectation of engagement, and spoke to students in 
ways that signaled he expected them to behave as curious, engaged readers and writers--as 
equals. He asked them to share their insights, both global (on life, on their lives), and specific 
(the way a poem is organized into stanzas), and he shared his own. 
 Henry used colloquial language often within his discourse, even within “traditional” 
scholarly discourse when he was sharing knowledge about a poet or poem or poetic 
principle. He seemed to know his students enough not to worry about offending them by 
joking or “calling them out” when he thought they were sugar-coating or misrepresenting 
something. I saw this phenomenon at work, and the related phenomenon of a teacher 
implicitly (and explicitly) sharing power, in this exchange in lesson #1, after they had read 
Margaret Atwood’s poem “You Begin,” and Rudyard Kipling’s “If:” 
T: Okay, who’s the better poet? Come on. I know it’s subjective… 
S: Well, there’s more underneath the surface with the “You Begin” one. 
T: Yeah--more mysterious. This (holding the Kipling) could be summarized; it could 
be put into prose… 
S: The Kipling one is too…bossy. It’s so sure of what it’s saying. 
T: Yes; rhetorical… 
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S: Yes! 
T: …Now, do you talk shit about other people? 
Students: No..no. 
T: Get over yourself. You do it all day! 
Students: laughter; one student: Okay, yes. 
T: So, the Kipling is not only rhetoric, it is unrealistic advice. 
S: And the mother in “You Begin”…I don’t know. It’s closer, more intimate. 
T: Totally. I’m thinking, too…with the Kipling, do you feel disinvited at all--those of 
you who are feeling like a woman today--by the final line? 
S: It is kind of all or nothing. 
Henry also made many references to pop culture, and used students’ existing fluencies; he 
referenced works and forms that students were likely to be familiar with, including: texting, 
memes, Game of Thrones, Pirates of the Caribbean, Jungle Book, Minecraft, Harry Potter, heavy metal 
music, a viral video on YouTube, and Taylor Swift. He also made many references to the 
newly emerging #metoo movement.  He talked explicitly, and often, about the power 
dynamics and interpersonal dynamics between teacher and students, as when he asserted 
during the second lesson, “You can’t learn from a teacher who you think doesn’t like you.”  
Explicit teaching of strategies and teacher’s rationale. During all three lessons, I 
observed Henry being explicit with students, revealing his plan (or his change of plan) or his 
rationale, as in this comment, which came right after the discourse about evaluating and 
comparing the quality of “You Begin” versus “If:” “If we had all day, I’d break you into 
jigsaws.” Later in the lesson, he also made explicit the difference between text based 
questions and more philosophical questions that a poem evokes or elicits: “There’s no right 
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answer to this question, because I’m asking it about how you live your life.” I also saw Henry 
on several occasions model reading strategies such as taking a “pause” to investigate the 
origin of a word, and asking questions about form and content, as well as how the poem 
would “read differently” if the poet had made different choices (this latter inquiry happened 
in all three classes). Henry also used explicit questions to assess students’ prior knowledge, as 
when he asked his students at one point during lesson #2: “Do you know how to skim?” 
I saw Henry being explicit about his approach to analysis and its relationship to 
appreciation. At one point in lesson #3, Henry told students “I want you to like it first, then 
we can diagram it.” Similarly, in lesson #2, Henry assured students who look confused about 
the Keats poem that anchored the class-- “La Belle Dame Sans Merci”-- “I’m not gonna get 
too technical about it, at least not right away.” Near the end of lesson #2, Henry 
acknowledged the difficulty of working with ancient texts and made the rationale for doing 
so explicit: “Old texts and how they get changed…that’s part of what we’re supposed to 
teach you this year.”  
Using multiple modes of representation and manipulating text. During the 
three lessons, Henry posed “what if” questions about authorial choices. For example, during 
lesson #1, Henry asked students what would happen if Atwood had used another pronoun 
form instead of the second person, “you.” When he posed this generative question, many 
students--including students who were quiet for the rest of the class--responded immediately 
by raising their hands, seeming eager to engage this question and to offer their sense of how 
the poem would be fundamentally different had the poet chose differently: 
S: It would not be as immediate, or… 
T: Inclusive? Or…Yes Sarah? 
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S2: I don’t know. It makes it sound like just something we’re gonna all go through, 
or have gone through…And also, not sure if he’s saying “you” to the kid in the 
poem or to us… 
T: Or both? Matthew? 
S: I don’t know. It would be so different to say “I begin” or even “We”…It would 
seem not relevant or it would seem more…bossy. 
T: Bossy, huh? Yeah…I see that. I like that…bossy. 
S: Like…it includes us all then with the ‘you’, like it makes it sound like watch out, 
because you will go through things and you’ll…You’ll be alone, too…Not 
we…Even though it is we…oh…I… 
T: We grow up, and language can’t quite describe it… 
S2: Yeah… 
He used these “what if” questions often, and I witnessed students responding with similar 
grappling and engagement in other cases when Henry asked them to manipulate the text in 
this way.  
Over the course of the three lessons, Henry also referenced and/or used several 
works, and incorporated multiple modes of representation in conjunction with the anchor 
poems, including: a video about the making of cider, the song Femme Fatale by the Velvet 
Underground, the song Cats in the Cradle by Cat Stevens, Freud, a song he had written that 
adapted one of the lesson’s anchor poems, comic books, paintings, and other poems.  
I observed him on several occasions speak of modes of representation as potential 
adaptations of anchor poems. For example, at one point during lesson #2, I observed Henry 
ask students “If you turned this poem into a song, what instruments, what chords would you 
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use?”  During this and other moments of instruction that featured the incorporation of 
multiple modes and media, students could be seen attending to both works, for example by 
toggling back and forth between two works side by side on their desks, or by reading lyrics 
or a poem as they listened to a song or watched a film or video, taking notes and making 
annotations. In other words, students’ physicality relative to the works suggested that, by 
moving between works, they were engaging in metacognitive strategies to compare and 
discern the works’ distinctive patterns and the attributes of texts relative to one another.  
Balancing competing tensions, including novice and expert status. Although 
Henry displayed extensive subject knowledge of poems and other forms in his classroom 
discourse, he also positioned himself as a novice several times, such as during lesson #1 
when he said of the Atwood poem (which had been new to him): “I’ve only been teaching 
this for 24 hours, so, I’m not an expert.” He used self-effacing humor often, and made it 
clear that he expects to be laughed at by students. However, he also signaled that he would 
be “in charge” in a more traditional sense when needed. At one point during lesson #2, he 
saw a student playing on his phone, and took it away. As he did this, he added levity, perhaps 
in an attempt to soften the action, by saying “I like Minecraft, too…” During this same 
class--where the students were more interactive both in on-topic and off-topic ways than in 
the other classes--Henry was kinetic, varied activities often, and drew comparisons between 
the ancient and the modern. He asked students about tropes in Arthurian legends and in 
television shows. He discussed the notion of the femme fatale, of “virginal princesses,” and 
of “the heteronormative male gaze-oriented audience.” He discussed what long hair 
symbolized in romantic poetry and on modern day rock stars:  
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T: What does long hair sort of symbolize? Why do rock stars have long hair? It’s a 
calculated irreverence. 
Henry often asked questions to which he did not have an answer, or to which there was no 
clear or incontrovertible answer. At one point in lesson #3, Henry asked the question “Can 
language capture the world?”  On several occasions during all three classes, he asked 
similarly “big” questions to which he did not have a ready answer: questions about fairness, 
chivalry, innocence and growing up, and about the choices people make. I observed that 
students participated slightly more when Henry would return to these more universal 
existential questions.  
I saw Henry use poetic terminology in his classes occasionally, alongside the heavy 
emphasis Henry put on affective and aesthetic reader responses to texts. I did not observe 
him introducing poetic concepts in a truncated or isolated way (for example, I did not see 
any “mini lessons” on discrete poetic terms); instead, he either incorporated it into the more 
organic discourse around a given poem, or pointed it out for the sake of underscoring how 
form affected students’ reading of a poem.  For example, over the course of the three 
lessons, he made specific reference to poetic terms like end-stop line, extended metaphor, 
enjambment, and iambs. Further, over the course of the three lessons, he called students’ 
attention to the principle and phenomena of sound in the poems, making several (over ten) 
explicit mentions of sound and how it worked in the poems. This was in addition to the 
immersive experience of sound that characterized his practice of reading each poem aloud at 
least twice--once by the teacher and once or twice by a student or students.  
Henry drew students’ attention to the relationship between a poem’s form and its 
content, both implicitly and explicitly. One explicit mention occurred during their reading of 
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Langston Hughes’ “Mother to Son,” when he noted during lesson #1: “The crystal 
stairs…as you all noticed, this poem has this extended metaphor. In a way, the poem itself is 
a staircase, and we’re walking up to the elevated moment at the end.” Henry also drew 
students’ attention to the relationship between form and content of other, non-poetic forms, 
including the cider recipe video, songs, and even a textbook. During lesson #2, Henry had 
students examine their very large textbook (which was kept underneath their desks and did 
not play a primary role in any of the lessons) and look at “how it’s put together”--at its form 
and content, and at its overall organizing principles. He ended this class by talking about 
how important it is to take textbooks with “a grain of salt” and to, when getting advice or 
information from any source, to consider “who’s doing the advising, and what they want 
from you.”  
 
Nuala F. 
 
Brillman High School 
Survey Date: 12/22/2017 
Observations:  
#1: December 15, 9:30-10:30 a.m. Honors, Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors 
#2: February 7, 1:00-2:00 p.m. Creative Writing, Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors 
#3: February 9, 9:30-10:30 a.m. Creative Writing, Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors 
Interviews: December 15, 2:00-2:30 p.m.; February 7, 2:15-2:45 p.m.; February 9: 12:30-1:00 
p.m. 
 
I arranged my observations with Nuala F. to occur at times that my own classes, which meet 
right next door and at the same times, were able to function independently. At Brillman 
High School, there are no bells, and most students arrived on time in Nuala’s class; Nuala 
started her classes on time, and the classes ran until the very last moment, when students 
packed up their things hurriedly and moved on to their next class. 
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 I observed two of the same sections of Nuala’s Creative Writing class and one 
section of an Honors course. All classes were designated as Honors classes, and all were 
mixed Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors, classes had between 21-24 students present. Nuala 
teaches in a democratic (volunteer, lottery-based admission) program within the school 
proper. Students take their English classes, their History classes, and attend Town Meeting 
and committees in the smaller school, and they take the rest of their classes in the larger 
“main school.” In this program, students are expected to have agency over their education, 
as is stated in the Mission Statement. I teach in the same program as Nuala, but I had never 
observed any of her classes or teaching directly, despite having taught next door for 15 years. 
Nuala and I have shared many students over the years, and it is part because of this that I 
know how highly students think of her, how hard they work in her classes, and how much 
they value her classes.  
Nuala’s classroom was neat and orderly, and the desks were arranged in the circle. 
Students sometimes sat on the floor, especially when working in small discussion or working 
groups.  
Student agency. I observed Nuala sharing power and giving students agency 
frequently, and in a variety of ways. Student-to-student discourse was common, and students 
began new conversational threads often. Students looked at each other as well as Nuala 
when they spoke. On the day of my first observation, there was a student visiting the class as 
part of the admissions process. Nuala introduced him, and asked students to explain to him 
what the class had been doing: 
 T: Okay, before we go any further, everyone this is Alec. 
 Students: Hi… 
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 T: Could you tell us your pronouns and what grade you’re in? 
 Alec: He, him, his, and I’m in 10th grade 
 T: Great. Welcome. Does anyone wanna do the 20 second blurb about what we’re 
doing right now so that Alec has some context? John? 
 S1: Wait, about the class or what we’re doing right now? 
 T: About the class and what we’re doing right now 
S1: Okay. It’s creative writing, so we’re…trying to develop our own style as creative 
writers and get a little better based on our own criteria. And now…in order to be 
able to build our own characters, we’re looking in the real world at actual characters 
to observe how they act and…so, our assignment was to go out and look at someone 
eating and talk about what we had based on that. 
Although Nuala had many activities planned for each class, and signaled when it was time to 
move to a next task, she allowed students to have agency over the conversation, and 
encouraged students to address both each other and the topic at hand, and to hand off 
discussion to the next person, as in this exchange during lesson #1: 
 T: Can we just have maybe four or five people share out…Robert? 
S1: I went to a restaurant and this person was eating really quickly, but their legs and 
their lower half of their body was really politely like formally sitting. So…then I was 
thinking that, “This person is really late but was trained as a kid to sit nicely…” 
T: Great. You call the next person. 
S2: Laura 
There were also many times when I saw Nuala check in with students about pacing or before 
making instructional decisions. In lesson #2 when she put the Margaret Atwood poem, 
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“You Begin,” on the projector board, she scrolled as she, and then another student, read the 
poem aloud. At one point she asked, 
 T: Am I going too fast? 
 Students: Yes! 
 T: How about now? Is this okay? 
 Students: nod, and/or say “Yes, yup.” 
Explicit teaching of strategies and teacher’s rationale. I observed Nuala over 
the course of all three lessons, and several times, be explicit with her rationale, plans, goals, 
and aims with students. I also observed her being explicit about what the class had done and 
learned, and how those “tools” will now serve them, as in this comment during lesson #1: 
T: So…I want you to think about how many different tools you have, and how 
much you learned from the character Bill in that video clip. He didn’t speak, but you 
learned about using a visual vocabulary as writers. His body and his gestures. Right? 
And so, remember as a writer, how important those things are. You have those tools 
now. 
I also witnessed Nuala use phrases often like “Remember what we talked about…” (from 
lesson #2), and “Do you remember when we were so confused and just really…confounded 
about this character? Remember what we did with that confusion?” (from lesson #3) that 
reviewed gains made and concepts learned over the course of time in their learning 
communities. I observed Nuala make many signpost comments about where the class was 
headed, what they were going to do next, and, if it was not clear, why they were doing what 
they were doing. Her discourse was peppered with phrases like “So, here’s what we’re going 
to do now,” “I want you to pick a character, but not just any character,” “As we read, I want 
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you to think about,” and “Just divide your paper in two and take a minute to write this down 
so we can get back to it later.” I also witnessed Nuala share her instructional rationale, as 
when she reasoned aloud a change in plan during lesson #3: 
T: You know, I was thinking about this lesson last night. And I realized that I was 
moving too slowly, that you wouldn’t necessarily appreciate these this novel and this 
poem together because you had already sort of realized the thing I wanted you to 
realize! You already knew it. So, I chose this poem by C.K. Williams instead. It 
seemed more “this class.” 
Using multiple modes of representation and manipulating text. I witnessed 
Nuala, over the course of all three lessons, incorporate multiple modes of representation in 
conjunction with and as companions to, the anchor texts. These included songs, other 
poems, television shows, texting, social media, and paintings. I also saw Nuala manipulate 
the text of anchor poems by asking students to deconstruct and recompose an anchor text, 
sometimes by changing its form (as in one lesson when she had them use a stanza form 
other than the one the poet had used) and sometimes by changing content, or swapping in 
content from a companion text, as when, in lesson #1, she asked students to curate lines of 
text from a song, the anchor poem, and another companion poem. Students worked in small 
groups trying to make a new composition, and I saw one group of students get scissors to do 
the task, to which Nuala said: 
T: I love that. Sometimes the best way to deconstruct and really see it is to work with 
pieces of text, literally. Go for it, group! 
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Nuala was also explicit about the importance of seeing poetry as an art form, and how 
natural it is to look at poems in tandem with other forms of art, as when she said in lesson 
#1: 
T: And oftentimes we look to art, to poetry, to prose, so that someone else can say 
the thing that we’ve had in here, but just haven’t found the language for, and when 
we read it, we’re like, “Ah.” And sometimes they’re really, really mundane moments. 
There’s a moment in The Bluest Eye where a character gets into bed and it’s a cold bed 
and warms up her spot in the bed, but then she has to move and she talks about that 
coldness…I remember reading it in college and thinking like “Oh my God, no one 
has…I’ve never talked about that with another person.” In this next poem by 
Charles Simic, I’m struck by how he also builds a reality from mundane moments. 
All good art….I think all good art sort of traffics in this… 
Balancing competing tensions, including novice and expert status. Nuala in 
the above example recounted her novice experiences with texts early in her own days as a 
student of literature. Likewise, I saw Nuala distribute expertise in her classroom as she made 
students the experts. She also, and often, positioned herself as a novice in real time, 
especially with poetry she doesn’t know well, such as the Atwood, as in this exchange: 
 T: What meaning-making are you doing with this line, or set of lines? 
S1: I just was thinking…it could be addressing, the speaker is addressing maybe a 
younger child who is drawing, but I wondered if it is also possible that she the 
speaker is speaking to a version of herself as a child, a younger version of herself. 
T: Wow. I have to think about that. I hadn’t thought about it that way. Actually, do 
you guys mind if I read it again, aloud? No, would someone else read it aloud maybe 
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one more time. I love that way of thinking about the speaker, Jason, and now, that 
will affect how I read this poem. 
Nuala used prompting questions often that were text-based, open ended, and student-
centered, and to which there was no one authoritative answer, such as: “What are you paying 
attention to?” (lesson #3), “What are you noticing?” or “Why would we even read this 
book?” (lesson #3, referring to Frankenstein). 
I also saw Nuala use students’ prior knowledge (citing, for example, the fact that 
Atwood had written the book upon which the popular current television series The 
Handmaid’s Tale is based, and with which she knew many students to be familiar) when 
discussing anchor texts. Nuala also self-corrected in front of her students, and did not seem 
to hesitate in doing so, as during this exchange in lesson #3: 
 T: Anyone wanna say anything else? John? 
 S1: I thought it was…I think I agree with that…I thought it was the narrator talking 
to anybody, just saying…it felt like existential theory to me. It was like, the you can be…the 
use of the second person is basically saying like, that’s the second person, right? 
 T: It can be the second person, or it could be the third person, depending on who 
you think the…Wait. No, you’re right. Yeah. 
 S1: I messed that up in History class the other day. I apologize… 
 T: Yeah. Yep. No...no problem. I messed up, too! 
 S2: This class is the first I’d ever heard of second person. 
T: It’s something that, I think, in my experience, happens more often in poetry than 
in prose. 
S3: That makes sense, I think. Wouldn’t it? 
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S1: Yeah...saying “you” here over and over makes it…like…applicable to anyone. 
T: That’s true. That’s a really good point. All good points. 
Throughout the three classes, I witnessed Nuala encouraging both aesthetic, affective 
comments and discourse about poems and students’ appreciation (or not) of them, and more 
analytical discourse. Often, the same student in the same comment displayed this balance, as 
in lesson #2: 
S: I really was confused by this poem, but I love it. I don’t know why. I find the use 
of sound, the “ohs” make me kind of awkwardly stop and read again what she’s 
saying. Like it slowed me down as if to say wait. I don’t know. 
As in the above comment, there were many times when students and Nuala discussed how 
sound works in a poem. In all of the classes I observed, she read the poems aloud at least 
three times, usually once by her, and once by two other students. She noted how sound 
makes us, in her words “feel a poem differently in our bodies, really” (lesson #1), and how a 
poem’s form and content work together. 
 
Francis O. 
 
Swanson High School 
Survey Date: 8/23/2017 
Observations:  
#1: October 26, 2017, 7:45 a.m. (Sophomores)  
#2: October 26, 2017, 9:33 a.m. (Sophomore Honors)  
#3: November 2, 2017, 9:33 a.m. (Sophomore Honors- same class as 10/26 at 9:33) 
Interviews: October 26, 2017, 9:00 a.m.; October 26, 2017, 11:30 a.m.; November 2, 2017, 
11:30 a.m., and by email later that day 
 
Francis O. met me in the main office of Swanson High School and walked me to his 
classroom for our first classroom observation. When I entered the room, three students had 
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already arrived and taken their seat at one of the desks, which were arranged in a large circle. 
As subsequent students filed into the room, Francis greeted each one by name, occasionally 
referencing or inquiring about a recent event or situation in a given student’s life. Francis led 
me to a spot at a desk outside the area in the classroom that contained the students’ desks, 
which were arranged in a circle. There were no bells, and most students arrived on time. 
Francis began all three lessons on time.  
I observed Francis teaching in two different rooms, both of which he shares with 
other teachers. Nonetheless, there were several posters on the wall of each room--posters 
about authors and movie posters, as well as student work. In one of the two classrooms, 
there was a poster with the word THINK in block letters, with the following text 
underneath: “before you speak, is it True, Helpful, Inspiring, Necessary, and Kind?” For one 
of the three classes I observed, there was a dedicated special education aide for one of 
Francis’s students who is on an IEP (Individualized Education Plan) for behavioral-
emotional accommodations and modifications. Francis and the aide chatted a bit at the 
beginning and the end of the classes I observed.  The aide located herself primarily at the 
table at which her student sits, but she also assisted other students.  
Student agency. In all three classes, I observed Francis cultivating student agency 
and ownership, both when working with content, and procedurally. Even before lesson #1 
official began, Francis asked me to explain to his students what I was doing there, in an 
explicit acknowledgement that this was their space, and that I would be a visitor in it: 
T: You guys are probably wondering what this other teacher is doing here, and it’s 
your classroom, so you deserve to know. 
As some students shifted around in their seats to look at me, I explained the study in very 
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general terms, briefly.  
 I witnessed several additional instances of Francis sharing power and cultivating 
student ownership, including using students’ existing fluencies to scaffold instruction. He 
used content and forms that students work with regularly and with which they already have 
some stake and ownership, such as hashtags and forced apologies, and texting. 
In all of the lessons, Francis implicitly asked for agreement and permission before 
proceeding, with tags to questions or comments such as “Am I right in assuming this?” 
(lesson #2), or “Is that what we think we should do?” (lesson #3) or “Should we keep going 
with this?” (lesson #2) 
I also observed students seeming to take ownership over texts when they were asked 
to engage in text-based activities that made them scramble a poem and recompose it, for 
example, into different stanzas. During these activities, I observed a few instances of 
students building off of each other’s discourse, either collaborating or clarifying, rather than 
just directing their gaze and questions/comments to the teacher, as in lesson #3 when 
students were sharing their recomposed Atwood poems: 
 S1: I thought the line was a… the… 
S2: When it says “this is your hand” the next one is talking about an eye. The 
next one is talking about a fish. 
 S1: Oh true. 
 S3: Yeah 
Explicit teaching of strategies and teacher’s rationale. I observed Francis being 
explicit and transparent with students about his aims, processes, plans, and rationale, as well 
as about strategies for reading poetry. For example, after asking me to be explicit with 
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students about my purpose for being there before my first observation, early in lesson #1, 
Francis reviewed what the class had done, and was explicit about his plans and his rationale: 
T: I wanna just do, for Eliza and Lucas’ benefit,…I wanna do a quick recap of 
yesterday,…We are taking a brief pause from Slaughterhouse, which we’ll return to 
tomorrow….Yesterday, we sort of worked with a couple of pieces of text to get it in 
our discussion of chapter one, right? We looked at this modern-day quotation, we 
looked at the epigraph, we listened to John Denver sing “Away in a Manger,” which 
was pretty good, I think…You had about 10 minutes to start the jigsaw…Is that 
correct, would you say? Each group was put in charge of a chunk of the 
reading…Does that sound right? That’s basically everything, right? 
Students nod, murmur, “yup” and “yes” 
T: Okay, so what we’re gonna do today…How many people have seen that hashtag 
sorrynotsorry? 
S: I don’t see it, but I say it. 
T: You don’t see it, but you say it? You’re one of the people who have said it? Here’s 
what I want you to do… 
I saw Francis think aloud consistently during all three lessons about plans and rationale, 
aims, and impressions. He also asked questions and made comments to seek clarification, to 
signal when a student landed on something deserving more inquiry, and to offer impressions 
and encouragement, as when he said to one student in lesson #1, “Can you say a little bit 
more about that? I like where you’re going.”  During lesson #3, I observed him assess an 
instruction he had given in a previous lesson, change and adapt that instruction, and sum up 
the instructional plan, all aloud to and with students: 
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T: So, I have two things that we’re planning to use here. So one is…I noticed that 
the majority of you aren’t doing option one, which is totally fine, but in talking to 
some people about it during the day, I got to thinking that it…sounded confusing. 
So, I found a student essay from a few years ago, which I retyped because it was a 
hard copy. Anyway, now I have two student examples…So, you may change your 
mind about which option to do. They’re not perfect, but they’re good examples. 
Yesterday, I told you that we’re gonna start making this shift toward poetry…Just to 
give you a heads up, I’m gonna be out for a field trip next Wednesday...and I’ll give 
you additional time… 
 S1: What field trip? 
 T: My senior class, we’re gonna see a production of Julius Caesar. 
 S2: That’s gonna be epic…Wait, are we doing that? 
 T: If you take that class and I’m still teaching it 
Using multiple modes of representation and manipulating text. In all of the 
three lessons I observed, Francis referenced and/or used several works and incorporated 
multiple modes of representation in conjunction with the anchor poems, including: songs, a 
This American Life podcast, other poems, paintings, plays, a popular hashtag, and student re-
workings of anchor poems.  
 A significant portion of each of Francis’s three lessons was devoted to students 
working in small groups to manipulate the text of a poem or a piece of prose--by 
dismantling, rearranging, and recomposing the existing text. For example, in lesson #3, 
students were presented with the Atwood poem, “You Begin” in prose form up on the 
board, and asked to break it into stanzas: 
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T: I want to start this unit by focusing on poetry structure…lineation…We’re not 
gonna be looking at older forms of poetry…we’re looking at contemporary modern 
poetry, and a central device modern poets use to organize is line breaks. That’s their 
major structuring device. I want you to bracket it off into sense units. 
In the ensuing small group work, one group debated about the poem’s situation and about 
what they’re “supposed to do.” They moved then to a debate about their strategic approach 
to this complicated task, and eventually argued about what went where and why, with one 
student saying “This phrase seems more ‘mouthy’…this goes with the phrase before it.” 
Another group was quieter, with two of the six group members talking, and one student on 
her phone under the table. I heard the third group wondering about how to do the task the 
right way, but could hear only bits and pieces. I heard one clear “That’s not what we’re 
supposed to do…” Francis visited the small groups, redirected the girl on her phone, and 
eventually called the whole group together.  Students compared their approaches about 
where they broke the stanzas. They argued, and Francis let them argue, before he’d break in 
with a redirection that also acknowledged the difficulty of the task: 
 T: This is very tricky. This is really hard to talk about What else was tricky for you? 
 S: I couldn’t tell if she’s being literal or not. 
At one point, a student showed an implicit sense of agency when he referred to his own 
version of the Atwood poem versus another student’s version of the Atwood poem this way: 
 S: I don’t know. Her poem is different from my poem. 
When Francis revealed the actual Atwood poem in its stanza form, students had much to 
say: 
 T: You wanna see what the actual poem looks like? 
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 Students: Yes! 
 S: Look! We had the same second stanza as he…and she did. Score. 
 T: Cool. I don’t know about score. 
 S2: I like our ending better than hers. 
 S3: Look! “This is yellow!” I knew it! 
Balancing competing tensions, including novice and expert status. I noticed 
many incidences of Francis sharing his expertise about poems and poetry, as well as him 
sharing his own curiosity and lack of understanding, or ambivalent understanding, of a 
poem--which positioned him as a beginner of sorts. In the lesson on restructuring the 
Atwood (#3), he said: 
T: I notice that many of you broke the stanzas in the exact same place; I wonder why 
this is. And it doesn’t seem to have anything to do with punctuation. Weird. Isn’t 
that weird to you? What is it that made you do that? Not sure if it’s some sense of 
rhythm that’s implicit or what. I’m really not that familiar with this poem. 
Additionally, Francis on a few occasions over the course of the three lessons shared his 
confusion or surprise at a text, a phenomenon, or a student comment. At one point in lesson 
#1 when students were about to write their apology example, he fielded a student comment 
that surprised him: 
 S: What if it’s not in English? Are you allowed to translate? 
 [laughter] 
T: You write it in the language that…Yeah, that’s a great question. And one I did not 
anticipate. Do you mind doing it and then giving us the translation? 
S: Yeah 
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T: Awesome. Is it clear? Great. Perfect. Excellent! 
In addition to assuming the positions of both novice and expert, Francis made many 
references to the relationship between form and content in a poem, and asked questions and 
made comments pertaining to both appreciation and analysis. I also observed Francis 
mention how moved he was himself by various poems, as in this case during lesson #1 
directly after reading “This is Just to Say” the first time aloud: 
 T: Alright, so did you get chills? I got a chill. 
Later in this same lesson, he made many mentions of sound and how it operates in the 
poems at hand, as when he said during lesson #1 when working with William Carlos 
Williams’ “This Is Just to Say:”  
T: “I’d just like us to get the sounds of this poem in our head… 
Later in this lesson, he focused on sound for about 12 minutes:  
T: Alright guys, what are you hearing? Let’s…what sounds are you hearing? What’s 
the sound that’s really jumping out at you in this poem? Ava? 
S: I think it’s the S’s. 
T: Okay, so where do we have this sound…? 
S: So sweet and so cold 
T: You really hear it here, like ‘ssso ssssweet.’ …I mean it’s all over the place, right? 
It’s like there was a sale at the S store when he was writing this poem. 
S: Yeah. 
T: All of you don’t love it when I ask you to do this sort of thing, but yeah--what’s 
happening inside your mouth when you make that sound? What are you noticing 
inside your mouth? 
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S: It’s like you put your teeth together, and then push the air out. 
This conversation about sound continued, then Francis and a student read the poem aloud 
again before moving to the next activity.  
 
Wills H. 
 
Cardman 
Survey Date: 8/27/2017 
Observations: All the same class; Freshmen 
#1: September 29, 2017- 8:00 a.m.  
#2: November 10, 2017- 10:00 a.m. 
#3: December 3, 2017- 8:00 a.m. 
Interviews: September 29- 10:30 a.m.; November 10- 11:30 a.m.; December 3, 10:30 a.m. 
 
I met Wills H. in a small parking lot between an older colonial house, which is part of the 
school and holds offices and a dining room, and a modern building that houses classrooms. 
Wills greeted me, and walked with me to his first class, which is in a beautiful, windowed old 
building equipped with new tables and chairs, and white boards. Wills’ classroom was small, 
spare, tidy, and modern--more like the college classrooms I have been in than a high school 
classroom. There were no posters or student work on the wall, but one wall was mostly 
windows looking out over the rolling green lawn with colonial buildings in the middle 
distance. I witnessed groundspeople in a golf cart going by. All three lessons I observed 
occurred on sunny days. There were no bells, and students arrived on time. Most of the 
students greeted Wills by his first name, and Wills, in turn, greeted them and exchanged 
banter about on-campus events, various weekend activities, and who has been out sick (Wills 
is a dorm parent at the school, and lives in the dorms with his wife and two children.) Those 
students arriving early began to converse with Wills about The Odyssey, which they had just 
begun reading. Wills shares this classroom with multiple teachers. The tables (not desks) 
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were arranged in a circle. I sat just outside the circle of his Freshman class. Wills introduced 
me, and the students greeted me politely. I set up my iPad, computer and microphone. 
Thereafter, they did not look at me or interact with me.  
Student agency. I witnessed Wills on several occasions sharing power with students 
in many ways. One central way in which student agency revealed itself during Wills’ three 
lessons was in the prominence of student-to-student discourse--in the frequency and 
comfort with which students “handed off” (Cazden, 2001, p. 88) the floor during discussion, 
as in this discussion about Telemachus and Odysseus in The Odyssey: 
T: So, it’s an interesting shift in perspective, because I think you guys are right. There 
is still a command, there is almost a dismissiveness. Does Max’s sense that there’s a 
teaching moment here change how we see Odysseus? Abby, what else were you 
gonna say? 
S1: Well…also it--the coming of age-finally thing, I thought it was kind of 
interesting. It just seemed like he’s been there the whole time waiting for Telemachus 
to come of age. 
[chuckle] 
S1: He’s been gone. 
[chuckle] 
S1: “Oh, finally,” but he just met him 
T: Yeah 
S1: So, I don’t know. It just felt a little weird. 
S2: Yeah, that’s an interesting point. Usually, coming of age stories are like, “Oh, 
they’re growing up together,” and then “Finally, he’s of age!” And then he just came 
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back and he’s like “Oh, he’s of age, wow! I haven’t seen my son in 20 years or 
something.” What right does he have to say that? 
This exchange typifies the kind of discourse I witnessed in Wills’s classroom, whereby 
students engage not just directly with the teacher (though he still was the primary speaker 
and negotiator of the terms of the talking), but with one another, and with the text. Wills 
often “revoiced” (O’Connor & Michaels, 1996, in Cazden, 2001, p. 90) a student 
contribution--repeating and “rebroadcast[ing] it back to the group--often reformulating it in 
the process” (Cazden, 2001, p. 90).  Although he has read The Odyssey and taught it numerous 
times and shares this knowledge with his students, students were routinely invited by Wills to 
add to his assertions about and readings of the text. Wills often extended students’ ideas, and 
revoiced them, as in this exchange about denotations and connotations of the word 
“discreet:” 
 S1: Secretive, sort of. 
T: Yeah. It’s not only secretive, but there’s a moral component to it, right? 
Appropriately secretive 
S2: In the book it says alert, because although she said discreet and stuff, she said 
she’s still aware of what’s happening around her and she’s able to take in that 
information. 
T: Yeah, right. So, these two both point to a lack of presence, right? I’m not…But 
don’t let it fool you. She’s not missing anything. Just because she’s discreet doesn’t 
mean she’s not present…What else. Any other descriptors you guys wanna throw in 
here? 
S3: She’s been pretty loyal. 
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S4: And experienced. 
T: Okay. Loyal and experienced; very experienced 
S5: I feel like, I’d say strong. Even given the society, she’s still able to handle what 
she needs to do. 
T: Yeah…Sorry, my writing gets worse as I get further down the board, but yes, 
absolutely…So we need to think about how this can look, as Jerry was pointing out, 
because of the society. 
The 11 students worked together in small groups in all of Wills’s lessons. They also wrote in 
journals on their own prior to lesson #2. In their small group work, all students were 
engaged; there was one scribe assigned, and students referred often to the text, built off of 
students’ comments, and referred to the discussion that had just occurred.  Students took 
ownership not just during discussion, but in the way they helped to initiate ideas regarding 
the structure of the class. While Wills followed his planned structure in each class (he shared 
his plan with me before each lesson, and we discussed each one, and any divergences, in 
post-observation interviews), students were encouraged to write at the board, start new 
threads of conversation, bring in real-world examples of phenomena in the texts, and ask 
their own generative questions. Before lesson #3, two students brought Wills an article they 
had found in the New York Times that pertained to The Odyssey, and spoke enthusiastically of 
their discovery. (This anecdote is detailed in Chapter Five: Analysis and Discussion.) Wills also 
asked questions that indicated that students had direct agency over some decisions in the 
classroom; for example, Wills often asked questions such as “Does anyone feel strongly 
about going first?” and “Everyone ready to get back together from small groups?” both of 
which I observed in lesson #2.  
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Explicit teaching of strategies and teacher’s rationale. Over the course of 
Wills’s three lessons, I saw many instances of him being explicit with students about his 
instructional aims, goals, and plans, as well as about reading strategies. At one point in lesson 
#3, he noted “We’ve done a lot of work to see how to sort of unpack a poem.” Later in the 
same class, he reflected aloud about particulars of a given class (“It sounds like you guys 
didn’t need as much time as I thought you did”) and about content and depth of approach, 
(“Poems are never about just one thing” in lesson #1). At one point in lesson #3, Wills said 
“I love when you guys take the next step I was gonna take.” Often, I saw two manifestations 
of explicitness--regarding both strategy and rationale--bound together in one comment, such 
as when Wills said during lesson #3 during a discussion about the Dorothy Parker poem, 
“Penelope:” 
T: I like your sense that there is a…she herself engages in a juxtaposition here that is 
not, it seems, equal at all. I’m gonna…I hope that we can zoom in a little bit, but we 
can also talk a little bit about form. What else do you see? 
Wills’s discourse was marked by signposts indicating the activity to come. If the rationale of 
a given activity was not clear to students, I noticed that he would make it explicit. In lesson 
#1, for example, in the span of about three minutes, he guided students with phrases like 
“So, I wanna take the next five minutes to…,” “The next thing I think we should do is…,” 
and “Yeah, I thought about taking more time with this.” I also observed Wills using 
particular (and not always common) operational terms to describe poetic or literary 
phenomena--terms that the students seemed to have adopted in their own communal 
discourse, as they both seemed to understand the reference and used the terminology 
themselves. One of these terms was “hinge,” which Wills used to signify a place in the poem 
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where there is a major shift--in story, content, perspective, or insight. He used this and other 
terms in all three of his lessons, and modeled the reading strategy of using terminology, as in 
this lesson (#3) discussing the Parker poem: 
T: I wanna name all the stuff that we see. Yonit started us along this road of sort of 
comparison. Where do you see this switching? Right? We’ve talked about a hinge. 
Where’s the hinge? Yeah? 
In addition to witnessing Wills point out specific strategies for reading specific poems, I also 
saw him explicitly point out phenomena about poetry in general, as when he said in lesson 
#3: 
T: One of the things [Robert Pinsky] wrote one time was that poets are composers. 
They compose pieces of music. And each of us as readers, we are the musicians that 
play that piece, so to speak. And just the way different musicians play Beethoven 
differently or White Stripes differently, depending on your era, different readers 
might read Dorothy Parker’s poem differently. Give voice to her differently. How 
else might you be able to see her? 
Using multiple modes of representation and manipulating text. Over the 
course of the three lessons I observed, Wills integrated--either by reference or inclusion in 
the lesson proper--several modes of representation into instruction, including non-fiction 
articles and essays, paintings, and other poems. I observed him take some care to treat 
“companion” works as works valuable unto themselves as well as works that could shed 
light on some aspect of the anchor text. In lesson #3, Wills says of the Parker poem, 
“Penelope:” 
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T: Connecting the poem back to the book, because I feel like we didn’t quite give it 
its due as a poem before we started using it as a counterpoint. 
In addition to the Parker poem, Wills drew on students’ own experience, the online word 
program “Wordle,” other poems such as “The Gift” by Li Young Li, and “Those Winter 
Sundays” by Robert Hayden, paintings, and non-fiction. In addition to using companion 
works with the anchor poems, Wills also engaged with students in an imaginative refiguring 
of a poem to reimagine a poet’s position and choices relative to both content and form, as 
when the class worked with the Dorothy Parker poem, “Penelope,” which Wills introduced 
as a pairing with The Odyssey: 
T: Okay…let’s see what’s up…see what happens when we put these works all 
together. 
Balancing competing tensions, including novice and expert status. Over the 
course of the three lessons I observed, Wills introduced poems with which he was very 
familiar and had taught many times before, as well as the poem that had heretofore been 
new to him--“You Begin” by Margaret Atwood. In all of the lessons, regardless of his level 
of familiarity and experience with any given poem, I saw Wills position himself as a reader 
who still has much to learn--a capable novice; I also saw students speak as experts would, 
generating new threads of inquiry and acknowledging the relationship between a poem’s 
form and content, as in this exchange in lesson #3 during a discussion of the Dorothy 
Parker poem “Penelope” and The Odyssey: 
 S1: ‘Cause like Odysseus…“They will call him brave,” is just getting all the glory and 
stuff. And that’s considered being up and beyond, whereas Nostos seems more like “Rise to 
heed a neighbor’s knock.” It just seems more of an expectation nothing special. Which is… 
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 T: Yeah! Okay. So there is… 
 S1: Sorry. 
 T: No, go ahead… 
 S1: Even though the values are kind of supposed to be at equal footing 
 T: Yeah, right? Thank you, George.! All of this…Both of the essential values of this 
epic are here, but maybe not equally, so. Yeah? 
 S2: And then going back to that, “They will call him brave…” Kind of like, “Oh, 
they don’t call me anything.” Like kind of what Catherine said 
 T: Yeah, right? So, there is a sense of her voice here which is not, it doesn’t…So one 
of the things we’re gonna talk about in a sec, or we can start talking about now, is why would 
Dorothy Parker write this poem? What’s her project? Something to think about. Yeah? 
 S3: Also, the structure of it. So, the rhyming parts of it. So, the first and third line 
rhyme. The second and fourth line rhyme. And then the fifth and…wait…Tenth line, or 
ninth and tenth line…The last line, which kind of traps Penelope’s lines in between the 
rhyming couplets. 
 T: Yes! 
 S3: ‘Cause you just skip all the way down there for it to rhyme again. So, hers rhyme, 
but they’re trapped inside the lines that refer to Odysseus. 
 T: So, the way that…Thank you, Katy! That’s a really cool observation. 
At this point in the discussion, Wills explained the rhyming structure in the poem, at length. 
Then, the discussion continued: 
 T: Jan, did you have something else? 
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S4: Yeah, I thought like, creating this, I almost got the sense that Penelope felt 
content in the fact that she isn’t really known for much, but the fact that Odysseus is 
known for being brave, and kind of that Odysseus is hers, in a way kind of 
gives…Like, she’s okay with that, which is part of the reason I wrote my question 
about her thinking of Odysseus as kind of a trophy, which might be why I think 
she’s so loyal. 
T: Interesting. A trophy husband 3,000 years ago That’s some very modern thinking 
there. And it’s a funny thought…. 
In this exchange, Wills and his students exchanged ideas, and all of the ideas came directly 
from close analysis of the text in front of them. Wills gave students the implicit authority to 
change their positions with regard to the anchor poem, as when he said: “How does meeting 
Penelope change our reading of The Odyssey?” Wills and his students also made many 
mentions in their discourse of the fact that form and content are intertwined, as when the 
student noted that Penelope is “trapped” between lines of a poem. I observed Wills on 
several occasions point out how the form of a poem and its content work in tandem, and 
how sound functions in the poems the class read and studied. The emphasis on a given 
poem’s sound, and of its relationship between form and content, were both foregrounded in 
every conversation about poetry I witnessed in Wills’s class, as in lesson #1: 
T:  In a performative reading of this poem, I can imagine now a bunch of different 
ways…that this poem could sound. 
I observed Wills empowering students to think as poets and scholars--as experts--
themselves, by validating their points, encouraging them to build off of one another’s points, 
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asking clarifying questions, and challenging them to look within the text at hand to support 
those points, as in this exchange: 
S1: This is kind of separate, but she also maybe remained loyal because the ideas of 
gods being angered by it, or… 
 T: Sorry…what’s the “it?” 
 S1: Oh…by her marrying somebody else… 
 T: Yeah…this loneliness is better than, yeah. Yeah, Marc, something else? 
 S2: Well, just adding on to Gray, it’s part of why she stays loyal. 
 
Conclusion 
It was remarkable to witness the rapport between these exemplary teachers and their 
students, and to behold the various ways in which teachers and students oriented themselves 
vis-à-vis the poetic texts and ancillary works that were central to each lesson. The classes 
were warm and welcoming places where the business at hand--the commitment to careful 
and close interaction with poetic texts--was clear. Each class functioned as a community of 
learners working toward a set of common goals. Each of the five teachers served in various 
roles during these lessons; these roles included curriculum planner, discussion leader, 
facilitator, and collaborator. It is interesting and important to note that there was, overall, a 
high level of student engagement in these lessons, and that this was true not just for the 
students who were participating vocally, but for students who were active participants in 
other ways--for example, by taking notes, consulting relevant texts, listening, and nodding. 
Central to all of these lessons was the palpable sense of mutual trust and respect between 
students and teacher.  
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Chapter Five: Analysis and Discussion 
 
Introduction 
 
Samuel M. begins his creative writing class one sunny January afternoon by having his 
students construct a poem from the ground up, with a single paradox as their inspiration. 
Nuala F. begins her class by wondering aloud how Margaret Atwood’s poem “You Begin” 
helps us enter the conundrum of ushering a child into an understanding of the world’s 
cruelty. Henry R. helps his students see the interplay of form and content in a poem through 
other poems, paintings, songs, and cooking. Francis O. deconstructs the stanzas of a William 
Carlos Williams poem so that students can rebuild it. Wills H. empowers his Freshmen to 
take leadership roles in discussion, blurring the lines between novice and expert reader; 
because of this, they have become connoisseurs and critics (Eisner, 1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) 
of poetry.  
These are exemplary teachers of poetry in action. They are idiosyncratic in their 
excellence, in part because teaching is a uniquely human act-- and in part because teaching 
(and reading) poetry calls on us to bring our full selves to the task, perhaps more than any 
other form of representation. The 15 classes I observed (three for each of the five teachers) 
were distinct and complex, and each context and class meeting was unique. I observed 
teachers working with struggling students from a blue-collar town in a massive cement 
building, students from an affluent urban-suburban town attending a democratic program 
within their high school, students in an elite private school, and students in a high-achieving 
suburban bedroom community (some of whom would not self-identify as high-achieving). 
Despite these differences in context, however, these teachers had practices, principles, 
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attributes and inclinations in common. 
Approaching the habitats and reflections of these five exemplary teachers with 
conceptual and theoretical frameworks as touchstones, and with a trove of anecdotal 
information from my own work as a teacher of poetry and literature for over 20 years, 
enabled an investigation at the nexus between theory and practice. I was able to postulate, 
witness, draw comparisons, cross-reference, and then circle back to initial postulations. This 
recursive process included using the body of literature written about good teaching, good 
teaching of literature, and the particular perils and rewards of teaching poetry.  
The teaching of poetry is complicated, and not well researched relative to the 
teaching of other literary genres. There are few richly drawn accounts of teachers of poetry 
in action, especially at the secondary level; hopefully, this study can add to our current 
thinking about and research on poetry teaching.  
What can we learn from watching exemplary teachers of poetry in action, and what 
can we learn by listening to them reflect on their own practice? Is it possible to glean from 
these five teachers any patterns and principles to hone our collective sense of what it means 
to teach poetry well? Since this is a qualitative, phenomenological study, it made sense to do 
two things in service of answering the research question that drives it: note patterns, and 
draw rich narratives.  Neither of these tasks involves counting or quantifying, per se. In fact, 
some would argue that current standards-driven curricula, and their attendant emphasis on 
quantification and the reduction of poetry to its surface features in the name of mastery, is a 
primary factor in the curricular sidelining of poetry in the ELA curriculum. That said, this 
chapter notes, discusses and analyzes several patterns in the practices and attributes of these 
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teacher-participants, and seeks to examine the principles that seem to drive and inform 
them.  
Chapter organization. This chapter discusses and analyzes the patterns observed-- 
including paradoxes and convergences--across the teaching practices of the five participants 
(observations), their written reflection on practice (surveys), their oral reflection on practice 
(interviews), and between the relevant research and actual teaching practice. While in the 
service of my research question, I endeavored in Chapter Four (Findings) to give as bare an 
account of what I observed as possible, in this chapter (Analysis and Discussion), I attempt to 
find and make meaning in the patterns, and to draw a rich narrative of poetry teaching in 
action. This chapter is organized by sections pertaining to teaching practices (these sections 
comprise the majority of the chapter), teaching contexts, and teacher inclinations and 
positioning.  This chapter uses subheadings where helpful. It is organized by teaching 
phenomena, anecdotal evidence, and by conceptual and theoretical frameworks, rather than 
by teacher. 
Patterns, frameworks, and vignettes. After this introduction, I begin this chapter 
with a section noting important general patterns and frameworks that span most of the 
teaching practices discussed and analyzed herein. Throughout subsequent sections, which are 
organized by teaching practices, principles, attributes, and inclinations, I highlight the most 
germane and relevant conceptual and theoretical frameworks--ones that I hope extend and 
inform our understanding of the practices of these particular teachers, as well as more 
universal principles that may help us to contextualize those practices. In this chapter, I also 
include an extended vignette about student agency, and an examination of students’ 
academic leveling as it pertains to their study of poetry, both of which exist outside the 
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chapter’s subsections, but help to serve the research question: What are the practices and 
attributes of five exemplary high school poetry teachers? 
Overlapping categories. The features related to the practice of teaching poetry are 
difficult to bundle into neat categories. In many cases, instructional moves, practices, 
principles, and patterns overlap. For example, there is much common ground when 
discussing and analyzing the concepts of cultivating student agency, and incorporating both 
expert and novice readings of poems. Teaching literature--and perhaps especially teaching 
poetry--is not a tidy or quantifiable endeavor. Still, however imperfect and interdependent 
these subsections and the categories in this chapter may be, they serve, I hope, to organize 
this discussion and analysis enough to address the research question as clearly and 
systematically as is possible.  
Teachers as experienced, motivated, supported, committed, and reflective. As 
mentioned in Chapter Three (Methods), these teachers were selected in part due to their “best 
case scenario” teaching contexts. In brief, these teachers all have well over ten years of 
experience in their current teaching context, and they teach poetry regularly, rather than as 
an add-on segment or ancillary unit of their courses. They are motivated to teach poetry, as 
evidenced by their self-reporting, and by their attendance at the challenging and intensive 
Favorite Poem Project Summer Institute for Teachers (to which they applied), as well as by 
other measures including local knowledge. They are well-supported in their poetry-teaching 
efforts by their schools, and given a significant amount of curricular and pedagogical 
freedom. They are also, by their own definition, by reputation, and by virtue of their 
participation in this study, committed and reflective. Observing these teachers in the context 
of this study allowed me a rare glimpse at the intersection between research and practice. 
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This investigation was fruitful, complex, generative, and fascinating.  
Teacher and researcher reflexivity. I brought my full self to the task of surveying, 
interviewing, and observing these teachers--including my biases. These biases include my 
hunches, my two decades of experience as a high school teacher of poetry, my position as an 
advocate for poetry’s place in the curriculum, and my work as a teacher-leader in a summer 
institute that helps teachers of poetry reflect on and improve their practice.  I also brought 
my prior admiration of all of these teachers, with whom I had worked in various capacities, 
some as members of teacher groups I facilitated at the institute, and two as my colleagues. 
Still, these teachers surprised me with their deftness, the rigor of their self-reflection, and the 
richness of their pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986), along with their nuanced 
knowledge of their particular students. They were authentic and vulnerable with their 
students, and placed a premium on communal meaning-making in their classrooms. 
Moreover, these five teachers were relentless self-critics and deeply reflective of their 
practice and of the state of poetry in the culture and in the curriculum.  
 
Findings Outside the Scope of Research and the Conceptual Frameworks 
 
There were many ways in which the research on good teaching and on teaching poetry were 
evinced in the practices of these five exemplary high school teachers of poetry. In many 
respects, these teachers were exemplary in ways the literature and experience led me to 
believe they would be. In other words, these teachers exhibited the habits of mind and 
practice that any teachers deemed to be exemplary would likely exhibit. These include: a 
dedication to cultivating habits of mind that students enact and retain beyond the classroom 
setting, in part by modeling for and instilling in students their own love of the subject; 
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possessing and enacting a robust pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986); and 
remaining reflective and responsive about their own teaching practice. 
There were surprises in these findings. These unexpected findings were either 
outside the scope of the research and the conceptual and theoretical frameworks (i.e. not 
appearing on the Operational Features of Exemplary Teachers of Poetry List,) or were within the 
scope of the research and frameworks but not as prevalent in the practice of these teachers 
as I had expected at the outset of the study.  
Variables that were beyond the scope of the reviewed research and not explicitly or 
robustly represented on the Operational Features list, but were present or prominent in the 
data, are notable, and worthy of continued research. Briefly, these include: the emergence of 
a vocational approach for teacher-poets teaching poetry; the centrality of mutual trust (and a 
commitment to honesty and authenticity) in the student-teacher relationship in the poetry 
teaching endeavor; and the identification of two primary means--using multiple modes of 
representation and manipulating poetic text--by which students become connoisseurs 
(Eisner, 1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) of poetry.  
A related emergent finding that came into sharper focus over the course of the study 
concerned the means by which teachers led students in these classrooms to gain a sense of 
“connoisseurship” (Eisner, 1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) in the realm of poetry and the poetry 
classroom. These means included: manipulating (and thus, demystifying and illuminating) the 
poetic text itself; working with multiple modes of representation; and capitalizing on 
students’ existing fluencies. 
Another area of inquiry that was sparsely present in the research, but emerged 
prominently as a significant factor in these classrooms, pertains to students’ orientation to 
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poetry as it relates to their academic track or the level of their class.  
Finally, a variable that existed outside the immediate scope of research and the 
frameworks but was central to the practices of these exemplary teachers was the extent to 
which knowing one’s students well, and having them, in turn, know and trust the teacher, 
was vital. This came through robustly across all aspects of instruction, observation, and 
reflection.  
Conversely, a feature of poetry teaching practice that was more present in the 
research than in the observed practice of these teachers is the potentially effective strategy of 
thinking aloud and transparently as a literary theorist and inviting students to inhabit that role, 
regularly and explicitly (Appleman, 2009). Recognizing that the less prominent aspect of this 
feature in teachers’ practices could be due to the limited scope of the three observations, and 
attributable to the lack of continuous researcher presence, I triangulated this finding using 
teacher responses on the survey and interviews, and member-checked the variable after the 
other data collection (Miles & Huberman., 1994), and found it to be true.  
 
General Patterns 
 
As humans, we search for patterns, especially in complex contexts like a classroom. Further, 
this study’s stated area of inquiry is the drawing out of any emergent patterns that give us a 
portrait of an exemplary poetry teacher at work, and how those teachers balance competing 
tensions across various pedagogical approaches. Elliot Eisner’s (2002) comments about 
balancing the observation of the particular with the desire to find meaning in patterns in 
good teaching also applies to observing good teaching:  
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One of the important tasks of teaching is to be able to focus on the individual while 
attending to the larger classroom patterns of which the individual is a part. To 
complicate matters these patterns change over time. The good teacher, like the good 
short order cook, has to pay attention to several operations simultaneously, and they 
do (p. 54). 
It was my aim and hope when planning and conducting my observations that by balancing 
bare, fluid observations of these poetry teachers at work with an intention to observe their 
practice in terms of patterns, the analysis would be coherent without being too neatly 
contained within categories. In trying to balance these two observational and analytical 
positions, I tried to avoid post-observational retrofitting and/or misattribution of the 
features of the dynamic setting of a classroom.  
The balancing of competing tensions.  In many respects, exemplary poetry 
teaching embodies a robust convergence of theory and practice. Although there are many 
different ways to teach poetry well, those “right ways” are all tethered to the notion of 
balancing and navigating opposing tensions. Teachers of poetry are called on to integrate 
many seemingly opposing concepts and practices. For example, they must attend both to 
poetry’s affective and aesthetic domains, and to analytical domains and approaches; they 
must distribute expertise and agency to students in the classroom, and balance that student-
led approach with teacher-led instruction; they must build bridges between expert and 
novice readers and readings of poetry, and be willing to re-enter the world of the novice. 
And they must, over time and with much recursive practice, train students to see the 
interdependence between form and content that characterizes all great poetry, and, indeed, 
all great literature and art. These teaching approaches and strategies vis-à-vis balancing 
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seemingly competing tensions are examined further and in greater detail in this chapter. 
The good teaching of poetry, like good poetry itself, seems to be governed by a few 
overarching, foundational principles. Within these universal principles, however, the good 
teaching of poetry, like good poetry itself, can be as unique as the individual practitioner 
operating within their particular context. After observing these teachers and immersing 
myself in the research, my understanding is that Professor and literacy expert Roselmina 
“Lee” Indrisano got it right when she called teaching “an art informed by science.”  That 
simple but profound statement is borne out in this study of exemplary teachers of poetry.  
The vocational aspects of a poet teaching poetry. A fascinating and potentially 
fruitful theme that emerged outside the scope of the conceptual frameworks and research 
was that the teacher-participants who were themselves working poets treated the poetry 
classroom like something of a workshop, approaching poetry from a vocational point of 
view. These teachers encouraged students to think, talk, and write like poets. Two of the five 
teachers I observed are working, published poets. Though they have more in common with 
the other teachers than they have differences, reflecting on their work vis-à-vis this key 
difference yields some interesting questions for further research, and enriches this study, as 
well. Put simply, watching these poet-teachers in front of a class was analogous to watching a 
vocational class on the writing and reading of poetry.  The two poet-teachers, Samuel and 
Henry, featured the deconstruction and rebuilding of poems as a central and consistent task 
in their lessons, along with the tacit goal of emulation. The classroom discourse of these 
teachers often framed the goal of these tasks as getting inside the poem to see how it 
worked, like one would do in a tech shop with a HAM radio or an auto shop with a 
transmission, in order to be able to do it oneself. While there was something of this 
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phenomenon of “getting one’s hands dirty” at work in the non-poet teachers’ classes as well 
(especially in Nuala’s creative writing classes), these two poet-teachers engaged in a bit more 
of this instructional strategy of training students to talk, think, and write like poets. In our 
first post-observation interview, poet-teacher Samuel elaborated on this vocational model of 
working with the craft of poetry: 
T: Well, I'd be more interested in thinking about what something might mean as 
opposed to how it means. 
Interviewer:  Can you say more about that?  
T: Yeah. So, I tend to break down things into what a writer is doing, how they're 
writing, what modes they're using, in order to create meaning, because they're using 
whatever readings we're doing to inform their writing… 
Interviewer: As a model text... 
T: As a model... 
Interviewer: Asking how they did it. 
T:  Right. And then your job is to try to understand that and apply it.  
Interviewer: …like a vocational class for poets? 
T: Yes. Exactly. So that's what I like, actually all my classes tend to run like that, even 
my non-craft classes. That's just how I run classes. Like my film class, it's almost the 
exact same way, just craft of writing by film or fiction…So it's sort of like, here's the 
poem in a literary class, or analytical class, if you're like, marking it up, and really 
thinking about meaning, and like, analyzing and coming up with interpretations, 
whereas if you're approaching it from this [vocational] angle, you're thinking about, 
"How do I shift things around, how do I make those moves myself?" 
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When asked later in this same interview about the possible hindrances of being a working 
poet on teaching poetry itself, the primary hindrance Samuel pointed out is remembering 
what it is like for student readers and writers who are novices. “I think I have a really hard 
time stepping into beginner’s mind,” he said. Samuel elaborated on this notion of 
“beginner’s mind” in our second interview (and this theme is developed throughout this 
chapter), while implicitly noting the importance of maintaining robust pedagogical content 
knowledge (Shulman, 1986) about students’ developmental trajectories: 
I forget where they're gonna fall. So, when they write their reflections, I think 
sometimes I'm starting at a place where I'm like, "Right. They're still trying to figure 
out what a poem is." And so, in some ways I think [being a poet] actually really 
doesn't make for great teaching, and also I think for me it's so intrinsic to the way 
that I think and work, that I sometimes don't think… so a lot of students are gonna 
be used to be coming from a much more concrete or analytic perspective… 
Though Samuel knows his teaching best, the classes I witnessed would suggest that Samuel 
is erring on the side of humility in his discussion of his own teaching. What I witnessed over 
the span of his three classes were dozens of instances of Samuel meeting student poets and 
poetry readers where they are by selecting poems that are resonant for them, while 
employing his expertise and experience as both teacher and poet to inform, scaffold, and 
enrich instruction. His activities were characterized by students tinkering with poems.  
The model of teachers as specialists. Good poetry teaching, as evidenced by these 
teachers, revealed itself to be its own “animal”--separate and in some respects more 
challenging than other genres and modes of representation we teach in the high school 
English classroom-- and occupying a liminal (and according to some research, endangered) 
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space between art and academic subject. One of the most overarching and resonant 
emergent themes in this study is the realization that to watch good poetry teaching in action 
is to witness the apex of good teaching practice. Exemplary teaching of poetry is a 
convergence of theory and practice that occurs when a teacher is experienced, motivated, 
committed, supported, and reflective. One of the most consistent themes that emerged 
within this investigation is the notion that exemplary teachers of poetry are specialists. It may 
be a stretch to say that the process of becoming an exemplary teacher of poetry is analogous 
to learning to become a surgical specialist; however, there are analogues here worth 
exploring, with the acknowledgement that the path to becoming a specialist in any field is 
more circuitous and cumulative than it is linear.  
Just as surgical specialists must also, and first, be good doctors, and then good 
surgeons, exemplary teachers of poetry must be good teachers, and then good teachers of 
literature. Exemplary teachers of poetry possess the competencies and qualities of good 
teachers, and good teachers of literature, and good teachers of poetry. Like most good teachers, 
the five exemplary teachers in this study seemed to know and be known by their students, 
possess and enact rich pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986), reflect and improve 
upon on their practice, and make their goals transparent to students. Like most good teachers of 
literature, these five exemplary teachers seemed to share power in the classroom by 
empowering students to take ownership of their learning and the texts, be passionate and 
reflective readers themselves, not be driven by summative assessments, and yearn to strike a 
balance between seemingly competing tensions--such as that between appreciation and 
analysis.  
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These five good teachers of poetry, in addition to possessing the qualities of good 
teachers and good teachers of literature, also seemed to manifest other “specialty” qualities, 
and exhibit other competencies and habits of mind--some of which mirror the research that 
is reviewed in Chapter Two of this study. The qualities and habits of mind that the five 
teacher-participants in this study exhibited during surveys, observations, and interviews are 
analyzed and discussed in detail in this chapter, and are here mentioned briefly.  
These exemplary teachers of poetry seek to build their students’ sense of agency by 
distributing expertise in their classroom; they are willing to take up the role of novice 
alongside students, and enter what Samuel called “beginner’s mind”-- a term borrowed from 
Zen Buddhism. These teachers make their instructional rationale, aims, missteps, revisions, 
and plans explicit to students, scaffolding students’ experience with poetry by thinking aloud 
before, during, and after lessons. These teachers try not to lead with analysis but with 
student appreciation--and then they strive to balance aesthetic domains and approaches with 
analytical ones. They use other genres and modes of representation in concert with poetry, 
and demystify poetry by encouraging students to manipulate the text of a poem by 
dismantling, rearranging and/or rebuilding it. These teachers build on their students’ existing 
fluencies. These teachers strive to inculcate in students a love of poetry and the ability to 
discern and critique--to develop students’ role as what Elliot Eisner (1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) 
calls “critics and connoisseurs.”  These teachers also seek to cultivate in their students an 
understanding of the central role of sound in poetry, and an understanding of the interplay 
between form and content in poetry. 
These teacher-participants are vigilant and attuned to the unique dichotomies--both 
false and real--and the competing tensions involved in teaching poetry, and are committed to 
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navigating and balancing them. These include: negotiating the balance between novice and 
expert readers and readings of poetry; negotiating the balance between aesthetic and efferent 
readings (Rosenblatt, 1938; 1964; 1978; 1980; 1986; 1995) and between appreciation and 
analysis; negotiating the balance between student autonomy and teacher led instruction; and 
recognizing the complex relationship between students’ academic level and their relationship 
to their analysis and appreciation of poetry.  
The through-line of connoisseurship. The development of what Eisner (2002) 
calls “artistically-rooted intelligence,” which manifests as habits of mind and ways of 
thinking that students develop as they become “connoisseurs and critics” (Eisner, 1998; 
2002; 2004; 2005) emerged as a key feature of poetry teaching practice that was implicit 
within the teacher practices discussed and analyzed here. In other words, the cultivation of 
student connoisseurship emerged as a central and beneficial byproduct, and as an implicit 
goal, of many of the central practices of these teachers. Though none of the teachers used 
Eisner’s terminology, their attendance to their students’ habits of mind along these lines--
inculcating in them a love of the form, a facility with it, and an awareness of their own tastes 
and inclinations as readers--came through both in their stated instructional goals and aims 
for their students, and in their teaching practice.   
 
Expert and Novice Domains, Student Agency, and Beginner’s Mind 
 
All of the teachers I observed attended carefully, intentionally, and capably to the balance of 
novice and expert readings of poetry in their classrooms, and to their own inherent power as 
“authorities” and “experts.” All five teachers expressed an awareness of the inherent 
predicaments of occupying the role of expert in a classroom full of students interacting with 
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poetry. All teachers made concerted efforts to, as Samuel said, enter “beginner’s mind” and 
to occupy the role of novice alongside their students. In doing so, they distributed expertise 
with students, giving them agency and ownership.   
The study’s three poems and the novice-expert spectrum. It would stand to 
reason that these teachers, who had never before taught “You Begin” by Margaret Atwood, 
would be at their most “novice” teaching it relative to the poems they had a hand in 
choosing themselves. However, in practice, with the exception of the occasional aside from a 
teacher regarding their inexperience teaching the Atwood--as when Henry said “I probably 
forced it too much with the Atwood” (Interview #1)-- the three-poem design of this study 
seemed to reveal how difficult it can be to teach a poem one knows well versus a poem one 
does not know at all--especially when the poem you know well is one you also happen to 
love.  
It bears mentioning that every teacher wove “You Begin” seamlessly into their 
curriculum--Francis by pairing it with a Marie Howe poem about motherhood, Nuala by 
pairing it with various poems and a John Prine song, Samuel by having students make 
sculptures and by reenacting the dynamic between novice and expert or child and adult in 
the poem, Wills by pairing it with The Odyssey while talking about parenting and loss of 
innocence, and Henry by using it as part of a thematic “batch” of songs and poems that 
offer advice. The five teachers-participants had minimal time to prepare their “You Begin” 
lesson, and yet they used students’ existing fluencies, and multiple modes of representation, 
to plan effective, engaging lessons. Despite Henry’s worry about “forcing it with the 
Atwood,” all of these Atwood-based classes were highly participatory, with about two-thirds 
of the students speaking. Meanwhile, the collaboratively chosen poem--the poem intended 
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to be “neutral” on the expert-novice spectrum--all had preexisted and/or been taught 
previously within a given teacher’s plan and context. Therefore, these “middle poems” 
functioned as ones with which teachers had some expertise, but perhaps did not harbor as 
deep an attachment to a given student response or lesson “outcome” as their tried and true, 
and beloved, “chestnut” poems.  
Reflecting on the value of teaching content that is unfamiliar--of occupying the role 
of a novice in the classroom alongside his students--Samuel continued in our second 
interview to explore what it means to try to untangle oneself from one’s own expertise in 
order to understand students: 
I think I'm a much better teacher of screenplay writing because I don't write 
screenplays. I have written, in the form, just to learn it, but because I'm such a novice 
at it, I think I can teach it to an introductory class in a much clearer way. Like I step 
into their understanding very quickly.  
Beginner’s mind. Perhaps in part because of the intrinsically humbling nature of 
teaching, and in part because of their years of experience of trial and error, these exemplary 
teachers seem to know how access their own “beginner’s mind.” They seem to remember 
the confusion and uncertainty of being a beginning teacher, as most good and experienced 
teachers do, and did not seem to mind fumbling in front of their students. (This is explored 
in greater detail under the subheading Relationship as the Foundation of Good Poetry Teaching.) 
During our second interview, Henry illustrated the ever-present pendulum swing between 
the expert and the novice elements of being a teacher in this single comment on the Atwood 
poem:  
It's fun to, when you're scrambling and feel like you're screwed and you don't know 
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what you're gonna say next to finally find the way out of the puzzle of the poem. 
That poem is... It's a lot more than just advice… 
Being explicit about their confusion and their own evolving sense of a given poem was a 
quality shared by all the teachers I observed. This is an operational feature supported by 
both research and common sense; showing our hand in this way has two potentially positive 
outcomes. First, it allows teachers to occupy the position of novice alongside students, even 
with a poem the teacher knows well. Second, it can make a teacher’s own relationship with 
and approach to poems explicit, modeling the ways in which a reader can grow to 
understand a poem over multiple readings and across time, and how, in order to learn, 
sometimes we have to be comfortable with ambivalence and ambiguity. As teacher and 
writer Jerry Farber (2015) asserts: 
…we can also make it clear to students how much interpretive freedom they have 
when they read poetry aloud. I’ve often had occasion in class to comment on the 
extent to which my own reading of a given poem can vary from one time to another, 
given that different moods can bring out different aspects of a poem--so that, even 
though one may prepare carefully to read a poem aloud for others, the reading itself 
is experienced as something free, spontaneous, and highly creative. (p. 221). 
The teachers I observed were conscious about sharing talking turns in the classroom, and 
understood and acknowledged their influence and power. Samuel’s comment about the 
difficulty entering “beginner’s mind” seems to have at its root a concern not just about 
teaching and making poems accessible, but about sharing power such that students have and 
retain agency and investment in their work with poetry. Samuel’s response to the survey 
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question: “What advice would you give a new teacher?” underscores this desire on the part 
of teachers to resist a top-down approach to teaching poetry. He answered: “Choose one 
that you like but don’t know that well and study it alongside the kids.” Here, Samuel tacitly 
recognized the sense of power and permission to explore that students gain when the 
teacher distributes expertise throughout the room by inhabiting the role of the novice and 
entering beginner’s mind when encountering poems. As Farber (2015) notes: 
So, with poetry, we have to find ways of dispelling the “school” miasma that tends to 
gather around interpretive discussions, and especially of recognizing that, even in 
what might seem to be fairly straightforward, unproblematic analysis, there can be 
room for disagreement. Shouldn’t it be one of the pleasures of teaching to find 
someone in class coming up with a startlingly persuasive alternative to a reading that 
you had always taken as a given? (p. 228). 
Pushing too hard with poems we love. As teachers, it can be tricky to teach what 
we love, because we want students to love it, too; consequently, we are sometimes impatient 
to align students’ responses to our own. With these beloved poems, we may be more likely 
to project and push our own interpretation, wise and expert as it may be, onto our students. 
Even for these teachers-- maybe especially because they are so invested in poetry teaching-- 
it may be difficult to remember that students do not always love poetry as we do. In these 
cases, it may be especially necessary--to paraphrase Seamus Heaney--to have the confidence 
and clear-headedness to put students’ joy before their knowledge. In the case of poems that 
awe us emotionally and intellectually, that is a tall order. Nuala spoke to this dilemma on her 
survey, answering the question “What’s the hardest thing about teaching poetry?:” 
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Nothing breaks my heart like bringing a poem I love so much to a group of kids and 
having it fall flat. I have to tamp down my need to have them love it too, and try to 
remember what it was like when I was sitting in school learning something I didn’t 
get. No matter how enthusiastic the teacher was (though this helped), it was hard.  
Is this a call to--as the proverbial writing workshop dictum advises--“kill your little darlings” 
and drop from our curriculum the particular pieces we adore in service of the larger work or 
practice? Is it necessary to teach these beloved poems, about which we are experts and to 
which we are attached, differently? This is a question worthy of further research and inquiry.  
The teachers I observed all expressed an awareness of their predicament as “experts” 
in the poetry classroom. Nuala recognized that even too much teacher enthusiasm for a 
given poem can “be a form of teacher pushiness” that “ratchets up the level of pressure for 
students, especially students who really like their teacher” (Interview #2). Likewise, in her 
survey, she reflected on the challenge to hold in check her passion for given poets and 
poems. She tacitly acknowledged the need to balance student ownership with the teacher’s 
own PCK (Shulman, 1986), and addressed the difficulty that can come with teaching those 
poets or poems that one admires, but that don’t “take” with students:  
I feel like I force Robert Lowell on my students every year hoping that they might 
love “Skunk Hour” the way I did when I first met it. But they never like it and I 
should probably cut it from the packet…The hardest thing is finding at least one 
poem for every student in the class. I want each one to fall in love with one poem. 
Some nuts are hard to crack!   
As Farber (2015) notes, “if our concern is with the role that poetry, as an art, will continue to 
play throughout people’s lives, then we should begin by recognizing that genuine 
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engagement with an art is more likely to arise out of autonomy than out of coercion” (p. 
219). All of the teachers in this study, when asked on the survey and in interviews about their 
difficult lessons, attributed that difficulty in some way to their trying to “force” a poem, a 
poet, the teacher’s own appreciation, or the teacher’s interpretation of a poem, onto 
students. Interestingly, some of the same attributes that seem to make these teachers 
exemplary--namely, passion for their subject and the desire to cultivate habits of mind that 
make their students connoisseurs and critics (Eisner, 1998; 2002; 2004; 2005)--also pose 
pedagogical challenges. Wills noted on the survey that his less successful poetry lessons 
have often come when I’ve tried to force something; when, in other words, I have 
presented an element of the poem (rather than a skill for reading) that’s closed-
ended, and instead of helping students see the process of unpacking a poem, I’ve 
gotten hung up on having them see my perspective.  
All five teachers at times blurred the lines between expert and novice, and joined students in 
their “beginner’s mind;” in addition, they resisted easy, facile, “top-down” answers. In doing 
so, they granted students the authority to possess “connoisseurship” (Eisner, 1998; 2002; 
2004; 2005)--the inclination to think deeply about their own tastes in poetry, their own use 
of language, and their right to their own taste going forward, extending beyond the 
classroom, and with all works of art. This, it seems, is the opposite of the “coercion” that 
Farber cites.  
Student agency: A simple, powerful emblematic interaction between students, 
text, and teacher. As stated herein and elsewhere, two goals that emerged in the research 
on good teaching and on good teaching in the ELA classroom in particular were the 
democratization of the classroom--including the sharing of expertise--and the importance of 
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cultivating in our students both aesthetic and critical habits of mind.  If we use as guides 
(and ideals) Eisner’s (1998; 2002; 2004; 2005) goal of “connoisseurship” in education and in 
the arts (in this case, poetry), and Smith and Connolly’s (2005) findings regarding the 
importance of knowledge sharing and student agency, then we want student readers of 
poetry to take poetry beyond the school’s walls, and beyond their temporary status as 
students. I saw this sense of ownership and connoisseurship on the part of students to 
varying degrees in the fifteen classes I observed, cases where students showed a clear sense 
of ownership.  
One such moment occurred after my second observation of Wills’s Freshman 
English class, when immediately after the class adjourned, a student and her friend strode 
proudly up to Wills, with a New York Times article they had found the night before that 
connected to the text they had been reading (The Odyssey). The article, which was quite 
lengthy, was about the first female translator of The Odyssey.  “We couldn’t believe it!” one 
young woman told Wills, with her friend/colleague responding “Yes! It’s amazing. We found 
it last night. It shows, like, her journals when she was working on it. We should totally do 
this in class!” Wills responded with genuine enthusiasm, telling his students “I saw that and 
started it, but it was long; I didn’t finish it. It is fascinating! You guys--let’s figure out a way 
to at least mention that tomorrow. I also have this poem ‘Penelope’ that I was planning on 
showing you guys tomorrow, and so this is perfect! Thank you so much for bringing that 
in!”   
There are many exemplary things going on in this brief but powerful interaction-- 
habits of mind on display that are worth unpacking in light of both the existing research on 
good teaching of literature and poetry, and when considering this study’s theoretical 
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frameworks. In order for this interaction to have happened the way it did, several 
prerequisites needed to be met. First, and most obviously, the students would have had to be 
thinking about The Odyssey and their class on their own time, enough to stop what they were 
doing (perhaps reading The New York Times) and have a moment of recognition and 
connection.  
Assuming one of the girls came upon the article, she would have had to at some 
point reached out to her classmate to tell her about it, too. They likely discussed it, and in 
doing so, embodied the very essence of a democratic classroom community that both goes 
beyond the walls of the classroom and does not rely upon a teacher at all times to facilitate 
learning. The student(s) would then need to ascertain the article’s value not just to them, but 
to their teacher and to their class, and then be motivated and invested enough to plan to 
bring it to Wills’s attention the next day. In this, they are acting as colleagues both to each 
other and to Wills. They are stepping into the roles of teacher, expert, and fellow invested 
readers.  
They would have then needed to retain this intention even after shifting back to their 
roles as students during their English class the next day, in what was a more traditional 
seminar-style transaction with their teacher and text. Then, the students, hanging back until 
after the class was dismissed, risked being late for friends or for their next class by bringing 
the article up to Wills.  
The second student’s phrase “We should do this!” contains many signifiers: “We” 
implies ownership and an esprit de corps--i.e. that the “we” of the class, including the 
teacher, is a group of learners working toward a common goal. Her use of “should do this” 
reveals her sense of ownership and agency. Both students are blurring the lines of expert-
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novice and teacher-student here in suggesting to their teacher a plan and assuming that 
plan’s validity and integrity to the class’s aims. Implicit in this transaction, too, is a significant 
trust between student and teacher. For his part, Wills is clearly thrilled at their sense of 
ownership and effort, and is not only willing, but happy, to share power. He steps into the 
role of student, then colleague, as he lets them in on his plan for the next day’s class and 
affirms the relevance and value of the text they found and offered to him and the class.  
While it’s true that this class and this school are both very high achieving, and a cynic 
might be inclined to see this transaction as a way to, on the students’ part, impress their 
teacher for achievement’s sake, I feel qualified as a teacher currently at a high achieving 
school who knows what ingratiating behavior looks and feels like, to assert that the students’ 
behavior did not seem to be characterized by any kind of approval-seeking. What I witnessed 
instead, and quite incidentally (not even during the class observation itself) was two 15-year-
old girls, in the throes of reading a very difficult text that they should, after two weeks, be 
fatigued by, acting as colleagues with a teacher whom they clearly trust and admire. It was 
clear that these young women simply relished the quest, and the fact that the world of the 
classroom “in here” and “the world out there” intersect, and that they can make them 
intersect. In the words of Eisner (2005), “Thinking…should be prized not only because it 
leads to attractive destinations but also because the journey itself is satisfying” (p. 106). 
These girls were enjoying the journey. 
When I asked Wills about this interaction during our follow-up interview, he was 
matter-of-fact about it in a way that suggested that students’ agency is nothing new in his 
classes: “Yeah,” he said, “it’s pretty awesome that they do stuff like that.” Wills explained his 
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role as both teacher and learner in ways that resonate with the work of Eisner, Rosenblatt, 
and aesthetic teaching theorists:  
But the idea that I need to be thinking, and asked to think, and challenged to think as 
a professional, is really important. So that I don’t come into the same curriculum I’ve 
always taught at the beginning of a new year and think “Ugh, okay, here we go 
again.” And that, thank God, that’s never been…One of the things that I say all the 
time, at the beginning of the year is “The year that I don’t learn anything, I’m done. 
I’ll go figure out how to be a carpenter or whatever.” But every year, my kids teach 
me something. And that’s part of the beauty of this job.  
During that same follow up interview with Wills, we discussed the class, and his new (this 
year) role as department head, which, he noted, has made him reflect more about “growing 
as a professional.” A commitment to being both teacher and learner was evident, as was his 
commitment to the intersections between poetry, social justice, and community: 
For me, a lot of [professional growth] over the past 10 years, has had to do with 
social justice, and identity formation, and community formation. And that absolutely 
intersects powerfully with poetry, because the questions that I can ask of a poem, 
that I know to ask, and am brave enough to ask, and feel responsible to ask, are 
much more complicated now.  
Wills is authentic with his students. While he is the consummate professional, respecting his 
students’ points of view while also keeping the discourse productive and focused, I watched 
as he shared the discourse space of the classroom with his students, and as he shared, 
appropriately, a bit of his struggles as a teacher, a parent, and a reader of poetry. This degree 
of self-disclosure moved students more deeply into the text of The Odyssey (which has at its 
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core the difficulty of parenting, and of teaching), and modeled how to grapple with difficult 
literature in a truly transactional way; it also gave them permission to do the same.  
 
Making the Implicit Explicit: Sharing Strategies and Aims; Scaffolding 
 
Both the research and teacher-participants’ practice and reflections underscore the 
importance of balancing and navigating seeming tensions and dichotomies in 
conceptualizing and approaching the teaching of poetry. Another way that teachers brought 
balance to the classroom, cultivated student agency, shared power, and distributed expertise 
in the classroom was by integrating into their teaching practice explicit strategies for reading 
poetry, so that students can develop an evolving, intuitive, and deep understanding of how a 
poem works. All five teachers scaffolded their instruction by making instructional moves 
that modeled explicit strategies for reading and interacting with poetry. They were also 
explicit about their instructional aims, hopes, decisions, and adjustments, and by doing so, 
provided necessary structure and scaffolding for all students, offering them a kind of 
instructional transparency that seemed to empower students with a sense of direction and 
purpose.  
Using students’ existing fluencies. All of these teachers worked to cultivate in 
their students a deep understanding of a poem from the inside out. They did this in a variety 
of ways, including thinking aloud during instruction about their instructional intentions and 
rationale, thinking aloud about their reading strategies and about their own confusion, 
providing a language and lexicon for talking about poems, and building on students’ existing 
fluencies, not just with poems, but all language, and artistic modes of representation. As 
Henry said in our second post-observation interview when explaining his rationale and 
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approach to teaching poems like Coleridge’s Rime of the Ancient Mariner with “deliberately old 
fashioned” forms: 
I guess I’m trying to get them to see the formula aspect of it because it is in so many 
of the films that they engage with, but I want them to see…I guess I’m teaching 
some sort of structural things, like the idea of the frame story, the story within the 
story. 
Thinking aloud during instruction about instructional intentions and 
rationale. Every teacher consistently made their intentions and aims explicit to the class, as 
when Nuala said, “I want you guys to think like writers,” (lesson #1) or when Wills said, “I 
want us to look at where the poem ‘hinges,’” (lesson #2) or when Henry let them in on his 
instructional sequence: “Before we get into how he does what he does, let’s just have your 
first impressions, your observations--nothing fancy” (lesson #1).  Francis asked me to 
explain to students what I was doing there. When I answered “I’m here to watch a good 
teacher in action,” his answer revealed both his humor and his humility: “But sadly, she 
accidentally came to my class” (lesson #1). In this way, Francis made my intentions explicit, 
but more importantly, he made his own intentions and rationale explicit on several 
occasions. In this same class, for example, he let them in on the plan:  
T: Today, we’re going to look at apologies--all kinds of apologies. First, we’re going 
to look at a short poem that you might know; it’s a very famous poem, it’s one you 
might have been introduced to in middle school…William Carlos Williams, has 
anyone heard that poet’s name before? Nobody? Really? Do you know that poem 
about the red wheelbarrow? 
Students: Oh yeah. 
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Scaffolding and structure. After previewing his plan explicitly for students, Francis 
went on to explain what texts they would be using (their own text messages to friends, 
Williams’s This is Just to Say, and a This American Life episode entitled “Mistakes Were Made”) 
as well as his rationale. This strategy gave students agency and clarity, as well as a concrete 
framework for what might otherwise be disparate activities. This was also a very clear 
example of a teacher using his students’ existing fluencies (text messages). 
 Later in the same lesson, Francis, after reading the poem aloud himself, said to the 
class “I definitely framed this poem in a particular way.” Similarly, Henry previewed a lesson 
this way: “Today’s lesson is on advice” (lesson #2). This is one very effective way to make 
knowledge explicit--to have students understand not just what their teacher is doing and 
when, but to understand their hopes and aims, their reasons and rationale. Absent this, 
students lack an infrastructure to help them organize the many abstractions and complexities 
that characterize any good lesson, especially one that reckons with poetry.  
Likewise, Wills consistently gave his students “mile markers”--indicators of what 
they just did, what is coming next and why. In all three of the classes I observed, he 
consistently tagged his instruction with terms like “We’ll come back to…,” “…do we want 
to do this?,” “I want to try this…,” and “This is making me think we should change course.” 
This thinking aloud is empowering to students; it implicitly acknowledges that students 
deserve to know where their class is headed. It also models for students that it is sometimes 
necessary to “change course.” 
When asked about this strategy of making their rationale explicit, it is notable that 
none of the teachers framed this as a strategy, per se. When a practice is so foundational to 
one’s teaching, it can be difficult to identify, extract, or explain. Nonetheless, one important 
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way for students to develop deep knowledge of a poem’s structure, and gain confidence with 
the form, is to make the implicit explicit. A related means of bridging the expert-novice gap 
is to invite students into our professional conversation by teaching them explicitly about 
literary theory (Appleman, 2009). Another strategy is to give them concrete tools to access 
symbolic language, by playing with it:  
For Vygotsky (1962), the ability to play with language was crucial to the development 
of inner speech, through which the individual gains mastery of the world. This has 
much in common with the Aristotelian idea of mimesis, through which the reader 
and writer discover what is ‘out there’ ‘in here’ As Vygotsky would have it, the tool 
of language gives life to the symbols we encounter, in the world, in literature, and in 
learning.” (Myhill & Wilson, 2013, p. 108) 
Teachers in this study did not teach literary theory explicitly as part of their practice. 
Subsequent member checks indicated that this is not central to their practice. This could be 
an area for further research. That said, these five teachers were all explicit about their 
rationales, strategies, and intentions with students. Further, the teachers in this study do 
anchor their teaching in the play of language and in the explicit study of symbolic language. 
Or, as Henry put it, we can make the implicit explicit simply by pointing it out, and by 
building on what students already know--by using students’ existing fluencies. 
Modeling confusion. At three points during the first lesson I observed, Francis did 
a powerful, though simple, kind of modeling of the kind of precision with language we 
would like our students to notice and employ. He corrected himself aloud when his language 
was not as precise as he would like; he modeled hunting for the right word, and modeled the 
sort of satisfaction that comes with taking the time to stop and find the right phrasing or 
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word. Francis was clear to note to the class, out loud, each time he was not quite right in his 
description of a given phenomenon, and students waited expectantly but patiently until he 
found it. Thinking aloud is a powerful way to model reading and thinking strategies. In doing 
this kind of out-loud self-correction, Francis was also modeling what it means to embrace 
one’s confusion--one’s “beginner’s mind.”  It is also a way to share power in the classroom.  
 During this lesson, which Francis called “Sorrynotsorry,” he had his students write 
their own version of the William Carlos Williams poem This is Just to Say. First, they read 
Kenneth Koch’s variation on the Williams poem, then Francis showed them a Mad Libs-
style template he had created for students to write their own version. But before they did, 
Francis put up on the projection board the poem version he had written the day before. 
Thus, Francis had skin in the game now, not just as a teacher, but as a fellow writer. He also 
provided a model for this form. The students laughed with him at his poem, and then they 
were off--using the templates Francis had created to write their own poems. Only ten 
minutes passed before students began to show one another their poems; in response, Francis 
said “I see it’s already happening organically, but feel free to share your poem with those 
around you.” (lesson #1) 
 
Balancing Analysis and Appreciation; Appreciating the Interplay of Form and 
Content 
 
Connoisseurs are people who come to know, and critics are people who can render what they come to know in 
a language that is accessible to others and that enables others to “re-see” the work, the performance, or the 
object at hand. (Eisner, 2004, p. 197) 
 
A parallel, but not synonymous, challenge for teachers of poetry is integrating approaches to 
poems that balance the analytical with the affective. Seamus Heaney said that “poetry’s first 
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obedience is to joy in being a process of language as well as representation of things in the 
world. The movement is from delight to wisdom and not vice versa’” (1995, p. 5, in Myhill 
& Wilson, 2013, p. 108).   
Seeking balance. The teachers I observed tried hard to balance between affective 
approaches and responses to teaching and reading poetry with an emphasis on analytical 
approaches. For the teachers I observed, interviewed, and surveyed, strategies to find the 
sweet spot between these two positions varied depending on the task, the students, the 
setting, and, sometimes, the poem. Wills noted on the survey that his best poetry lessons 
have in common “a combination of attention to small details and anchoring those details to 
higher-level discussion, generated (as soon as possible in the year) by students.” As Nuala 
said on her survey when asked to recount her best experience teaching poetry, and the 
contexts and conditions that made it so effective, she wrote: 
My favorite moments are when students collectively fall in love with a poem. This 
happened most recently with Paul Monet's 18 Elegies for Rog. When I finished reading 
it, students were stunned and needed to talk about the way it affected them. They felt 
the effectiveness of emotion grounded in specific detail.  
Nuala summed up her sense of the relative importance (and sequence) of appreciation to 
analysis on one of her subsequent survey answers thusly:  
You have to love it to make them love it. They don't have to understand it in order 
to have a meaningful connection to it. That connection will allow them to sit with it 
long enough to grapple with it.  
It is interesting that there seems to be a paradox evident in some of the teachers’ reflections 
regarding teaching poems we love. On one hand, it is important to resist the impulse to push 
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students’ interpretations to square with our own; on the other hand, when we teach poems 
we love, we model connoisseurship and connection with the genre.  
The third class of Francis’s that I observed was rich in examples of how to use 
analysis and appreciation as allies instead of countervailing forces. As was briefly recounted 
in Chapter Four, Francis had students work with both a chunk of Vonnegut’s fiction 
(Slaughterhouse Five) and a Marie Howe poem, “Walking Home.”  After acknowledging his 
students’ tendency to resist analytical approaches by telling them “Ahh…this is where we go, 
on no! We have to analyze, and it’ll be forced on us!! Ahh!,” Francis proceeded to have 
students refashion the prose as a poem and vice versa.  
Next, students discussed why they had made the choices they did, and how the effect 
on their readers would have been altered had they made different choices. During this class, 
there were many robust arguments between students about such things as whose voice in 
each work is most prominent, and the extent to which that prominence should and could 
change with its adaptation into a new form. This seemed an excellent way to marry analysis 
with appreciation in an explicit, hands-on way. After students in this class reread the texts in 
their original form (Howe’s poem; Vonnegut’s novel), they continued discussing the 
relationship between a poem’s form and its content. As one student said, “God, I’ll never 
read this the same way again. Now I can see why he wrote this as a novel, though it is pretty 
poetic” (lesson #3). 
The interplay of form and content. Teachers emphasized the importance of 
students understanding poetry as an interplay between and synthesis of form and content. 
Students and beginners with the form can be shown how the best poems can be what they 
say, and these readers get better and more facile with practice. As research has shown, this 
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kind of facility with language transfers to other genres (Abrams et. al, 2008; Eisner, 1998; 
2002; Pinsky, 2013; Read, 1956; Rosenblatt, 1980; 1986). Both the research and the teaching 
investigated in this study suggest that this transference can come about it a variety of ways. 
These include three primary pedagogical approaches: the concrete manipulation of the text 
(Eisner, 1972; Eva-Wood, 2008, Faust & Dressman, 2009), the use of multiple modes of 
representation (Dewey, 1934; Eisner, 1979; 2002; 2005; Fisher, 2006) to access poetic forms, 
and the explicit teaching of both strategies and literary theory (Appleman, 2009; Brewbaker, 
2005; Cook, 1984; Lloyd-Jones & Lunsford, 1989).  
As is the case with becoming fluent in a language, or with any art form, the ability to 
see how form and content in poetry work in concert is a way of seeing that can be 
challenging to cultivate in students. However, as with language or any other fluency, once 
one can “grok” (Heinlein, 1951) it, it becomes a habit of mind. “Once you get it, you sort of 
get it,” as Nuala said in our second interview. As Samuel mentioned when he discussed the 
difficulty of re-accessing “beginner’s mind,” being able to see from a novice’s point of view 
is important for teachers of poetry. As previously noted, this requires a deep reservoir of 
PCK (Shulman, 1986), a teacher who knows their students well, and students who, in turn, 
know and trust the teacher.  In the second class of Wills’s that I observed, Wills led students 
again and again back to the structure of the poems “The Gift” by Li Young Li and “Tips 
from My Father” by Carol Ann Davis, asking questions like “Structurally, what does this 
poem do that the other one doesn’t?” and “How is the poem being what it’s saying?” and 
“Why would the poet make this choice structurally, and how is it in service of the content?” 
These questions model the interplay between form and content, and highlight this symbiosis 
as a source of the power of poetry.  
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Many of Samuel’s class activities reckoned with a poem’s form and its content, and 
on the way they work in tandem in a good poem. In his unlevelled poetry writing elective, 
students talk like poets, and learn to think like poets, and write like poets. Over the span of 
Samuel’s three classes, as was mentioned earlier in this chapter, students were doing what 
students in a wood shop or architecture class or CADD shop might do: they deconstructed 
meticulously-built model poems, rebuilt them, tried their hand at building one themselves, 
received and gave feedback to fellow apprentice poets, rebuilt again, and so on. In Samuel’s 
classes, students were encouraged to think, read, and write as poets. This “vocational” or 
apprenticeship model of reading as writers and writing as readers seems to be an organic way 
to strike a balance between analytical and aesthetic, as in this assessment task he described in 
our third interview: 
So, they write a reflection paper once a week where they have to say, "I'm thinking 
about what we've been talking about this week." They all are doing independent 
reading of a book or two of poems, and they've gotta write a poem every night. So, 
thinking about what they're reading, what they're writing, and what we're going on in 
class. What are you learning, and what aren't you understanding? Like, how are you 
making sense of it. So, it's not an analytical, no thesis or anything, it's just a step back 
in their voice and say, "This is what I love, this is what I don't get, this is what 
surprised me", so that's my basic feedback loop. 
As noted earlier, both Samuel and Henry are published poets who talk about writing and 
their writing with their students. However, Samuel’s writing-talk was a bit more explicitly 
“how to” trade-talk than Henry’s was, likely because while Samuel is teaching poetry writing 
(and reading), while Henry’s class is a literature class, not a creative writing class. Samuel 
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pointed out some of the differences between teaching a literature class and a writing class: 
Yeah. So, I tend to break down things into what a writer is doing, how they're 
writing, what modes they're using, in order to create meaning, because they're using 
whatever readings we're doing to inform their writing. So, in literature classes if 
you're thinking about how something means, I mean you're still doing it, but your 
end product is making sense of it, as opposed to here it is, let's look at it. (Interview 
#2) 
Still, Henry shared his writing with students and discussed being a writer. Nuala, too, teaches 
a writing course, of which I observed two sections. She also encouraged her students to 
think of themselves as writers, and to think as writers when reading.  
Foregrounding sound in poetry instruction. It makes sense that sound and meter 
are natural subjects for poets. Both of the poet-teachers put sound in the foreground as the 
foundational and embedded aspect it is. Though Henry and Samuel, the two poet-teachers, 
clearly foregrounded sound in each lesson, implicitly and explicitly, and did so most 
consistently of all the exemplar teachers, all five teachers did so. As Farber (2015) notes, 
“Sound patterning can feed into meaning, and meaning can focus and constrain our 
response to sound” (p. 218). All teacher-participants mentioned sound at some point in one 
or more of their lessons: they read the poems aloud multiple times, used music in their 
lessons, and pointed students to aspects of sound at work in the poems. For any teacher, it is 
difficult to know just how, whether, when, or how much to teach meter to high school 
students, especially when working with heavily metrical poems. In a course involving writing 
poetry, a teacher may be more inclined to attend to meter in a “how-to” way, as Samuel did 
with his Craft of Writing students. For the rest of us non-poet teachers of poetry, issues of 
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how and when to focus explicitly on metrical aspects of poems can be tricky. As Farber 
(2015) notes, “It’s hard to think of an area within poetry teaching that is more in need of 
creative experimentation” (p. 221).  
All teachers agreed that foregrounding sound is important when working with 
poetry, with students of any level. On his survey, Henry described his best experience 
teaching poetry as the time they wrote a poem using twenty-two different forms: “They took 
a lot of pride and ownership of the project.” He also described as a “best lesson” one 
pertaining to sound, where Henry had students record themselves reading a poem. Henry 
also spoke in his survey about the effectiveness of reading poetry aloud in class, “sometimes 
twice.” These lessons incorporate several aspects of exemplary teaching: student ownership 
and agency; attention to form and content; recognition of the dual value of appreciation and 
analysis; and playing with or manipulating language.  
Poetry appreciation, and achievement mindset. When reading poetry, experts 
rely upon and activate a deep knowledge base, use predictive and anticipatory strategies, and 
attend simultaneously to multiple elements of the poem. As both the research and the 
teachers noted, while experts may delight in the interplay and symbiosis between form and 
content, novices can be frustrated by it. Novices don’t have the interpretive knowledge to 
draw on, and thus, focus primarily or exclusively on the meaning of the poem, looking only 
to content and never or rarely to form to enrich their understanding of poems. As both the 
research and the teachers noted, this frustration and the sense of “missing something” can 
make poetry less enjoyable to novices.  
But does one become an expert because one loves poetry, or the other way around? 
One study (Applebee, 1993) found that teachers of more advanced classes focused more on 
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analytical, text-based approaches to teaching, while lower level classes focused more on 
reader response. Observers and teachers in the 1993 Applebee study both noted and worried 
that in the Advanced Placement or more accelerated classes, the study of the text often 
focused too much on the teacher’s response, and did little in the way of preparing students 
to internalize and apply reading and response strategies to new texts and situations, or to 
their own inner lives.  
The teachers I observed who taught classes of multiple levels seemed to approach 
poetry with a balance of teacher-led and student-led discourse, and an attention to both 
affective and analytical domains, independent of the academic level of a given class. Teachers 
did not seem to favor an exclusively reader-response approach with their beginning or 
“lower level” students, nor did they favor a text-based or more teacher-led monologic 
discourse style with their honors-level students. In fact, these teachers seemed to appreciate 
the nontraditional kinds of “expertise” that non-honors level students (Henry used the term 
“street smart” in his survey) can bring to a text. However, at times, it seemed that the 
students’ academic level affected how they saw themselves as readers of poetry, and this 
affected how they approached poetry within these classrooms.  
As a teacher of poetry for over 20 years, I have discerned a pattern with regard to 
meaning making, risk-taking, and the attendance to the interplay of form and content in 
poetry, in classes of different academic tracks. In general, the student groups most liberated 
from a prescriptive, dull, narrowly defined reading of a given poem are those on the lowest 
track, and, in rare cases, the very highest.. It stands to reason that these are the two groups 
(especially the lower tracked students) who, at the high school level, experience the least 
mobility (forced or voluntary) from level to level. Thus, perhaps the perceived risk in 
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“getting it wrong” is decreased, especially in the lower track classes, leaving students free to 
explore language and possibilities without being constrained by the implicit threats of being 
“down-graded.”  In my own teaching, and during these observations, I have noted in the 
lowest tracked groups a certain “nothing to prove and nothing to lose” aspect--a sense of 
freedom regarding reading and participating in discourse about poetry. In addition, these 
students can be more readily able, at times, to access the phronesis--or practical wisdom--of a 
poem in ways that mid-level or high achieving students often do not or cannot. The students 
in my own teaching practice who take the fewest interpretive risks and who tend to see 
poetry as something to be mastered, assessed, and then left behind have traditionally been 
the college-prep, honors students.  
One example of how “high-achievement” can work against deep learning in the 
poetry classroom was articulated by a student in an interaction described by Samuel in our 
second interview: 
She wrote that she learned the trick of markups. That if you just write a lot, and you 
do a lot of circling and lines, the teacher gives you full credit. If you sit and digest 
and just try to think, you're not getting any credit. So, she was like, "I realized it was a 
trick, and all the stuff that I love reading and writing on my own is never being 
presented in the classroom." So, for me, I love the idea of the lifelong reader of 
poetry. For me, it's more of trying to make them understand how much the stuff that 
we're looking at is already in our daily life and ways of thinking, so a lot of the 
activities that we did weren't even with poems.  
It is noteworthy that this confession of this student’s “trade secret” to her teacher required a 
high level of trust in that teacher. So, already, we can see that Samuel is ameliorating the 
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effects of the achievement enculturation (and resultant cynicism) with his expertise, and 
through his democratic, authentic relationship with students--not just this student, but the 
students in all three of the classes I observed.  
This sense of lower level students with “nothing to lose” and high-achieving students 
wanting to play it safe, get the grade, and please the teacher was reinforced anecdotally in my 
work at the poetry institute with hundreds of teachers over the years. Teachers of high 
achieving and mid-achieving college bound students at the institute often complained about 
these students’ more narrow, reductive, and frustrated approaches to poetry, and especially 
to how summative testing had further flattened their instruction and made these students 
wary of ambiguity. These teachers sought collegial support within the institute in their efforts 
to make these students take ownership of their learning and to take risks.  
When comparing the classroom and institutional contexts of the five teachers I 
observed, I had an opportunity to explore whether this pattern existed, and found it at work 
in some of the classes. I also found that it is possible, though not easy, for an exemplary 
teacher to at least in part liberate these tracked groups from narrow readings of poems, and 
dismantle some of the resistance on their part to hazard their own interpretations. In 
Henry’s standard-track Sophomore class, there were more student questions, more laughter, 
and more student turn taking than in his honors Sophomore class, who seemed more 
conservative in their approaches, seemingly more focused on getting the poem right, and on 
not wanting to be “wrong.”  One student in Henry’s honors class asked about the point 
value of a task that clearly was not a summative task. Henry tried to move the latter student 
away from that concern, with “Why are you asking me that? Come on!” (lesson #2) As 
Henry distinguished between the two levels of his classes and their respective patterns in our 
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second interview, it was clear that he remains frustrated by the higher-achieving students’ 
more performative approach to academic success with regard to poetry:  
…but part of what it is, is it's not necessarily that the honors and the standard are 
differentiated by academic ability as much as the social class and the extent to which 
the parents say, "This is how to succeed." And they know. They don't talk out of 
turn. But there's more than one way to be disrespectful and to be inattentive. I know 
what you're doing… 
When I asked Samuel in our second interview about a particular lesson, and about how he 
balances students’ analysis with their appreciation of poetry, he noted: “The kids who may 
not be the strongest English students feel comfortable speaking up and trying out new 
ideas.” Similarly, Francis noted the difference between his honors and non-honors classes 
this way: 
With honors Sophomores, you could just give them a packet, and they’d do it…but 
these guys [non-honors Sophomores] are willing to go with me…to try. I do have to 
change it up every 12 minutes or so and do everything visually, but they go with me 
(Interview #2). 
Francis also spoke to the power of having many students in class who have Individualized 
Education Program (IEPs) due to emotional and/or learning issues or differences. He joked 
in our third interview that it’s like “Having a Russian novel in class” and elaborated that 
“Every week, a couple of kids come to life and their back-stories emerge and you're like, ‘Oh 
my god’” (Interview #3). When a student brings their rich life experience (and full self) to 
the poetry classroom, it seems that it can be rewarding, especially for a teacher, like Francis, 
who recognizes the need for students to see poems as works of art to be appreciated as 
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opposed to inert academic texts to be unlocked and mastered. In Francis’s comments and 
during his teaching, there seemed to be an implicit appreciation of the liminal fluency 
associated with a student’s rich life experience and emotional intelligence--what Moll, 
Amanti, Neff, and Gonzalez (1992) call “funds of knowledge.” 
As both the research and the teacher reflections suggest, one difficulty that can 
spring from working with students who are either inexperienced with poetry or who have 
had negative experiences with poetry, however, is that they shut down. Every teacher with 
the exception of Wills spoke in some way to this challenge. In response to this state of being 
“shut down,” Francis asserted in our first interview the need to bridge the affective and the 
analytical domains, especially with students who are novices with poetry or who have 
negative associations with it--students who  
just sort of look at it, and they're like, ‘Oh. It means something deep, and I don't 
know.’ So, I feel like I'm trying to learn to balance the appreciation and just 
enjoyment, and sort of self-discovery of the poem. 
 As Farber (2015) says:  
…we have to find ways of teaching poetry that are not counter-aesthetic, that don’t 
foreclose the possibility of an aesthetic engagement with the poem… So then, if 
teaching has, for the most part, had the effect of pushing people away from poetry 
rather than drawing them in, what are the alternatives? Are there alternatives? Can we 
find a way of teaching poetry based on what it is rather than what it is not?  (p. 218-
219) 
Interestingly, in the high-achieving setting of the elite private school where Wills teaches, 
there seemed to be little to no sense of competition among students in the classes I 
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observed, and there was no mention of assessment on the part of students or teacher. 
Moreover, these highly-trained students seemed less performative than I had anticipated they 
would be. One could attribute this integrity of the student-text-teacher relationship (rather 
than student-text-TEST-teacher relationship) to Wills’s focus on both content and form, his 
easy and respectful way with students, the student agency he engenders in the classroom, 
and, perhaps most importantly, his deep focus on the poems at hand. It is possible, of 
course, that these students of Wills’s are worried and competitive, as the school is known for 
being highly competitive, but from what I observed in Wills’s class, they took intellectual 
risks, laughed, supported one another, and learned. They also worked hard--annotating, 
contributing, and thinking beyond the classroom about poetry. 
It is worth noting at this juncture that the subject of testing or summative assessment 
did not come up in surveys, interviews, or observations as a perceived limitation or curricular 
influence in the practices of these particular teachers. Though teacher-participants’ concerns 
about assessment may be implicit, they were not made explicit by teachers in their practice or 
in their reflections. However, the perceived constraints of a standards-based curriculum is a 
prevalent theme in the research; in fact, it has been cited as a reason that teachers do not 
teach as much poetry as they would like. The lack of emphasis on the demands of testing in 
the reflections and classroom practice of these particular teachers, then, is notable and 
perhaps a bit curious, until we remember that these teachers all noted that they feel deeply 
supported in their practice by their department heads and/or administrators. All five 
teachers in this study reported enjoying a great degree of curricular freedom and autonomy. 
Moreover, even if these teachers have concerns about state-mandated testing in the case of 
the public schools, and college-board testing in the case of the private school, that concern 
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apparently does not impact or constrain their practice, nor does it seem to decrease poetry’s 
curricular emphasis within their practice. These exemplary teachers do teach poetry--
anywhere from 25-50% of their classroom time--compared with a national average as last 
measured of between 2- 9%, according to recent reports (Applebee, 1993).  
The challenges of interpretive relativism. How do teachers find the “sweet spot” 
between language or interpretations that are too facile, and analytical approaches that make 
texts seem out of reach (or texts themselves that are too difficult for a given group of 
reader)?  Vygotsky’s (1978) Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) is, once again, germane 
to the discussion here. He describes the ZPD as 
the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent 
problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through 
problem-solving under adult guidance, or in collaboration with more capable peers. 
(p. 86) 
How do we help students to recognize and avoid interpretive relativism when working with 
poetry?  As with so many teaching challenges, the most foolproof and effective way seems to 
be knowing one’s students, and knowing one’s subject. If we want poetry to get out of the 
mystical and unreachable realm where students (and sometimes, teachers) think it resides, we 
must understand the implicit interpretive strategies that develop over a lifetime of reading 
poems. We must also allow ourselves to be new to poems in front of our students, discover 
them alongside students, think aloud to model our thinking and ways of accessing both a 
poem’s particular situation and its universal appeal, and offer students ways to interact (and 
dismantle, and reassemble) the architecture of texts.   
Further, we must give students concrete means to see the universal in the particular, 
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rather than superimposing their own particular (“I think this poem is about my grandmother 
dying”) over a poem’s terrain. It seems that Appleman’s (2009) strategy of explicitly teaching 
students the professional lexicon of not just the poet, but the literary theorist, may be a 
particularly effective way to do this, because it may allow students to apply conceptual and 
theoretical frameworks to poems in addition to applying their own biographies. In fact, all of 
the strategies mentioned in previous sections of this chapter could help to guard against 
interpretive relativism.  
In a 2000 essay in The Guardian, teacher Alan McLean addresses whether learning 
poetry in school is worthwhile. In it, he is somewhat reductive in his reasoning and in his 
praise for poetry in the classroom:  
In textbooks students are usually presented with oral and written texts whose 
meaning can be fairly confidently ascertained: these texts have a meaning and you, 
the learner, can discover it. Poetry is different. The reader is a much more active 
participant in working out the meaning--or rather the range of meanings--of the text. 
The reader brings his or her own experience to the poem. The idea that the meaning 
of a text can vary according to the person reading it will be a new and refreshing one 
for many students.  
While it is, indeed “new and refreshing” to many students to have freedom and flexibility of 
both analysis and discourse in one’s relationship with a text in a classroom setting, (and it is, 
to too many students, a novel notion, indeed), McClean’s implication that a meaning in a text 
“varies according the person reading it” may be more relativistic than the kind of recursive, 
transactional poetry engagement envisioned as ideal by Rosenblatt, Eisner, and the teachers I 
observed. Granted, this was a brief article in a publication meant not for practitioners but for 
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the general public; however, it does seem important to balance the entities of reader, teacher, 
and text when engaging in inquiry regarding the nature of poetry instruction. If we are at an 
important juncture in poetry instruction, as much of the research seems to suggest we are 
(Applebee, 1993; Eisner, 2005; Hennessey & McNamara, 2013; NEH report, 2016), it would 
seem that now, more than ever, teachers need to choose their words carefully, especially 
when discussing poetry “at large.”  
In his 2014 essay “Reading a Poem: 20 Strategies” published in The Atlantic Monthly 
(and widely circulated among every teacher of poetry I know), writer and teacher Mark 
Yakich advises against the kind of relativism that novice readers of poetry often employ, in 
his #3 strategy: 
Try to meet a poem on its terms not yours. If you have to “relate” to a poem in 
order to understand it, you aren’t reading it sufficiently. In other words, don’t try to 
fit the poem into your life. Try to see what world the poem creates. Then, if you are 
lucky, its world will help you re-see your own. 
In the survey that the five practitioners filled out prior to the observations and interviews, it 
seemed that these teachers all struggle to strike a balance between “indulging” students’ 
narrow, too-facile and autobiographically retro-fitted readings of poetry, and the temptation 
and tendency of a teacher to “push from behind” as Francis put it in our second interview, 
until the students “fall in line with” teachers’ own pre-determined meaning or lesson 
objective. The surveys and observations of all five teachers bore this out. For example, the 
Likert scale survey question (#12) “I am open to following students’ lead rather than my 
own plan when teaching poetry” parallels this concern about interpretive power, if indirectly. 
This question received the lowest score (3.8/5) from all five teachers of all of the 12 Likert-
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scale questions, which asked teachers to choose a number (1-5), with 5 being “most aligned 
with my own practice and beliefs” and 1 being the “least aligned.” Likewise, on the open 
response survey question “What’s the hardest thing about teaching poetry?” (a question that 
re-appears implicitly in post-observation interview questions about hopes and aims), Samuel 
responded “unsettling what students think they already know,” while Nuala replied, “getting 
them to think more deeply than in a knee-jerk way about how the poem applies directly to 
their own biographically-bound life.”  
Interestingly, when asked to describe an experience teaching poetry that didn’t go as 
he’d hoped, Samuel acknowledged in his survey the competing concern, explored at length 
in this chapter: “When I am not open to multiple interpretations of a poem or already think 
I know what makes it click.” Henry, similarly, in our third interview noted his impulse to 
sometimes “push an interpretation from behind, adding that “today, third period, it didn't 
work. It was too much front-loading.” 
Nuala and I teach in a democratic program that prizes student authority and agency, 
and in which power-sharing and student investment are driving principles. A potential fallout 
from this otherwise effective shared agency approach is that students’ self-referential talk--
under the guise of student agency--can eclipse discussion of a text, tipping it away from the 
poem (or leaving it behind altogether) as students share their own particular, context-bound 
experience--somewhat like the “Enough about me, what do you think of me?” joke about 
narcissism in discourse. Perhaps especially in this context, a teacher seeking to balance the 
affective and analytical domains in order to go deep beyond the surface of a poem is called 
on to, as Nuala said in her second interview, “point a student back into the poem, many 
times even, and coach them away from narrow interpretations that are just too tied to their 
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own concrete experiences.” To do this takes a confident teacher, and mutual trust between 
student and teacher. 
In fact, teachers in this study both implicitly and explicitly acknowledged--through 
both practice and reflection--that sometimes the most respectful way to honor a student’s 
intellect and capacity for artistic connoisseurship is to trust oneself and the student enough 
to say, as Nuala recounted in our third interview “I hear what you’re saying about this poem, 
and I don’t see it. Show us what led you to thinking that way.” The issue of interpretive 
relativism is, like much of the history of ELA teaching, the research on teaching poetry, and 
teachers’ own stated pedagogical interests and concerns, at its core a question of bringing 
balance and integrity to this tension. 
 
Using Multiple Modes of Representation in Concert with Poetry, and Manipulating 
Poetic Texts 
 
 
Multiple modes of representation. Every teacher I observed used multiple modes 
of representation--paintings, songs, other poems, novels, short stories, and even recipes--to 
help students to unpack both a poem’s unique features and what happens when works speak 
to each other across time and genre, how works of art can illuminate one another, and how 
and why poets and artists make choices. It was often the case, as well, that the teacher-
participants used this strategy as a way to scaffold and build off of students’ existing 
fluencies, whether those fluencies were ones that existed outside the class or were cultivated 
during class over the course of encountering works together.  
It is worth mentioning that of the five teachers I observed, three (Nuala, Francis, and 
Henry) are active musicians, and these three teachers all used music in some way in the 
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classes I observed, as a way to access the poems that anchored their classes. It emerged over 
the course of surveys, observations, and interviews that they use multiple modes of 
representation and bring an aesthetic sensibility to their work with poems and students.  
Manipulating text. During my observations, all teachers challenged students to 
undo and rebuild poems, to imagine scenarios and “what-ifs” with poems (both with form 
and with content), and all challenged their students to think as writers. As Samuel pointed 
out in our second interview, “their analytical reading is so much better when they're 
understanding it through a writer's lens.” All of the five teachers used poems in conjunction 
with other poems, or with other art and media--what Eisner (1988) calls the forms of 
representation. Among the many reasons to do this, one good rationale is that when we give 
students permission to dismantle texts, it makes poetry less a holy relic--less a product and 
providence of the elite. As art historian John Berger (1972) describes repeatedly in his book 
Ways of Seeing, interacting with art actively and often is the most effective way to demystify it.  
On all three visits to Francis’s class, I witnessed him use text-to-text strategies that 
required students to translate, adapt, curate, and rearrange. Activities included translating the 
prose in a Vonnegut novel to a poem, dismantling the structure of a Marie Howe poem, the 
cutting up into parts of a Williams poem so that students could make authorial choices in 
reassembling it, and using students’ own social media language as a way both to intuit the 
interplay between form and content, and to understand texting as a sort of poetic shorthand. 
In our second post-observation interview, Francis discussed the usefulness of having 
students manipulate text:  
Once they can touch it, and move it around, exactly. And isolate it from the novel. 
And this novel particularly lends itself to that because especially the first chapter, but 
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really throughout, it's a bunch of little chunks, and it's different moments or different 
writers, different tangents.  
He continued:  
I wanna get them thinking of analysis as a creative sort of act. And so, I'm hoping 
that that... This will be a way that they're like... You know when you are... If I'm 
asking you to write something critical about the book, start with this, start by taking 
the passage we're gonna talk about and try to turn it into a poem, and see if doing 
that, unlocks something of its meaning in a way that just having it there didn't 
already.  
During the first lesson of Nuala’s that I observed, she dealt explicitly with the 
interdependence of form and content, used multiple modes of representation, and 
encouraged students to manipulate the texts of You Begin, by Margaret Atwood, Country Fair, 
by Charles Simic, The Critic by C.K. Williams, and the song Sam Stone by John Prine. She 
asked students to “swap out” the form and the content of the various works, using them to 
mine words, ideas, and strategies to employ in their own work. During this lesson, students 
saw, very concretely, how the choice of form in a poem can influence its content in 
fundamental ways--ways that are sometimes so implicit to the poem’s integrity that the best 
way to make it visible is to try to tease form and content apart, especially in a work that 
derives much of its power from their symbiosis. Many of Nuala’s students had their form-
content “a-ha” moment during this class, and spoke about the form-content interplay being, 
as one student exclaimed “like pow, to see how she did that. That just blew my mind” 
(lesson #1). Later in this class, after introducing students to these works, and then giving 
them specific tasks and scaffolds in service of their own writing (of short fiction), Nuala 
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implicitly and explicitly acknowledged the need for some structural parameters when 
working with multiple texts and writing their own work, telling the students “sometimes 
some kind of limitation is a writer’s best friend,” to which several students looked up at her, 
smiled and nodded, while others just continued writing.  
Engaging in what Nuala called “what-if” approaches to poems--whereby a class 
manipulates, rearranges, and/or replaces the text of a poem-- is an effective way to make 
poetry accessible, even though some students regard it as sacred, unreachable, or irrelevant. 
This approach also can uncover a poem’s operating principles. Asking “what if” questions 
like: “What if the poem had used a different (or no) stanza structure?”  “What if they had 
chosen this word rather than the one they chose?” and “What if we were to rearrange the 
order of the stanzas?” can put students in direct contact with a poem by asking them to 
experiment and play with its form and content. As Nuala noted in our second interview, it 
can also invite students who had “never been invited in before” to “touch and not just look, 
and to crack the code.” 
Thematic pairings. A primary means by which I observed teachers give students 
agency and confidence with poems was via their use of multiple modes of representation, 
including pairings of works in other genres with poems, either because they had a similar 
style, approach, or theme, or because doing so offered something to the class’s 
understanding of a poem with which they were working. I witnessed these two strategies-- 
manipulating the text, and using multiple modes of representation--in all of the 15 classes I 
observed.  
In several cases, I witnessed students seeming to come alive with the introduction of 
one or both of these techniques. During the first lesson of Henry’s that I observed, for 
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which Keats’s poem, “La Belle Dame sans Merci” was the anchor poem, Henry used a 
comic/graphic novel version of the poem, and two songs, to supplement students’ reading 
of the poem. He also grouped works thematically by drawing students’ attention to the 
notion of the femme fatale. Several students in this class who had been looking out the 
window, or gazing at the floor, or slumped down in their seats, sat upright when Henry 
played the Velvet Underground song, Femme Fatale, and then played an mp3 recording of a 
song version of the poem he had written years earlier. The students, who had been dutifully 
contributing and who appeared to be attending to the teacher and discussion up to this point 
had begun fading with about 10 minutes left to class. During the first song, I observed 
students sit up, and begin to read the lyrics of the Velvet Underground song in earnest 
(Henry had handed them out prior to playing the song). I observed six or seven students (of 
25) cross referencing the lyrics with the poem side by side on their desk. When the song 
(sung and played by Henry) began playing, students began murmuring together and then 
proclaiming aloud once it dawned on them that this was the voice of their teacher singing 
the poem they had just read! 
 
Relationship as the Foundation of Good Poetry Teaching 
 
The perceptive reader will recognize that attention to relationships is no less important in observing classrooms 
and schools than it is in looking at a sculpture by Michelangelo or listening to a trumpet solo by Wynton 
Marsalis. In all cases, relationships matter, for what something is, is influenced dramatically by how the 
qualities that it possesses relate to one another (Eisner, 2004, p. 197)  
 
The teachers I observed did not occupy separate domains in their teaching and non-teaching 
lives. They do not have, as Nuala said during our second interview, “a division between a 
teacher self and a regular self.” They are, to their students, open books. Henry’s life 
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experiences as a musician, father, and poet seem embedded in his teaching. During our first 
interview, he said “I think I'm at core an ethical teacher. I'm most driven by the idea of 
decency, and just not perpetuating villainy, essentially.” Like good poetry, these teachers 
seem authentic, deep, and knowable. When asked during our second interview about the 
moment in one of his classes during which he shared a song he had written, and another 
during which he laughed at himself, Henry reasoned: “That's how I think. That's 100%, 
unfiltered, exactly who I am.”  
 Authenticity and vulnerability: being an open book to students. These teachers 
let themselves be known by their students; and their students, from what I could observe, 
usually responded in kind. On my second visit to Wills’s classroom, his students were eager 
for news on his lost dog. When he reported to his students that the dog had been found, 
they let out a chorus of “Yay’s!” When Nuala mentioned briefly to her students that she used 
to teach at one of the elementary schools in town, students pressed her for more 
information, and she gave it, before returning to instruction. Each teacher mentioned their 
own children at least once to their students. As Nuala puts it during our third interview,  
We as teachers--especially English teachers--are constantly asking them to reveal 
themselves, to take risks in their writing and in discussion. How could we not do the 
same? I don’t want class to be about me, and it’s not--but, real connection comes 
from shared vulnerability.  
The poets and musicians in the group have all shared their work with students, which seems 
fundamental to power-sharing in any discourse community, especially one in which we are 
asking students to share their work, and to take intellectual risks. Poetry traffics in loss and 
yearning, and offers us ways to make sense, communally, of human experience.  To withhold 
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oneself from students, or to treat poems as inert items to be mastered, seems to miss the 
point; in fact, it seems outright tone-deaf.  
In addition, all of the teachers in this study were eager to talk with me in interviews 
about their students as individuals, pointing out this one or that one’s backstory, quirks, and 
inclinations. It was evident that none of the teachers viewed students or classes as 
monolithic units. None of the teachers used educational jargon in their reflections or in their 
teaching, but this approach of treating each student as an individual with unique needs and a 
unique mind, is what those “in education” call “individualized instruction.” In observing 
these teachers, I saw adults who model what it means to be life-long learners who do not 
always get everything right. As mentioned earlier, each teacher pointed out a failing or a 
mistake they made at some point during their classes--a misstep either in interpretation of a 
poem, in instructing a class, or in life.  
Knowing students well enables teachers to zero in on a student’s Zone of Proximal 
Development (Vygotsky, 1978), scaffolding instruction so that it is challenging but not out 
of reach, and remaining responsive, flexible and effective in their approach and in their 
choice of poems and related content. In addition, all five teachers in this study either 
implicitly or explicitly acknowledged the fact that each class is different-- a unique entity that 
is made up of students, teacher, experiences, texts, interactions, and a unique history built 
over time. Henry, like all the teachers in this study, is sensitive to classroom chemistry. He 
expressed a belief that good classroom chemistry is multi-faceted and borne of the teacher’s 
confidence, comfort, and personality, as well as a trusting relationship between student and 
teacher, a deep knowledge of students as individuals, and the explicit cultivation of a 
classroom culture that is positive, lively, and curious. As he noted during our second 
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interview, some days, or some classes, are harder than others in this respect: 
The vibe of the class is not as friendly as I want it to be….it hasn’t been as…laughy. 
He continued that it’s just  
a little tense in there. They’re very submissive. And I haven’t figured out a way to be 
the person that I am in the first period class, with them… I don’t like it when they 
are uncomfortable and I don’t do too well with people not liking me. So, I end 
up…My personality is that I’ll end up doing whatever it takes to make sure that 
things end harmoniously. So, I almost never have a kid coming back who doesn’t 
wanna be there. So, I tend to have a good rapport with kids…I’m helping a lot of 
them after school with their essays, so they’ve seen firsthand that I’m motivated to 
help them and that I’m gonna do a good job helping them.  
In Francis’s third class, I observed as he walked around as students worked at dismantling a 
Marie Howe poem. Students turned to their neighbors; I heard snippets of conversations 
about food, stealing one another’s food, moms, and the poem (about motherhood). They 
were chatting freely, but on topic. They were yawning, but on topic. Francis was keyed in; he 
seemed to know which groups to visit and when, and which students were on the margins of 
their small group; he spent time crouching down next to them, and encouraging their 
participation and sense of belonging.  
Francis was, like all the five teachers in this study, relentless in his enthusiasm, and in 
his commitment to both the efferent, concrete readings of the poems (asking questions like 
“What is the situation,” and “What information is contained here?”) and to the aesthetic and 
affective readings (asking questions like “How would you feel if you were in this poem?” and 
“I got chills! Who else got chills?”) It seemed, after watching the practice of all of these 
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teachers and listening to them talk about teaching poetry, the place where Rosenblatt’s 
spectrum of types of reading events and approaches is most applicable is with the students 
who are concerned about their grade, and about learning discrete information that they can 
master, and then display their mastery. In fact, these students at times needed to be brought 
back to a more aesthetic and affective approach. Again, knowing one’s students, including 
their expectations for and concerns about poetry, was vital in this respect, as in many others.  
Communal meaning-making. Returning to a given poem and rereading it over the 
course of time is something that is suggested in the research as an effective teaching and 
reading strategy (Abrams et. al, 2003; Dymoke, 2012; Eisner, 1988; 2012; Rosenblatt, 1938). 
All of these teachers built on an existing trove of literary and other artistic works, students’ 
understanding of them, and activities that supported this depth of understanding and 
appreciation within a given class, such that everything that is good and fruitful and resonant 
is returned to, both implicitly and explicitly. Implicitly, teachers modeled habits of mind, and 
built on prior communal experiences and understandings; explicitly, teachers practiced 
recursion by direct mention, comparison, or ways of talking about the works and the 
learning and insights that have occurred. In this sense, all modes of representation--literary 
and artistic--are collected, kept, referred to, harvested, and remembered as a collective body 
of learning and experience in each given class.  
Each of the classrooms I observed seemed to share their own unique discourse, 
references, common works and experiences, jokes, and even academic language. Wills’s use 
of the word “hinge,” for example, is one his students use, as well. Both Francis and Samuel 
use the word “situation” often, as in “What’s the situation of the poem?” and his students 
do, too.  There is a collective memory and community-specific discourse upon which 
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teachers and students draw--a recursion of works and habits of mind a class builds-- such 
that each work builds on the next, and no work is ever truly left behind. There was a clear 
sense from the way these five exemplary teachers and their students referenced past texts that 
they were building a classroom “canon.”  
  Due to my prior, more narrow sense of the word “recursive” as it applies to these 
teachers’ practice, I was attuned to noticing primarily repeated mentions of the same poem-- 
the extent to which teachers returned to the same poem over time--as an indicator of this 
practice. Consequently, my initial impressions that these teachers did not engage frequently 
in this practice were not accurate. Although these five teachers were not recursive in their 
practice in the ways I had expected or in the ways the research frames it--namely, returning 
multiple times to a given poem--they were, in fact, engaged in something potentially just as 
interesting, and more far-reaching and sustainable. They were engaging in a constant and 
cumulative excursion and recursion that includes everything they had read and discussed 
together as part of building a learning community. This includes language they had created to 
talk about texts, and habits of mind they had cultivated together. In this sense, no poem, no 
work, no discussion, existed in a vacuum or separate from the living organism of the 
classroom.  
Teacher self-awareness, classroom chemistry, and personality. Every teacher in 
this study reflected on their teaching in a global sense--in terms of overall strengths, 
weaknesses, and areas to improve--and on a class-by-class basis. The way they spoke made it 
clear that they are accustomed to reflecting and tweaking, and would do this even if the 
interview questions had not prompted them to do so.  
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Schön (1983) describes the importance of building on our experience and improving 
our practice by engaging in self-reflection. Each day, in each class, teachers are called on to 
think on our feet. This is an ability that is refined and deepened when we engage the 
recursive processes of fruitful self-critique and reflection--and then integrate that self-critique 
into subsequent instruction in order to hone our pedagogy and better understand our 
students and ourselves. As exemplary teachers do, Henry reflected in our third interview on 
how to make improvements in his classroom, and on how he might in subsequent lessons 
harness students’ energy and maximize their engagement: “The seats will change, or the 
encouragement will happen so that they feel more ownership…”  
Teachers in this study knew themselves and their vulnerabilities as instructors, and 
were sensitive to the mood and atmosphere in the room. After his Atwood class (lesson #1), 
Henry reflected on his practice, and displayed his willingness to be vulnerable:  
I was happy to see them get to the idea of Atwood, and I was also watching myself 
teach it, knowing that you were watching me sort of scramble a little bit, was…It’s 
fun to, not to be too selfish and egocentric, but it’s fun to, when you’re scrambling 
and feel like you’re screwed and you don’t know what you’re gonna say next to 
finally find the way out of the puzzle of the poem.  
After I observed his second lesson, Henry reported to me that “The vibe of that class is not 
as friendly as I want it to be.” All of the teachers shared in some way that they felt attuned to 
the “vibe” of the class. Additionally, three of the teachers mentioned teaching the same kids 
over multiple years, and framed this as a unique opportunity and a welcome one.  
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School Contexts: Life Signs in the Classroom and Out 
 
“In classrooms, knowing the history of the situation, something about the teacher and the school…can help us 
to notice and to interpret what we have noticed…our perception and interpretation of events are influenced by 
a wide range of knowledge we believe to be germane to that classroom or situation” (Eisner, 1998, p. 66) 
 
 
There are life signs in any school--seemingly mundane things that, when viewed as a 
whole, can provide a visitor with a window into the culture of the school and of the 
particular classroom one is visiting. While I do not comment within the study explicitly on 
every life sign I observed, they certainly rounded out my impressions of these classrooms 
and these teachers’ contexts. Where a detail seemed particularly germane, I included it 
explicitly, either in Chapter Four or in this chapter.  
These are a few of the questions I asked myself as I visited: Does this school seem 
porous, open, and accustomed to visitors? (Are there spaces for visitors to park; is signage 
clear; to what extent do students seem to be impacted by the presence of an observer in their 
school and classroom?) Who greets the visitor when they enter the building, and how, and 
where? Who directs or escorts the visitor to the classroom? Even this--escorting versus not--
seems a distinctive life-sign; for example, one school asked a student to escort me, and it was 
clear from our conversation that this is a common occurrence; another gave me a room 
number and pointed down a hallway; another teacher had me meet them in advance outside 
a chapel where the students meet to read and hear student speeches each day.  
And more: How tight is security? Are there students hanging around the interstitial 
spaces (hallways, etc.)? Are there spaces that allow and invite students to spread out, work, 
and socialize when not in class? Do the walls have student work posted, and are there 
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announcements about upcoming performances and social events? Are there posters put up 
by student-run committees, and posters reminding students about things like college visits?  
And more: How are the incidental interactions between staff and students? How do 
they acknowledge each other when passing in the hall? Does a teacher contest the students’ 
whereabouts, asking for hall passes? Does a teacher sit down and chat with students? Do 
they exchange familiar hellos? Do the teachers address students by name? Who belongs to 
the spaces, and what kind and proportion of spaces belong to the students? How are 
students relating to one another? Are there divisions of race, gender and/or style in the small 
student groups gathered or moving through their day? What are norms for hallway behavior; 
Is it controlled chaos? Is there a sense of energy or lethargy? Are there students laughing, 
yelling, swearing, crying, consoling, looking at phones, making plans? Are teachers in the 
thick of it with students, or do they linger in the margins, and thresholds of classrooms? Are 
administrators in the thick of it? Do administrators know kids’ names? How do students 
react to and address administrators and teachers? Is there a sense of mutual trust and esprit 
de corps? Are there bells that signal the change of classes? Is the hallway clean? Is the school 
old and in need of repair (or, as in the case of one school in this study, old and sparkling 
clean and well-tended)? These rich observations can happen before the observer has entered 
the classroom for the “real” observation.  
Once I entered the classrooms of these teachers, there were more life-signs to 
observe. This time, I was in a seated, static position, and the action and activity of the class 
was moving around me. I had time to study what was on the walls. I had occasion to really 
study students, teachers, and the classroom itself. I had the opportunity to inhabit a kind of 
middle space between teacher and student, to see the teacher from a student’s point of view 
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as much as possible, and to see what the teacher sees and may not see. I was seated closely 
enough to get to see how students’ bodies are oriented, how many students are in the class, 
whether and which kids are on their phones, whether they talk to each other, and whether 
that talk is related to course content or not. I saw the student work on the wall, the family 
photos on a teacher’s desk, and I observed “incidental” discourse between students and the 
teacher before and after class. (No discourse is incidental, of course; it is all relational, and all 
worth observing.) Are teachers asking about students’ lives outside the classroom? Are they 
referencing a shared experience?  
All of these moments can help to tell the story of a particular class. With repeated 
visits, I was able to be recursive and reflexive about initial impressions, and to take what I 
had learned in prior observations and interviews and apply it to my subsequent observations. 
What else could I notice that I had not noticed before? Are students on time? Are the desks 
in rows, or arranged in a circle? Does the teacher share their room with another teacher or 
teachers? In what ways does the classroom reflect the personality of the teacher? Do 
students have assigned seats? What can be seen out the windows of the classroom? Are there 
artifacts on the black or white board from past classes? What traces have other students, 
other classes, and other teachers left behind? How comfortable do students seem with an 
observer in the room?  
Advantages and disadvantages of observing within an institution one knows 
well. An experienced teacher is at both an advantage and a disadvantage as an observer in 
these classrooms. There are signs and signifiers I was able to read--from a student’s body 
language (although, this is an imprecise science, as a student’s internal world is known only 
by them, and sometimes not even by them), to the artifacts lying around the room. 
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Everything in a classroom tells a piece of each class’s and teacher’s story--or at least provides 
clues. Even the most sedate and sparse classrooms are teeming with life if one knows where 
to look. 
However, the drawback of being too fluent in these signs and artifacts is that an 
observer, like me, who is an experienced teacher and has spent most of her life in 
classrooms, may overprescribe meaning to some objects and behaviors while underplaying, 
or failing to register, others that may, in fact, hold meaning and tell an important part of the 
story of a given teacher’s practice. I did my best to try to be as bare and unbiased an 
observer as possible, and to check hunches and observations directly with the teachers. For 
example, in our interview after my second observation, I asked Henry about a student who 
had seemed disengaged and irritated in both body and speech for the first half of the class, 
and noticed that Henry had taken him aside during a small group activity to have a few 
words with him privately. I had noticed, too, that the student seemed less agitated upon 
returning to his desk. I was able to get that student’s backstory when Henry reported to me 
in an interview after that class that “Everyone assumes everything that kid does is bad, from 
his parents, to teachers over the years, to administration. He’s not seen clearly, and I try to 
see him clearly.”  In our interview after my second observation, I had the chance to ask 
Nuala about the significance of student work on the walls, and she told me that “It was there 
before I got here,” and added, “I wish I could take credit!” Because I had the opportunity to 
interview teachers multiple times post-observations, there were many cases where I was able 
to check and cross check things I had observed, ask about the accuracy of my early 
impressions, get questions clarified, and keep my own assumptions at least partially in check. 
A classroom is rich with raw material to study; however, that raw material does not always 
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easily square with a given conceptual framework the observer brings to bear on the 
observation. As Eisner (1998) points out,  
…labels and theories are not without their costs. The very order that they provide 
engenders expectations that often impede fresh perception. Labels and theories 
provide a way of seeing. Bu a way of seeing is also a way of not seeing. There are 
stock responses and there are also stock perceptions. What we see is frequently 
influenced by what we know (p. 67).  
I tried to balance my own version of beginner’s mind--remaining as clear-seeing and as 
conscious of my own biases as possible--while using my experience as a teacher to enrich 
and hone my observations, and to discern between the relative levels of meaning to assign 
given artifacts and behavior, in order to be able to understand and be able to interpret and 
convey what I was witnessing. 
The classrooms, schools, and communities. These classrooms had more in 
common than they had differences, and most of the more profound or foundational 
differences were tethered to those communities’ different socio-economic demographics. 
For example, in the urban-suburban blue-collar town of Mills, Mills High School (about 
1,200 students) sits in a sort of no-man’s land, adjacent to pretty woods, but separated from 
them. I visited the school one afternoon to submit permission paperwork prior to beginning 
my observations of Henry. My daughter, a Sophomore in our local high school one town 
over, was with me. From the parking lot, there is nothing else in view but the huge, hulking, 
concrete high school. It wasn’t clear where the entrance was, and the school itself seemed to 
suffer from its own suburban sprawl; there were many doors that looked like “the entrance,” 
and many different parking lots, with very little signage directing visitors (or new students). 
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As we drove around and found a spot, my daughter declared the building to be one of the 
more depressing school buildings she’d seen. She wondered what it would be like to go to 
school there. I wondered, too. The building was looming, solitary, and cinder-block gray, 
surrounded by parking lot, except for the back, where it bordered surrounding woods that 
were lush but inaccessible because of a chain link fence. The school is isolated from the 
town center and does not inhabit a neighborhood. I had to agree with my daughter, who 
isn’t particularly sheltered (her own school is huge, old, and about to undergo a much-
needed renovation). 
As we sat in the car waiting for my appointment with the school’s administrative 
offices, however, we both began to notice something else. The students who were walking 
around (it was about an hour after school had let out) did not seem unhappy. The soccer 
team practiced on the old, chain-link-bordered field; other kids hung out casually on cement 
stairs that were the odd centerpiece of a cement courtyard, enjoying the late Fall afternoon. 
The students seemed in no hurry to leave the school grounds as they sat and talked in 
groups. One group seemed to be made up of peers and a couple of teachers, chatting and 
laughing. These students appeared at home in their school. 
 Walking into that same building on the day of my first observation, I was greeted by 
a friendly main office employee who asked a student to walk me to Henry’s class. On our 
long walk to the classroom, we chatted about school, her classes, and why I was there. As we 
walked, I remembered my first impression of the building that day with my daughter in the 
car, and, noting the gleaming floors, shiny trophy cases, and spirited but ordered movement 
of students moving to their next class, I realized how much I would need to guard against 
first impressions.  
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I entered Henry’s classroom that first day, where the walls were covered with student 
poetry, posters, and art work. Henry greeted me, found an out of the way spot for me to sit 
with my computer, iPad, and mini-microphone, and introduced me briefly to the class. The 
25 students in this honors Senior class murmured half-hearted greetings, and then ignored 
me, which was perfect from an observational point of view. Either they were used to being 
observed, were too tired to care, or they were too busy, and just forgot about me. Then he 
started the class: “Welcome to Friday. Today’s lesson is about advice.” This was his “You 
Begin” poem class, and he proceeded to guide the students through a variety of multiple 
modes of representation in addition to the poem, including a recipe for cider, Kipling’s “If,” 
a Cat Stevens/Yusef Islam’s song, and a Harry Chapin song.  
Standing in contrast to Henry’s school context was that of Wills’s. Wills teaches, and 
is now the English Department head, of an elite boarding/day school west of Boston. The 
surroundings are bucolic and serene. The campus is comprised of several revolutionary-era 
buildings, several modern buildings, and a chapel. In fact, students begin their mornings in 
the chapel, where they listen to a senior give a 15-minute speech. All seniors do this; it is a 
beloved tradition. 
When I arrived at the appointed time and place to meet Wills for my first 
observation, I saw that students were funneling out of the chapel and moving toward their 
first class of the day. The lawns were perfectly green and manicured, and the day seemed 
preternaturally sunny. In fact, all three of the days I observed at this school (one day each in 
October, November, and December) were notably beautiful days--sunny, bright, and 
unseasonably warm. Observing the students coming out of the chapel, I noted that from far 
away, they looked like college students, loping calmly and comfortably, with backpacks and 
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courier bags. At close range, though, it became clear that I was at a high school; some of 
these students were 14 and were a few months ago in middle school.  
When we arrived and students settled in, Wills introduced me as “his teacher,” and 
the 11 students in this class greeted me with “nice to meet you’s.”  Then they ignored me, 
not impolitely, for the ensuing observations. The students were all prepared with The Odyssey, 
which they had just started, and all had notebooks at the ready. These were students who 
know how to “do school:” they were alert in class, vocal, and good at turn taking and 
building off of the discourse of Wills and their fellow students. Wills was encouraging in his 
approach; he never interrupted students, and built upon their language and observations, at 
one point complimenting them with the comment: “I love when you guys take the next step 
that I was gonna take.” I observed this same class three times. In his survey, Wills implicitly 
acknowledged the high level of preparedness of his Freshmen at this elite school: 
I’m very lucky that my students are willing to trust me and dive into new projects. 
I’m also lucky that they’re good enough with language to recognize the ways that 
poems establish and play with tone, which also helps their close reading in other 
genres.  
The other two high schools, Brillman High School, and Swanson High School, sit 
somewhere in the middle of the spectrum, between Wills’s school and Henry’s (but closer to 
Wills’s), and share features with each. Both are high achieving, and known in the region as 
very good schools, although one is suburban (Swanson) and the other (Brillman) is urban-
suburban, and borders Boston. Swanson is consistently listed among the top 5-10 public 
high schools in Massachusetts. While it is becoming more diverse, it is still primarily white, 
and it is intensely academic. Brillman, meanwhile, is more diverse and serves a wider range of 
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students. As one of my colleagues describes it, “There is high pressure if that’s what you 
want.” Within Brillman High School is the program within which Nuala and I teach; it is 
democratic, which means that students are presumed to both want and have more agency in 
their education. Entry is by lottery, and there are always fewer spots than applicants. 
Students in the program have a range of academic abilities, come from a range of school 
experiences, and apply to the program for a variety of reasons, most of them having to do 
with a desire to have more agency in their education and closer relationships with their 
teachers.  
 Supportive contexts. While there was some variation in the school settings in this 
study--especially between Mills High School and Cardman--all of the teachers cited the 
significant amount of freedom they had in their curricular choices as a primary reason they 
felt their context to be supportive. There are other contextual factors that helped to support 
the five teachers’ poetry practice, as well. All of the teachers had longevity (10+ years) at 
their current school, which provides stability and, for these teachers, a sense of both 
freedom and consistency; it is important to remember that “teachers’ experiential knowledge 
is built from specific experiences in particular schools and communities, it often requires 
substantial change when teachers relocate” (Kennedy, 1999, p. 35).  
Teacher isolation. Even within these supportive contexts, three of these teachers-- 
Wills, Henry, and Francis--reported via surveys and interviews that they wished they had 
more time and more poetry-teaching colleagues with which to discuss their poetry teaching 
practice. All of the teachers except Samuel expressed some sense of isolation in their poetry 
teaching. Every teacher expressed to me the desire to meet and compare notes with the 
other teachers in this study, which is something we may do once the study is complete. 
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Teachers of poetry want to talk with other teachers of poetry, and do not get many 
opportunities to do so. According to participant surveys given at the end of The Favorite 
Poem Project Summer Institute for Educators (which had its last summer institute in 2017), 
the institute was valuable to teachers of poetry in large part because it provided a community 
of fellow poetry teachers, a sense of collegiality, and allowed teachers to share skills, poems, 
and strategies.  
In the Likert scale survey question “I talk to other teachers about my poetry 
teaching” (Q #10), the scores were low relative to the other Likert scale survey questions. 
Anecdotally, at the Favorite Poem Project Summer Institute for Educators, dozens of 
teachers over the years have expressed a sense of isolation in their poetry teaching, and many 
lamented that they were “the one poetry person” in their school, and sometimes, in their 
district. This lack of collegiality and community seems to be an area for future research.  
Teachers’ definitions of “exemplary.” All of the teachers’ definitions of 
“exemplary” privileged the intricate relationship between text, teacher, and student. For all 
of the teachers, to be an “exemplary” teacher of poetry requires a unique combination of 
seemingly paradoxical attributes: confidence and humility; expertise and beginner’s mind; 
knowing your students enough to challenge them; and knowing your students well enough 
to know when to step back. Mostly, “exemplary,” to these teachers, means the successful 
transfer of a love and facility with the form--Eisner’s connoisseurship (1998; 2002; 2004; 2005). 
Nuala reported on her survey that a teacher of poetry is exemplary when and if “a student 
feels with or for the poem. If they remember it and return to it later in their life,” adding “I 
recently had a former student send me a picture of a poem I put in her student mailbox 
when she was suffering a serious heartache. She told me that poem got her through a painful 
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time. That, to me, was poetry success!” Wills, also on his survey, defined an exemplary 
teacher of poetry as one who 
helps kids find a way to find their own way into a poem. Such a teacher helps the 
students develop skills and habits they can use…so that [they] have a place to 
connect. An exemplary teacher helps students learn to trust both the poem itself and 
their own reading. I’m very clear with kids that my job is not to make them love 
poetry, but what I don’t tell them is that if I do my job well, that they will love at 
least one poem by the time we’re done. 
Francis’s definition of “exemplary” on his survey explicitly addressed the balance between 
analytical and affective or efferent and aesthetic positions with regard to teaching poetry: 
I think an effective teacher of poetry is one who 1) provides students with the tools 
they need to make sense of a poem--to move beyond mere appreciation (at best) or 
dismissiveness (at worst) and 2) gives students an opportunity to have a stake in the 
class’s study of poetry, allowing them to read, write about, emulate, share, and 
celebrate poems of their choosing. 
This hearkens back to a comment Francis made during his second post-observation 
interview: “I wanna get them thinking of analysis as a creative sort of act,” and his stating of 
his ideal that students would have a sort of “conversion-like” experience, from a non-reader 
of poetry to a “noticer, lover and reader” of poetry.  
 
 
Answering the Research Question 
 
 The research question for this study is: What are the practices and attributes of these five 
exemplary teachers of poetry? The question is semantically bifurcated--divided into things an 
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exemplary teacher of poetry does, and ways a teacher of exemplary poetry is. Therefore, one 
efficient way to answer the research question would be to list the practices first and the 
attributes second: These exemplary teachers of poetry prize student agency and share power, 
make their rationale and strategies for reading poetry explicit, use multiple modes of 
representation (and capitalize on students’ existing fluencies) and manipulation of poetic 
texts to demystify and enrich poetry study, and deftly balance a host of competing tensions 
including expert/novice, and appreciation/analysis. These exemplary teachers are confident, 
humble, relational, caring, passionate, and authentic. It also bears repeating that these 
teachers were chosen in part because they are experienced, motivated, committed, supported, 
and reflective, and that these conditions and attributes also seem to set the foundation for 
exemplary teaching. The most resonant theme, however, is that being an exemplary teacher 
of poetry is as much about how one is in and out of the classroom as it is about what one 
does in the classroom.  
There are formidable challenges and risks that an exemplary teacher of poetry must 
take on: sharing their vulnerabilities with students, sharing power with students, teaching a 
difficult art form and academic subject to a sometimes-resistant population, trying and 
failing, experiencing a sense of professional isolation, and teaching through the deflation that 
can come when our students fail to appreciate the poems and poetry we love. And yet, these 
same challenges and risks--sharing power and expertise, knowing one’s students deeply, 
balancing competing tensions, and remaining authentic--are the very features that 
characterize the exemplary teaching of poetry, and the ideals that we may hold up as models 
for others willing and up to the challenge. To these five exemplary teachers of poetry, the 
challenge and the risks seem well worth it.  
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Chapter Six: Implications and Recommendations 
 
Introduction 
 
This chapter briefly revisits the research question in light of more broad contexts, discusses 
implications of the research findings, and reflects on those implications as they pertain to the 
contexts, practices, and challenges of teaching poetry as a high school teacher of English- 
Language Arts. In this chapter, I also make recommendations and suggestions for future 
research and practice.  
The findings of this study contribute to our emerging understanding of what it 
means to be an exemplary teacher of poetry. Patterns emerged in this study that pertain to 
teacher action, teacher reflection, teacher positionality in the classroom, and to the teacher-
student relationship. Globally, there are many points of convergence and expansion within 
these patterns; however, there are two central, global answers to the research question. The 
first answer to my research question--the one to which all of the individual findings in this 
study point--is this: Exemplary teachers of poetry are able to balance and navigate competing 
tensions that are unique to the teaching of poetry. They are specialists in this domain.  
Broadly speaking, the second major finding of this study is that exemplary teachers 
in the poetry teaching domain represent a set of interlocking and cumulative principles and 
prerequisites: to wit, that a balanced approach requires confidence, that confidence requires 
experience and reflection, and that experience and reflection require time, commitment, 
support, teacher autonomy, and a teacher’s commitment to an authentic and equal 
partnership between teacher and student. Emerging from this study are a few key 
pedagogical, institutional, philosophical and practical implications and recommendations.  
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Implications: Continuing Problems in the Teaching of Poetry 
 
Poetry teaching as the poster child for current tensions in education. 
In the culture at large, we generally regard and refer to poetry as an art form to be 
appreciated for its ability to enrich and expand our ways of thinking and feeling about our 
lives. This study of exemplary teachers of poetry investigated good teaching, poetry’s 
potentiality within that good teaching, and, more implicitly, ways in which we may both 
interrogate and secure poetry’s place in our curricula. Studying the exemplary teaching of 
poetry is rich and challenging, in part because the teaching of poetry resides at a crossroads 
where key perennial educational paradoxes, problems, mysteries, questions, and issues 
converge.   
This exploration of the practices and attributes of exemplary poetry teachers answers 
some important questions about what exemplary poetry teaching can look like, and it leads 
us headlong into more questions: pedagogical questions regarding teaching practice, 
institutional and cultural questions about structures and values, and foundational curricular 
questions regarding literature’s function and purpose. All of these questions are deserving of 
further investigation. For example: Why isn’t there more time to teach poetry? Why do 
poetry teachers seem to be professionally isolated? Why do so few ELA teachers teach 
poetry regularly (if at all)? Is poetry an art form, an academic subject, or some hydra-headed 
fusion of the two? How idiosyncratic is the exemplary teaching of poetry?  To what extent is 
the strength of the relationship between student and teacher in the teaching of poetry as, or 
more, important than it is in other subjects, and with other literary genres?  
These and other questions emerge not only from this study and from research, but 
persist as artifacts from the decades old tug of war over the purpose of literature and how to 
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teach it, primarily between the constructivism of a reader-response approach, and the 
instrumentalism of heritage models and teacher-centered instruction. There are even more 
foundational questions: Why read? Why read poetry? What does it mean to be “well read?” 
What’s worth teaching in the ELA classroom? What kind of students do we want? What do 
we want them to be able to do, and how do we want them to be able to think? All of these 
questions run parallel to, are deeply embedded in, and/or are activated and complicated by 
the research question: What are the practices and attributes of these exemplary teachers of poetry in the 
secondary English-Language Arts classroom?   
 
People are reading poetry less than they used to. Teachers are teaching poetry 
less than they once did. Research suggests that teachers are intimidated by poetry and that 
students are mystified by it. Whether it is because the culture sees poetry as a frill, or because 
it is difficult to measure anything but a student’s cursory understanding of a poem on a 
standardized test, teachers are feeling increasingly conflicted about teaching poetry. A study 
of “voluntary reading” conducted by The National Endowment of the Arts in 2007 provides 
a contextual backdrop for this research on teacher and student resistance to poetry. Their 
2007 study found that literary reading was on the decline, that fewer than 7% of Americans 
had read a poem in the last month at the time of the survey, and that 15-24 year olds spend 
only seven to ten minutes a day on voluntary reading, about 60% less than the average 
American. (NEA Research Report #47).  Another NEA report entitled “How a Nation 
Engages with Art” (2012) showed a 19% decline in adults’ rates of poetry reading from 
12.1% in 2002 to 6.7% in 2012--a 19% decrease (NEA Research Report #57, 2013).  
The waning position of poetry in the lives of Americans seems clear here. Yet, the 
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literature suggests that there are many benefits and gains we offer our students when we 
include poetry as an integrated part of our ELA curriculum: the development of higher-
order thinking skills, an increase in rhetorical strategies applicable to all literary genres, and 
the cultivation of aesthetic habits of mind and analytical skills. It seems timely to discuss how 
we, as teachers, schools and communities can secure poetry’s place in our classrooms and 
culture.  
What about grading? Concerns about grading and assessment were not primary to 
the teachers in this study. However, the realities of assessment influence many teachers’ 
curricular decisions, and deserve mention here. Teaching poetry requires a careful approach 
to assessment. How do we ascertain a student’s “mastery” with a given poem, or 
“competency” with poetry? As Farber (2015) points out: 
We use the coercive force of grading to support a pedagogy that, most typically, 
approaches the poem as a problem to be solved--a sort of brainteaser. The poem 
itself is there not so much to be experienced as to be traded in for some sort of 
cognitive reduction. (p. 216) 
Yet, for most teachers, assessments and grading are necessities.  For many teachers, 
assessments are standardized and out of our hands; in these cases, it may be that we need to 
teach students two “versions” of poetry: the one that will be “on the test” and the one that 
we will use in our lives.  
Regardless of a teacher’s assessment context, it takes creativity and commitment to 
provide assessments that do not reduce poetry to its surface features or discourage students 
from developing a passion for it and a sense of facility and confidence with it. The fact 
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remains that it is difficult to assess students’ facility with poetry. Tension regarding this issue 
is likely to continue. In the meantime, authentic means of assessment that attempt to 
highlight students’ deep fluency with the form--rather than standardized tests that, by 
definition, can attend primarily to the surface features of a poem on a one-time basis--seem 
most advisable. This is an area requiring further research.  
 
Recommendations for Teachers, Schools, and Communities   
 
 
Recommendations for Teachers  
Make strategic and pedagogical thinking explicit to students. Teachers of 
poetry should scaffold their instruction in a variety of ways for students, in order for 
students to have full access to the richness and rewards of reading poetry. Being explicit and 
transparent about instructional aims and rationales, and modeling reading strategies, are two 
effective ways to accomplish this. 
Make it a goal for students to become “connoisseurs and critics” (Eisner, 1998; 
2002; 2004; 2005). Students who are connoisseurs and critics are empowered to think of 
themselves as worthy of entering the domain of poetry, of cultivating their own tastes 
regarding poetry, and of bringing the habits of mind they gain by reading poetry beyond the 
classroom’s walls. It is recommended that we invite students into the arena of academic, 
intellectual, and social discourse about poetry by viewing them--and having them view 
themselves--as connoisseurs and critics. The conviction that cultivating connoisseurship in 
our students is a deeply human impulse was reinforced during an introductory talk that 
Robert Pinsky gave one summer to the teachers in the Favorite Poem Project Summer 
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Institute for Educators. When asked by a teacher in the audience how that teacher can make 
his students love poetry, Pinsky mimed the eating of a delicious new piece of fruit, and then 
held it out as an offering to the imaginary student next to him, as an invitation to try it. It 
was a universal gesture that made the point: appreciation first, analysis second. This is 
connoisseurship.  
Bring balance to the classroom. A central recommendation that emerges from 
studying these five exemplary teachers of poetry is that teachers should strive to balance the 
many competing tensions and dichotomies that are implicit to the teaching of poetry. These 
include appreciation and analysis (and appreciation before analysis, where possible), student 
agency with teacher-led instruction, and the relative (and dynamic) positions of students and 
teachers as experts and novices with regard to reading poetry. Another related 
recommendation is to foreground both sound, and the interplay of form and content, in 
instruction.  
Share power with students and cultivate student agency. A central feature of the 
teaching practices of these exemplary teachers, and a key recommendation, is to foster 
student agency in the classroom. When expertise is distributed in the classroom, and 
students are active participants in their own learning, students are more likely to become 
confident connoisseurs of poetry. In a broader sense, student agency and investment in the 
poetry classroom takes on many forms, and the warrant that hearing and encouraging 
student voices is vital to democracy is gaining a foothold. The word “literocracy” refers to 
the “intersection of literacy and democracy” as it applies to students taking ownership of 
oral and written literacies (Fisher, 2006). While this study does not address slam poetry or 
other oral and recitation movements directly, it is clear from the popularity of nationwide 
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organizations like “Poetry Out Loud” and “Louder Than a Bomb” that deep language play is 
intuitive to students, and that we would do well to remember this as we teach poetry within 
the traditional confines of the teacher-led classroom. 
Work with multiple modes of representation and multiple genres, and 
manipulate poetic text. A strong recommendation for practice in the teaching of poetry is 
to use multiple modes of representation in concert with anchor poems. Using modes and 
media with which students are fluent, or in order to simply provide another entry point to a 
poem via another form of representation, scaffolds instruction of poetry and can increase 
students’ motivation. Pairing anchor poems thematically with other works can also elevate 
the discourse as students compare works, and note patterns. It is also recommended to have 
students work directly with texts of poems, dismantling them, and reassembling them. This 
is especially true for teachers seeking to cultivate in their students’ habits of mind like close 
reading and an appreciation of the interplay of form and content in a poem, and to demystify 
poetry as a genre.  
Know your students, and let them know you. Perhaps one of the most important 
patterns that emerged in the practices of the teachers in this study was that they made it a 
priority to know students and to be known by them. They did not adopt a distant formality 
with students. In fact, their practice seemed antithetical to this. These teachers spoke 
explicitly to this foundational aspect of teaching, and enacted it in interactions with students. 
They knew about their students’ lives, concerns, abilities, inclinations, and vulnerabilities. 
For all of these teachers, discourse was dialogic; sharing was a two-way proposition. Within 
the context of the classroom and beyond it, these teachers were knowable and known to 
their students. They were real people who volunteered information about their lives, 
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concerns, and vulnerabilities, while maintaining appropriate boundaries with students. 
Students responded in kind by trusting these teachers, participating in the communal 
discourse of the classroom, and by taking intellectual and emotional risks.  
 
Recommendations for Schools  
Provide more time and support for teachers to teach poetry. Each teacher-
participant in this study mentioned time limitations as both a reason they do not spend as 
much time as they would like to on a given poem, and as a reason they do not often return 
to poems as often as they might like or otherwise would. One strong recommendation is for 
schools and English departments to create conditions (and reduce limitations) for cultivating 
the exemplary teaching of poetry. This includes giving teachers agency and curricular 
freedom, making sure that poetry is well represented in the curriculum, and encouraging 
teachers to go deep rather than wide with their curriculum, spending time on individual 
poems, and returning to them when appropriate.   
Consider unlevelled English-Language Arts classes or poetry electives. This 
study suggests that students of different academic tracks bring a disparate set of skills, 
expectations, and inclinations to any poetry reading event. It would seem that, in an 
unlevelled class, students of traditionally different tracks (and different approaches to a 
poem) would have much to offer one another, both in meaning-making and strategy 
development. The interplay between academic level and textual discourse is complicated; 
however, no matter the level of students, arriving at the right balance between the affective 
and the analytical is important to maximize students’ deep engagement with the form.  
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Use a specialist model within English departments; offer opportunities for 
observation, mentorship, and collaboration; cultivate connoisseurship in teachers. 
The five teachers in this study were poetry specialists, and all would be effective mentors to 
other teachers. The specialist model could be manifested in English departments by 
appointing an invested, experienced, motivated poetry specialist who could mentor teachers 
who were less experienced or confident with poetry, and provide collegial connection, 
collaboration, and support for teaching poetry. Ideally, teachers would have regular times to 
observe colleagues.  
In addition, the teacher-participants in this study desired but lacked time with peers 
with whom to discuss their poetry teaching practice--to share strategies, expertise, triumphs, 
and challenges. All five teachers in this study expressed the yearning for more collegial 
interaction around poetry teaching. In a profession that can be as isolating and 
entrepreneurial as teaching, collegial support and mentorship is vital and recommended. 
 
Recommendations for Communities  
In colleges and universities, encourage more collaboration between schools of 
education and colleges of arts and sciences. The Favorite Poem Project Summer 
Institute for Educators (FPP SIE) was a joint venture between the School of Education and 
the College of Fine Arts at Boston University. Its mission was to support teachers’ 
intellectual development and passion for poetry, and to safeguard poetry’s place in the 
American classroom. There are few professional development programs that are borne out 
of partnerships within our universities’ English departments and their Schools of Education. 
Especially now that the Favorite Poem Project Summer Institute for Educators has ended, 
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there is a significant programmatic need for this type of immersive, collaborative model that 
addresses both content knowledge and pedagogy.  
In schools and schools of education, cultivate teacher autonomy; encourage 
and support new teachers in taking risks. One paradox that plagues the beginning 
teacher of literature is that, at the time in our careers when we know least and could most 
benefit from saying so, it is most difficult to admit our vulnerabilities. Often, beginning 
teachers retreat to the seeming comfort and control of assessments, organization, and 
teacher-led discourse. Within these contexts, it is difficult to teach someone to “be 
themselves,” especially with the demands that schools place on new teachers to “sink or 
swim.” Many don’t swim, and many leave the profession. Schools of education and schools 
that hire new teachers need an induction strategy that rewards, rather than punishes, risk 
taking. We must make teachers-in-training feel known and seen, in the same way we want 
their future students to be and feel known and seen, with support and mentorship. As 
Farber (2015) states: 
Why not embrace what is elusive in poetry, fighting back that dutiful student in each 
of us that needs to have it all pinned down? Why not cultivate our own autonomy, 
our own freedom, and value the individuality of our own response and our own 
continually evolving taste? How well, after all, can we expect to teach what we don’t 
have? (p. 230-231) 
In schools of education, include poetry teaching more often and more 
explicitly in English methods courses. One way to encourage new teachers to accept the 
paradoxes of teaching--especially teaching poetry--is to include strategies for poetry teaching 
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explicitly, or more explicitly, in methods courses. To help give pre-service teachers 
experience and confidence with poetry, we have to give them metaphors for learning (Certo, 
Apol, Wibbins & Hawkins, 2012). Methods courses would also do well to use exemplary 
poetry teachers as models, to focus on the importance of reflexivity in one’s teaching, to 
teach the importance of teasing out the false dichotomies (close reading versus appreciation) 
from the real tensions (expert versus novice positionality of teachers), to teach the 
embracing of beginner’s mind (sometimes called “I don’t know” mind by Zen practitioners) 
and to help new teachers to embrace paradox in all aspects of their teaching.  
As a community, provide various poetry reading opportunities outside of the 
classroom. There are programs in existence that offer ways to celebrate poetry in the 
community. The Favorite Poem Project helps any interested community to host a Favorite 
Poems event whereby members of the community come together to read a favorite poem 
and tell the story of their connection with the poem. There is a widely known and respected 
organization called “Poetry Out Loud” that involves students’ memorization and recitation 
of poems. And, of course, there are poetry slams; one long-running and well-respected teen 
slam organization is the Chicago-based competition and festival “Louder than a Bomb.” The 
more opportunities students have in the community to interact with poetry, the better 
chance they have at bridging the discourses of school and home, via poetry, and at 
developing expertise and connoisseurship.  
As a community, continue to reflect on the place of poetry on standardized 
tests. It is vital to explore and to challenge--explicitly and in an ongoing way--the wisdom of 
assessing poetry knowledge via summative testing, and in using summative tests to drive 
instruction. If instruction is designed within a teacher-led assessment model, student learning 
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is likely to be cursory, fleeting, and shallow, and students are unlikely to engage in higher 
order thinking or to become connoisseurs. Given the reductive effects that standardized 
testing can have on poetry and poetry instruction, until tests are more authentic in their 
measure of connoisseurship, it may be better to exclude poetry from the testing. However, a 
potentially harmful byproduct of that absence would be the further marginalization of 
poetry. This needs further research.  
 
Conclusion 
 
It is important, now more than ever, to be able to have portraits of good teaching in action. I 
hope that this study contributes to a healthy, specific, and sustained conversation regarding 
the importance of having the excellent teaching of poetry be a consistent, integrated part of 
the secondary English-Language Arts classroom. There is much at stake here. If we want 
students who think critically, who can use literature and poetry to help make sense of their 
increasingly complex world, who see themselves as connoisseurs, who read poetry and seek 
out art outside the classroom, and who have a sense of agency and ownership over their 
education and can see themselves as agents in their own lives, we must continue to ask 
ourselves what it means to teach poetry well--and why it is important to teach it at all.   
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